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mniooucno» 
flp«tch It th# prlHty mod# of communication b#tv##n humant; It It 
xapld and #fflcl#nt and requis## #o llttl# physical or conaclout #ffort 
that It I# tal#n for granttd by ao#t. Ho*#v#r, #ach y#ar a number of 
Individual# lo## th#lr ability to #p#ah, at a r##ult of #tzok##, cranial 
trauma, nauroloflcal dl##a###, laryngectomi##, etc. Among the##, ar# 
iMlivldualt vhot# languag# #lilll# r#m#ln Intact, and who## only handicap 
I# tlM Inability to ^ n#rat# th# approprlat# ##guence of #ound#. Th### 
Individual# ar# abl# to cr#at# the me##ag#s th#y vl#h #xpr####d, Imt jutt 
can*t #ay th#m. 
Until r#c#ntly, th# only altornat# cramunication m#thod# availabl# 
to th### individual# have involved ##tur##, beard#, and writing. The 
advent of mleroprece##or# and #p#ech #ynthe#t# lnt#grst#d circuit# ha# 
brought with it a ni»b#r of altornat# cmmnication tevic## for tWir 
M#. marly #y#t#m# were rather reatrictiv#, allowing a limitad n%mb#r of 
fixed word# or phra###, whil# r#e#nt d#vic#e have been more flexible, 
allying the input of text. Depending on tiM tyntheei# technology used, 
the## d#vicc# hav# generated #p##ch of varying d#gr##a of intolligibllity 
and guality. 
The objective of this project va# to design an alternate 
comminication device for use by speech impaired individuals whose 
langua# skills remain intact. This speech synthesis system is to 
include the following specifications. 
* The system is to be self-contained and allow the user to 
input an utterance, edit it, and have it spoken. 
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* The Mit m@#t b# allowed to tptclfy and #ne:at# ottotancts 
that are not xastzlctad In vocabulary. 
* Tha oitbogiaphic aystea «ad to apaclly tha ottaianca ahonld 
ba aaay to laazn and Include pzovlalona fox the apeelflcation 
of the aopraaegmentala. 
* A keyboaxd entry ayttea la to be ^ ovlded, vlth an 
alphanumeric dlaplay to echo the Information entered. 
* The rule Imaed ayate# for generating the aynthealaer 
parantera must allow for the future addition of the 
aupraaegmental feature modification rulea* 
* The ayatem la to be portable and capable of operating vlthout 




As # Mans of cMsnntcatton, normal spasch Is axtiaaaly tapld and 
efficient, leqaizing so little physical effoxt and pzeplanninf that it is 
almost automatic. Often, one does not folly appzeciate its complexity, 
until confronted with the task of developing an alternate conunication 
system for an adult who has lost the ability to speak. In this chapter, 
we will examine a number of topics related to speech, both normal and 
synthesised, to see what it is that technology most replace, the 
techniques being wed in trying to accomplish this, and the degree to 
which it has succeeded. 
The itooxMMtoi Phase of teal CMnomlcmtiMi 
m lingaigf tptffili mtMtste 
To cMnmnicate orally, a speaker goes through the sequential series 
of steps shown in Figure 1 (Noll, 1913a). These levels are arranged in a 
hierarchical order, from central to ^ ripheral, and although each seems 
to make a unique aW recognizable contriWtion to the total process, none 
is co^letely independent. Tte role of each can be suasarised as 
follows: 
* level X " Ideation - t)w generation of the concepts or 
thoughts to be said, 
* Level II - gymlwlization - ^ applying the linguistic rules 
of the speaker's language, the thou#t processes are 
transformed into a specific syxAolic system; the words to be 
wed in conveying the intended message are selected according 










FHoxe Ï .  Th# stqMotUl Mxles of #t#p# rfqoirt4 tn th# mozoaotof 
^HUM of oz«l coflnmioitioR (Noll, 19I3#) 
* Uv#l III » %#m#latlem - th#e# Uii^iiistie units a%# 
eonv#Kt«d Into noiizmMtor cwwsnd# that Initiât# th# oN#ily 
and ##qwntial innaxvatiei» of th# aotox n#xv#s, and 
* l#v#l IV - #%#cotio# - th# n#ozal innaivation its#lf and th# 
actual «xscotion of movsaants of th# sp##ch machanis#. 
In this aodal, both langoa##, Uv#ls I and II, and spacch, L#v«ls III and 
IV, axe involved as sepaxate aspects In the oxal cra»onication pxocess. 
lan^aafe Is the eore inclosive abstract fonction, which influences the 
vay sentences axe foxaed (syntax), the wiy wxds axe foxaed fxoa saallex 
aeaningfol units (aox^lo^), and the way a sound is pxonoon^ 
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(phonetic#), while epeech ts the aoxe tangible and perlpbexal fonction» 
one of the ways In which the e%p%e##lon can X* xeallied (Noll, lfl3a; 
MacRay, 1971; Parley et al., 1975). 
mmmt mom* mtmnn m mm 
figore 2. k model baaed on the level# of language and the event# of 
speech (ierts, 1971) 
Other authors have described the language-speech hierarchy using 
different term# and model#. Parley et al, (1975) deacribe a central 
language proce##or (Level 11) that ha# direct acce## to the liatening and 
reading input#, a# veil as, the #poken and written output# and a motor 
speech programmer (Level III) that selectively activates the muscles 
Important to speech, ffertz (1971) presents a model. Figure 2, that 
describes language and speech behavior in terms of the deep structure of 
language (semantic, syntactic, and lexical components), the surface 
structure of language (phonological and phonetic components), the 
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InttKMl spt«ch «vtnts Imoxoaotot command», musclt contractions, 
structural movsmtnts, shapa and volume chants, and air prassiaa and air 
flovs) and the external speech events (acoustic signal and perceived 
speech). 
CmNTRALFISSU*# 
figure 3. legions of the left cerebral hemisphere involved in language 
and speech (Holl, 1913a) 
In atwut 9H of all humans, the comprehension of langna^ and the 
production of speech is mediated by the portions of the left cerebral 
hemisphere shown in figure 3 (m*yton, 1986). Although the interi^etative 
areas, as veil as, many of the motor areas are highly developed in only a 
single hemisphere, coMmnication via the cor^ eallosns allow these 
areas to receive tlw sensory information and control the motor activities 
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oC both NaliphtKft. Thif onltazy, erosa-fttdin^ ox^nltatlon psivanta 
IntatfaKanca batvaan tha (onction# of tha tvo aida# of tha btala. 
Maatiam and avaholiiatioa fpaach 1# ganawtad aa a raatiU of 
atlioU that can ba aitliar Intaxnal or axtaznal tn origin. Poatarlor and 
Infarlor to tha priaary aanaory araaa, Plguxa 4, ara raglona callad 
aanaory aaaoeUtlon araaa, vhoaa ganaral function la to provlda a hlghar 
laval Intarpratatlon of tha aanaory Input (Ouyton, 198(). Thaaa 
Intwpratlva araaa, tha aomatlc, tha vlaoal* and tha auditory, all Mat 
ona anothar In tha pMtarler part of tha aopailor taaporal loba. In an 
araa callad ltaralcka*a ara# This araa la aapaclally highly davalopad In 
tha dMlnant aida of tha brain and 1# thought to ba raaponalbla for ttm 
recognition and dacoding of tha input pattarn#, tha formulâtloa of 
thoughts, and tha •alaction of appro^lata word# Mcording to tha laarnad 
aaaantic and grammatical rula# of tha langua^ t<toyton, 1911; Noll, 
1913#; Mollian, 197S). 
Figura I. Organ!wtion of tha aanaory aaaociatioo area# and their 
relationship to lernicke'# area (Guytoa, 1916) 
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TraMlation Tht encoded tentence U then eent via the atcnate 
latclcttlos to Bxoca't axea located In the poatexlox-lnterlof region of 
the frontal lobe, anterior to the facial region of the primary motor 
cortex (Onyton, ISIS; Noll, 1983a). This promoter area la aaaumed to be 
Involved In planning, programming, timing, directing, and coordlMtli^ 
the activities of the speech musculature, with the signals generated sent 
mainly to the primary motor cortex, vhlch excites multiple groups of 
muscles, and also the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, both of which 
provide feedback to the motor cortex. Althoi^h the coordinated movements 
of the muscle groups have been planned, the necessary conands for speech 
are far from complete, as the neural commands for fliM motor control and 
axlal/palred coordinations have not yet been established tHolllen, 1975). 
iMcatioii In order to produce Intelligible speech, the neural 
signals to the cmponents of the speech apparatus must produce muscle 
contractions, that are of the proper force and rate, maintained for the 
appropriate period, and followed bjf other contractions in ^ ecise 
secession. It has been estimated that over 100 muscles must be 
controlled and coordinated centrally during the act of speaking, Wxich 
for the average articulation rate of approximately 14 phonemes per second 
and an average of 100 motor units per muscle, means that more than 
140,000 neuromuscular events are required for each second of speech 
(Barley et al., 1975). 
The neurons in each area of the primary motor cortex, located 
directly in front of the central sulcus, transmit signals to specific 
parts of the body as shown in the topogra^ical map of Figure 5, with 
î 
certain parts, tht aasclts of sptteh and tht hands, having a 
disproportionately larger representation (Qeyton, 19##). As the large 
pyramidal motor neurons sei^ fibers all the vay to the spinal cord, the 
motor cortex has nearly direct couranication with the anterior motor 
neurons, and control over ii^ividoal or sull groups of muscles. The 
cereWllum, basal ganglia, and sensory cortex all provide feadback to 
help control the contractions. 
figore i. k map of the areas of the primary motor cortex and the 
Ktscles they innervated «^yton, 191$) 
Other areas of importance in the neural control of the speed) 
apparatus, the cerebellum, the pons, and the medulla, are located in the 
rhombencephalon, or hindbrain, which is coupled to the cerebri» by the 
mesencephalon, or midbrain. Figure ( (Hollien, 197$). The cerebellum 
dws not initiate movement on its own, but rather, mediates the patterns 
of the Mural codes originating elsewhere, in order that they reach the 
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lovtr iMorons tn # more refined ei^ coordinated manner. The nuclei of 
the crentel nerves Importent to the control of the speech epperetus 
originate in the pone end tlw Mdelle, vith the nuclei of cranial nerves 
C-V (trigeminal) aikl C-VXI (facial) located in the pons* ar^ C-lX 
(glossopharyngeal), C-% (vagus), C-XI (accessory), and C-X!l 
(hypoglossal) located in the Mdolla. These cranial iMirves, as veil as, 
the motor neuron# of the anterior hern of the spinal cord function 
reflexively, and do not initiate movement on their ovn. 
liwlfttf iwwit 
The range of utterance# that a patient i# capable of gewrating 
vill be tependent upon vhich of the four level# in the .language-#M#ch 
model i# affected, and the degree to vhich 4t# function ha# been 
disrupted, Figure 7. Patient# vill eeldomly exhibit an isolattd 
diaruption of just one function, a# any crabinatlon of the four 
neurogenically baaed comswnication problem# can coexist, with a vide 
spectrum of eases possible depending on the relative degrees of severity 
(Well, 1913a). (Htr focus vill be on thwe disorders related to the 
speech ^ lase of the model, as disorder# of t)ie language phase are not 
amenable to the use of alternate communication system#. 
id—tioa Mental-verbal dysfunction, the langue^ of confusion, 
and the language of #neral intellectual impairment, are term# used vith 
the disorder# of this level (Woll, 19f3a). These patients vill exhibit 
generalized intellectual ii^irment, psychosis, or confusion, and the 
speech they generate vill be restricted or irrelevant. This condition is 
11 
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rigozt 6. Artas of the zboabeocepbaloii iapoctant in the control of the 
speech apparatos (Verts, 1971) 
gvbelliattoB Patients with aphasia are responsive, alert, and 
have intact cognitive fonctions, however, their capacity to decode 
(listen/read) and encode (speak/vrite) wanii^fol lingoistic elements 
(i.e., words and larger syntactic wits* is ii^ired (Moll, 1913a; Parley 
12 
tt al., 19IS). This condition Is assoctatid with a uni lateral, lalt 
caztbzal haaisphaxa lasion in tha vicinity of iaxniclta's axaa, with tha 
axact location of tha damage detesaining the specific class of aphasia 










Figure 7. The relationship betwen the coMunication disorders, the 
langua#-speech model, and the areas of the moral system 
affected (ioll, 1983a) 
Ttmamiatioa Although they exhibit Intact muscle fonction vlth 
no significant weakness, slowness, restricted range of movement, or 
incoordination in reflexive or automatic acts, patients vlth apraxia of 
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spteeli hmv# difficulty In both piogrammlng eonslsttnt «rtlcalator 
positions mnd ssqusnclng ths mosclt movtmsnts nttdsd to [^odoct volantmty 
coniMcttd spstch (fOKkston and Dovdsn, 1914; Wsrts, 1978; UPolnts, 1975; 
X^xlsy ft al., 1975). Those patients retain their langwge skills ai^ 
recognize the problea» In their speech, bot despite their best attempts 
to avoid errors or to correct articulator positions, the speech produced 
Is hesitant and disruptive (Noll, 19#3a and 1913b; Rosentek, 1971). 
Although the errors that occur are highly Inconsistent and 
unpredictable, tiMy are ^ nerally off target approximations of the 
desired output and errors of complication, i.e., additions, 
substitutioM, repetitions, or prolongations, vith the errors varying 
with stimulus length, complexity of the articulatory Wjustment, position 
in the wrd, a^ fregueiwy of occurrence (forts, 1971; Oar ley et al., 
1975). The pTModic disturbances that occur are a reflection of the 
primary motor deficit, as veil as, the patient's attempts to compensate 
for it. 
Jkpraxia of speech results fro# a unilateral, left cerebral 
hemisphere lesion, earned by a cerebrovascular accident, neoplasM, 
trauma, infection, ai^ perha^, diffuse GW disease, which involves 
teoca's area (Vorkston and Oowden, 1981; Voll, 1983b; Verts, 1978; Barley 
et al., 1975). The larger lesions may involve more than Broca's area and 
create a situation where there are coexisting disorders, most frequently 
aphasia, and occasionally dysarthria (Verts, 1978). The ^ognosis for 
patients with apraxia of speech will depend upon several factors, 
including initial severity, etiology, and extent and site of the lesion. 
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With the thesapy Keglmen typically emphasizing drill, In an attempt to 
regain whatever volitional communication the ayitem will support 
(Rosenbek, 1911; ferts, 1971). 
It should be noted that there Is much disagreement about the basic 
nature of this disorder, as some believe that apraxia of speech Is not a 
distinct entity and should be Included as part of other existing 
diagnostic categories, such as aphemla, cortical dysarthria, broca's 
aphasia, motor aphasia, anarthria, and phonetic disintegration (Noll, 
1913b; Rosenbek, 197$). 
•Mettfciaa The dysarthrias are a collection of neurologlcally 
based speech disorders that result Ixom damage to the Mtor pathways 
Innervating the muscles of the speech mechanism (Roll, 1993a and 19#3b; 
iexti, 1971; Rosenbek and LaPolnte, 1971; Barley et al., 1975; LaPolnte, 
197S). these motor deficits are reflected In a variety of neuromuscular 
syi^tow and can iMlude weakness or reduced range of movement, 
exaggerated or diminished tone, and Impaired Mtor control. I.e., the 
accuracy and Sj^ed of movement. Patients may also have problems which go 
beyond articulation, such as distuibances in respiration and phonation, 
but show no ii^irment of eitiwr the language skills or thê ability to 
program articulatory Mvements. 
The errors that occur in the speech of a dysarthric patient are 
more consistent than those of an apraxic patient, for unlike apraxia, 
which is a programming disorder characterized by substitution errors and 
errors of explication, dysarthria is a disorder of muscle and movement, 
characterized by distortion errors and errors of simplification (iertz. 
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1971; Oaxlfy tt #1., 1)?5). Tht spttch gtmttsttd by # dysaxthtle pstttnt 
*111 contatii Ispztclst consonant f^odnctlon, ftptattd, pzolongtd* ox 
oaltttd spttch sooi^s, distoxttd vovtls, ox Ixxtgulax axtlculatoxy 
bxtakdown (LaPolntt, 1975). Prosody and qpallty of spttch may also bt 
afftcttd by tspaixtd xtspixatton and phonation. 
Tht dysaxthxtas xtsolt fxost tht IspalxMnt of tht apptx aotox 
nttixon systta (pyxaaldal systta), tht lovtx aotox ntaxon systta (cxanUl 
and spinal ntxvts and thaix associattd ganglia), tht ctxtbtlloa, tht 
txtxapyxaaidal systta, ox a coabination of thtst, with tht sptcific 
ttiology of tha Itsions involvtd, inftction, toxic pxoctssts, tuaox, 
ctxtbxovascolax accidant* congtnital condition (i.t., ctxtbxal palsy), 
txaima, ox acqoixtd naoxraotox distast (it,, anltipla scltxosis (H8), 
amyotrophic lattral scltrosis (AU), Parkinson's distast, myasthtnia 
gravis, Wilson's distast. Ball's palsy), varying fro# patitnt to patitnt 
CYorkston and Oovdtn, 1914; ifoll, 1913b; Wtrts, 1971; Rostnbtk and 
LaPointa, 1971; Parity tt al., 1975). Tha prognosis for ii^ovtsant 
dapands on tha natora and savarity of tha ondtrlying distast, and as many 
of tha cassas art not static, predicting recovary regoirts cowtant 
rtvision (Noll, 1913b). Tha goal of tsstntially all dysarthria traatmant 
is not normal spaach, bot a compansatad intalligibility throogh drill and 
systematic practice (iosenbek and UPointe, 1979). 
BOiSS. 19Â JEflWBMIilWit.tiftB 
The goal of tha therapist is to maximize the patient's 
intelligibility, for although it is desirable to soond good, it is mwh 
more important to be onderstood (iertz, 1971). in swe sufficiently 
•tvttt c####, hovtvtt, th# #p#*ch generated Is marginally intelligible 
even following Intensive therapy, and io the adoption of an alternate 
mode of couonleatlon become# the treatment of choice. Iven so, many of 
the## patients *111 find It quicker to communicate verbally with those 
«ho are familiar with them tVorkston and Dovden, 1914). 
Once It has teen decided that the patient Is a candidate for an 
alternate communication system, the therapist most Identify the needs and 
capabilities of th# Individual and salcct th# system or combination of 
systems most appropriate for the patient's short- and/or long-term needs 
(Yorkston and Oovden, 1911). In some cases, th# system s#l#ct#d will W 
used permanently to provide a long-term alternative to verbal 
communication, while in others, they will be used tei^rarlly to provide 
# means of communication during th# early stag#s of r#cov#ry, and 
#limlnat#d wten sp##ch becomes functional again. If a progressive 
neurological disorder is present, the communication system selected must 
W capable of adapting to th# incraasing needs of tlw individual. 
If the pati#nt has a usabl# upper #%tr#mity, th# therapist may 
*#l#ct fm a numb#r of gostural systems that have varying symbolic 
loads, motoric complexity, and communicative capabilities (Yorkston and 
Dowden, 19#*; fferts, 1971). A cmmwn choice is American Indian Sign 
laimoag# (Amarind), which is supplemented with writing to convey specific 
information that cannot be converted into gestures. A major disadvantage 
of this type of communication system is that th# patient can only 
communicate with those familiar with tte particular code being used. 
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k stcond êltoxnak# communication method is the use of communication 
boards or charts, which can be designed to fit the individual patieat's 
needs tVerta» 1971). These boards typically contain a fixed vocabulary 
of pictures or words, an alphabet for spelling out words not included in 
the set vocabulary, and a list of numbers. Vocabulary sheets containing 
words for special situations can also be attached to the board as 
appropriate. 
Alternate communication systems designed using microcomputers or 
microprocessors is a relatively new area, with an increasing number of 
systems becoming commercially available (Yorkston and Oowden, 1914). 
TiMse devices, which ran# from modified electric typewriters to systems 
with audible and/or visual outputs, have enhanced the communication 
speW, flexibility, and independence of the speech impaired adult, ^  
including features stKh as text editing, utterance storage and retrieval, 
prestered mnemonic encoded words and phrases, and letter/word/phrase 
prediction. The selection of the most appropriate features will depend 
on the communication needs of the user, as well as, the individual's 
ability and willingness to learn to operate the system. 
Nspite the diversity in the population of speech impaired adults, 
these users of alternate communication systew share a number of 
characteristics that distinguish them from speech impaired children 
(Yorkston and Oowden, 1984). Mult users often have intact language 
skills, exhibit good reading comprehension and spelling proficiency, and 
have extensive vocabularies. These skills allow for the mt of complex 
devices, which enable the user to communicate subtle differences in 
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meaning, by osing anlque vocabulary itUctiona and grammatical 
conatractlona. 
Is users ot alternate communication system have little or no 
intelligible speech, any device that can assist in the communication 
process would theoretically be ot some use. In practice, however, 
several problems have been reported in the acceptance ot systems that 
generate synthesized speech. The first problem is in the expectation of 
the speech generated, as speech synthesis systems are often rejected not 
because of poor Intelligibility, but kcauae the user will not accept the 
"personality* or "image* Implied by the voice (Newell, 19#$; Rowden, 
1911). The second problem is in the communication rate, as even the most 
optimistic rate of 30 words per minute Is nearly 10 times slower than 
normal (Torkston and Dowden, 1914). And finally, many of these devices 
are difficult to master, requiring hours of training and practice. 
Th# Mechano-Acoumtic Phase of Oral Commualcmtion 
SpeaMing is an overlaid function in which every basic structure ami 
motor process used, Figure I, the lips, teeth, jaws, tongue, pharynx, 
larynx, and thorax, is designed primarily for the vegetative functions of 
nutrition and respiration (Maclay, 1978). in order that these structures 
can be utilized in the processes of phonation and articulation, the high 
degree of cerebral specialization and extensive motor control, described 











Pigei# I. Th# etioct*;## Involvtd In th* 9*n«K«fclon of SMOcb (Cater, 
1$#3) 
Ihê hoNtt vof#l tract is a co#pl*% hollow toht, Flgw# 9, beginning 
at the Iwng# and tersinatii^ at the with an optional side branch, 
the nasal cavity (Cater, 1913). A first-order approximation of this 
sosrce-filter system is an organ pipe~like cylindrical tobe, which when 
excited by a harmonically rich waveform, will reinforce certain 
fregoencles, while attenuating others (Imckert et al., 1913; 
Starkwather, 1913; litten, 1912a). these resonant frequencies, or 
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foxMnts, *111 occur at c/4L, 3c/4L, 5c/4L, ... Hs, whtxt c Is tht ipttd 
of mound and L la tht Itngth of tht cyllndtx. for e » 340 t/itc and L > 
17 « (appro*.), tht rtaonant frtqutnclta vlll bt 500, 1500, 2500, ... 
Ms. Advanced lodtli, which uat Wtb&ttr*# tqwatlon with aoltablt boundary 
conditions, must takt Into account tht txact for# of tht vocal tract 
crois-stctlonal arta, an almost Uposslblt problt* to solvt analytically 
(Lln#ard, 19t2). rurthtr complicating tht aodtl Is tht prtstnct of tht 
nasal cavity, which optratts In paralltl with tht oral cavity and 
Introducts a largt low frtqutncy formant of Its own. 
Flgurt 9. A mtchanlcal modtl of tht speech gtntratlon system (Cater, 
1913) 
n» aoaiet 7)»re art three basic ways In which th# vocal tract 
can be excited to produce speech sounds (Linggard, 1912; IfscKay, 1979), 
* By vibrating of th# vocal cords to produce voiced speech, 
* By creating turbulent flew conditions at a constriction in 
the vocal tract to produce th# fricative/aspirate sounds, and 
* By suddenly closing or opening th# vocal tract at swe point 
to produce th# stop/plosive sounds. 
Î »  I I I  
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Tht vocal coxda act a pair of folds of tlssM along tht latttal 
walls of tht larynx, that art strttchtd and posltlontd by stvtral mosclts 
within tht structurt (Ouyton, 1)8S; INlnbtrg, 19#3; KacKay, 1971). for 
phonation» tht folds axt appxoxiaattd (bxoaght into light contact) along 
thtlx tntixt Itngth, vhilt tht subglottal aix pxtssnxt is incxtastd until 
it pushts tht folds apaxt In aecoxdanct with tht Btxnoolli pxinciplt, 
tht xapid flow of aix that xtsolts iMtdlattly cxtatts a paxtial vacuo# 
bttvttn tht vocal coxds, and togtthtx with tht tlasticity of tht tissut 
making up tht folds, vexks to pull tht# togtthtx. This inttxxupts tht 
flow of aix, ai4 tht tntixt pxoctss is xtptattd 
Tht cyclical optning and closing of tht folds gtntxatts a coaplt* 
tont, having an avtxa# fundawntal fxtgutncy of bttvttn 100 and 300 Hz, 
and haxaooics that dtcay at axound 13 dl/oct, figuxt 10 (ffitttn, 19S2a). 
Thtst sounds, which axt saxktd by a laxgt xangt of inttnsity Uoudntss), 
fxtgutncy (pitch), and quality chaxacttxistic# that axt inflwwtd by tht 
muscular tension of tht vocal folds and sub-glottal pxtssuxt, pxovidt tht 
txcitation Csouxct) of tht xtsonancts within tht supxaglottal cavitits 
(filttxs). 
fiitaz Spttch is ultisattly pxeductd by vaxying tht 
postuxts of tht axticulatoxs, with the xtsultant changts in the sizt and 
shape of the resonating cha#bexs altering the impedances of the vocal 
tract, and hence its xesonamt characteristics (Staxkveather, 1913; Cater, 
1903; mitten, 1902a; NscKay, 1971; Barley et al., 1975). The exact 
placement of the formants creates a frequency spectra that determines the 
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mound# ctcognUtd i# #p«#ch, P&gu;# 10, #nd thtts confctnaoo# mov#*#nt 
d#t#%*im*# th# void g#m#%#t#d. 
ownMi 
SOWHCt SNCtnwt 
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rigtlx# 10, Th# eh#p# ol th# glottal pal###, th# (%#qo#mcy #p#ct*9# of 
th### ^ 1###, and th# fllt#z ehaxactaxlstlc# (Vitt##, 
1912a) 
roK th# varioo# vo«#ls pfodiic#d, a# oot^t having fiv# ox six 
foxnant# is g#n#xat#d, with th# fixst thx## id#atifying th# paxticolax 
vow#l soW, and th# high#x oms contxibotisg to th# p#xsonal quality 
(Linggaxd, 1912; MacKay, 19?#). fh# bandwidth of th# foxaants is faixiy 
constant, Tabl# I, with th# Q of th# filt#x (w#/b* inex«asing liwaxly 
with th# xssonant fxeqwncy iffitt«n, 19t2a). 
Th# aajox oxgans involved in the axticolation of consonants axe the 
lips, the tongue, and the velu#, which axe xesponsible fox cxeating the 
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«ppcopcUt* vaivlng action, i.#., location and d#g*#* of constriction, in 
tht oral cavity (HacKay, 1)71; Parity tt al., 1975). Tht major valvts 
from front to back art tht; 
* Bilabial valvt - tht lips togtthtr, 
* Labiodtntal valvt - tht maxillary incisors in contact vith 
tht lovtr lip, 
* Linguadtntal valvt - tht tip of tht tongut protrudts bttvttn 
and touchas tht tttth, 
* Lii^oa-alvtolar valvt - tht tip of tht tongut toochts tht 
alvtolar ridgt, 
* Lingoapalatal valvt - tht bladt of tht tongut contacts tht 
hard palatt, 
* %,ingoawlar valvt - tht back of tht tongot toochts tht soft 
palatt, and 
* Palatopharyngtal valvt - tht sosclts of tht soft palatt touch 
tht pharynx. 
Ts*>lt 1. Tht rangt of formant frtgutncits and thtir 
sstimatsd bandvidths tVittsn, 19t2a) 
Rangt of formant Rangs of 
Formant frtgutncits (Hz) bandvidths 
1 100-1100 4) 130 
2 500-2500 50-190 
3 1500-3500 70-2(0 
The ssfflisntals Ths Bnglish that is spoken in the lAiited States 
is referred to as the General American dialect, and has about 39 
contrasting speech sounds. Table 2 (HacKay, 197#). in order that these 
phones, or segments, can be represented in writing, linguists use the 
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InttrMtioMl Phonetic Alphabet (IP*) which consists of en assostient of 
mnglish lettexs, (oieign letters, and special syWwls, that have a bettes 
cottespondence to the speech sounds than does the English spelling 
system 
Table 2. The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) (MacXay, 1971) 
Consonants Vowels and diphthongs 
As in As in 
9 Ban, hofiss, tcafi i bti< hg#t 
b bend, aboot, jab 1 bin, hit, sing 
t teas, s&eak, le(& e bix, hite 
d desk, ondei, txade c bft, htn, t#st 
k crate, sinker, fa|e m bm, hit, h#ng 
g guide, again, tag 0 bggt, Ififid 
e ieast, diiier, lea| 0 bfifik, tggk, p9t 
V Xine, divide, hi%e 0 bgmt, tsist, hgae 
e tiliii, thought, elbix, bo&h 3 C#^t, SA 
1 W», tiibtx* l#&b# « buck, %tt, dgsk 
s itack, vett, mit* e cftt, fithei 
t too, palt # iboot, telfphone 
<0 9 iathii, botti£ 
s fbore, bofb, mogar, posi&ion 
» •ït bay, my#, hide 
z •eatert, vertion, leitoie m eg*, lead# faand 
b botise, b&lt bay, bail, h&ist 
W ti tight, fits 
c Sbin# balsb# ha|sbet sa 
» 
i iM, (0##, badge: i» bftl 
• loitse, haittx, la## e» btt£ 
lie, baaner, 09 boat 
Q •iaa# sisk 99 batft 
w xant, xitch, xhich 3f bamise 
i yellow, use, beaoty, aote 99 bii 
I leave, plombe:, duU 
t sage, c%eep 
e botter / 
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Phonts ëxê classlCltd ## vovtls or consoMnts chltfly on tht basis 
of hov thty art articolattd. For tht production of vovtls, all of which 
art voictd, tht articulators art in rtlativtly fixtd positions, with tht 
oral cavity optn and tht airflow oniaptdtd (*WcKay, 1971). Tht vovtl 
qoadranflt, figort 11, shows tht point of articulation (tht hightst point 
of tht arch of tht tongdt) for tht fourtttn basic vowtl sounds of Otntral 
Amrican spttch. SOM of tht characttristics of vovtls includt, 
* Two difftrtnt vovtl soui^s can bt fustd to#thtr to for* a 
diphthong, 
* Long vovtls ttnd to bt slightly diphthongistd, 
* Vovtls in unstrtsstd syllabi## ttnd to havt a ntotral or aid-
ctntral articulation, and 
* k vovtl follovtd by an r is ofttn rhotacistd, producing a 





Figure 11. The articulatoiy positions required for the production of 
vowels are shovn on a vovel quadrangle IHacSay, 1971) 
The production of consonants is characterised by a aore dynamic set 
of articulator positions, vith the airflov out of the mouth completely 
blocked, greatly restricted, or diverted through the nasal passais, 
2fi 
Tablt 3 (M#cK#y, 1978). This i#mult# In an output having a aort coapltx 
spactzal contant, and conaaguantly, a mora noisy, lass aalodic goality 
than vovals. Purthar, a given artieulatory gesture generally results in 
two phones, referred to as cognate sounds, which differ only in the 
presence or absence of voicing. The following briefly describes the 
classes of consonant phones tMacKay, 1971; Cater, 1913; iitten, 1912a; 
Barley et al., 1975). 
* A plosive consonant is characterised by a rather active vocal 
tract and the coaplete stoppage of the airstream at some 
point in the oral cavity. With the velum raised, affectively 
shutting off the nasal passages, the pressure inside the oral 
cavity is allowed to build before it is suddenly released. 
At the end of a phrase or sentence, the plosive may or say 
not be released, producing what is called a stop. 
* fricative sounds are produced by forcing air through swh a 
narrow passageway in the forward part of the oral cavity that 
an aperiodic hissing sound is produced by the turbulence. 
These phone# are characterised kqr the abaence of specific 
formant fregvwncies and require no vocal tract motion during 
pronunciation. 
* Aspiration is caused iqf vocal cords held so closely together 
that the airflow through thea generates a turbulent sound. 
As this sound passes through the vwal tract filter, the 
resultant phone contain# formant peaks superimposed on white 
noise. 
* Affricates are made up of a plosive follow^ immediately a 
fricative having a aimilar place of articulation, with 
English affricates consisting of alveolar plwive# and 
alveopalatal fricative#. It is ii^rtant to note that 
affricate#, in which two sound# act a# a single lingui#tic 
unit, are different from a #imple segt»nce of sound#. 
* All nasal consonant# are produced with the velus lowered and 
the oral cavity completely blocked, with the voiced sound 
radiating primarily through the nose. 
* The approxiaant conaonant# are phones characterised a# being 
produced igf articulator# brought close together and having 
qualities of both vowl# and conaonant#. Glide# #hare with 
vowel# the fact that relatively little impedance of the 
2? 
•IrstrtM Is required, though like coneonents, they vary 
acoustically ai^ physiologically and cannot stand alone to 
for* a syllable. Liquids, also called semivowels, are like 
vowels In that they are resonant or melodic In natme. 
Involve little Impedance of the breath stream, and are able 
to form a syllable by thewelves, but like consonants In 
having more of the oral cavity blocked than most vowels. 
* When a /t/ is pronounced, the blade of the tongue Is placed 
a#lnst the alveolar ridge then pulled away, producing a 
plosive. If the tongue Is moved very rapidly and with less 
tension. It will tend to bounce off the alveolar ridge very 
quickly, producing a sound called a flap. 




li labial dental dental Alveolar palatal Palatal Velar Glottal 
Plosives p b t d k g 




Nasals m n Q 
Glides w ) 
Liquids 1 I 
Flaps t 
Voiceless phones are to the left of each pair, 
right 
voiced phones to the 
The phoneme is an abstract logical unit, consisting of a group of 
phones that are phonetically similar, have the same contrastive or 
distinctive function in a particular langea^, and form what speakers of 
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that lamqwg# com#id#: to b# on# soar^ IKacKay, 1979; Cat#r, 1993; 
#itt#n, 1912a). The vaxioita phonos making up th# phon#m# as# K#l#zx#d to 
as allophonos, and ax# noxmally found in a compl#m#ntaxy distxlhution, 
gov#xn#d by coaxticulation, #ach in its ovn #nvixonm#nt. 
Th# g#n#xation of sp##ch sounds is a function of th# axticolatox 
positions, but bocaus# th# mov#m#nts x#guix#d ax# m#c)*nical in natux# 
and x#lativ#ly sluggish, th# axticulation of on# phon# often b#gins 
b#fox# th# pxsvious on# is compl#t#d. Th#s# contoxt modified sounds ax# 
th# xesult of two overlapping pxoc#ss#s, assimilation and coaxticulation, 
in which th# primary and socondary plaças of articulation, r#sp#ctiv#ly, 
bccom# in som# ways mors lik# thw# of th# pr#c#ding or sob##gu#nt phon# 
(NacRay, 1979). Th# rssultant allophonic roaliiation of a phonam# 
s#gu#nc# is fairly consistant, and can b# pr#dict#d by applying 
phonol^ical rulas which tak# into consldoratlon th# distinctiv# features 
of t)M phonemes involved. Any attempt to pronounce a speech sound 
identically, irrespective of where it is situated in a word or phrase, 
will result in speech that sounds artificial or stilted. 
Also affecting the pJutnetic quality of the segmentals is th# degree 
of syllabic stress, as th# effects of assimilation and coarticulatlon are 
encouraged by the relaxed articulation that accompanies reduced stress 
(NacKay, 1979). Further, th# degree of stress has an effect on the 
quality of tlM syllable as a whole, as well as, the vowel it contains, 
with th# more strongly stressed syllables being lon#r in duration, 
louder, and having a chai^ in pitch. %e vowel involved in these 
strongly stressed syllables tends toward a full-pronunciation, with the 
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longer vowel# receiving • diphthongal character. In contraat, the vovel 
of a lesser stressed syllable receive# a less distinct pronunciation, 
which often tends toward a schwa sound, for most practical purposes 
there are three levels of word stress, primary ('), secondary ('), and 
tertiary ("). 
The #oora##om#mtmim While the segmentals are concerned with the 
articulation of the individual phones of a syllable, the suprasegmentals 
are a group of global attributes whose effects relate to the overall 
aspects of a spoken output (Mitten, 19@2a; KacKay, 1971). These prosodie 
features, which include all of the variations in stress, timing, and 
intonation, give emphasis and lend Interest to an utterance, with the 
neglect of these features largely responsible for computer speech being 
stereotyped a# abrupt, arrhythmic, and monotonie. 
Sentence stress result# from the #tre«#ing of certain word# within 
the utterance, i.e., the content words, which contain the greatest 
semantic or meaningful information, and the emphatic or contrastive 
word#, which affect the interpretation of a sentence (MacXay, 197#). 
Although these word# are given characteristic# similar to those of 
9txe##ed syllable#, being louder, lon^r, wre di#tinet, and with a 
chan^ in pitch, the relative degree of #tre#e of the #yllable# making up 
a poly#yllabie word are generally not affected. In ^oeral, four level# 
of sentence stre## are distinguished, primary ('), secondary {'), 
tertiary (*), and weak. 
There are three main aspect# to timing, overall tempo (rate), 
pause#, and rhythm (cadence) (WacKay, 1978). 
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* Th# rate of spotch may be dttermintd In part by the emotional 
state of the speaker* the urgency of the message, or the 
social situation and its formality. 
* fpeech usually contains fev pauses, but because of the 
influence of writing, in which words are separated by spaces, 
we tei^ to overestimate their number, with what are often 
thought to be pauses being the prolongation of the preceding 
sounds. Pauses that do occur, are frequently in combination 
with stress, and help to make meaning distinctions or give 
dramatic effect. 
* The rhythm of biglish is not determined by the total numWr 
of syllables present, but by the strongly stressed syllables, 
which tend to occur at even intervals. 
Intonation is the pattern or contour of pitch assigned to an 
utterance, based on its syntactic structure, that helps to convey its 
meaning (HacKay, 1971). These pitch variations are a function of the 
perceived frequency at which the vocal folds vibrate and are for the most 
part inds^ndent of the formant frequencies. The following are a few of 
the basic intonation patterns used; 
* In a statsMnt, there is usually a relatively level 
intonation, with a slight rise near the end and a fall at the 
end. The last sentence of a discourse generally has a 
greater drop in pitch than that of an ordinary declarative 
statement. 
* In a question, the opposite pattern is normally found, i.e., 
a slight fall near the end folloiwd by a rise at the end. 
* An exclamation has a pattern similar to that of a statement, 
k*t with a sharper fall in pitch at the end. 
* If a sentence is short, one or two words long, the full 
intonation pattern of a longer sentewe occurs but is 
compressed. 
* If a sentence is long, there may be variations in intonation 
corresponding to phrase, clauses, or other syntactic 
divisions. 
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Tht stfttnUli and tht sapxaatgrnntals both aakt aajot 
contrlbotlona to apttch, and tht inappzopriatt oat of tlthtr of thtst 
coapontnta, will Itad to apttch that la at voxat onlnttlllglblt and at 
btat atllttd ai^ onnatoral. In zalatlon to tht aoozet-filttx modtl, tht 
aopxaatgmtntal ftataxta axt laxgtly tht pxoptxtit# of tht aouxct, whilt 
tht at^ntal ftatoxta axt laxgtly tht pxoptxtit# of tht filttx (Witttn, 
1912a). 
Tha moofc# Dyaphonlaa, ox di#oxd#xs of phonation, ax# 
diatuxbanc## which xtaolt fxo# th# altaxtd vibxatoxy pattaxn# of th# 
vocal fold# doxing voictd #ptt#h (ftinbtxg, 19#3; Staxkvtathax, 1913). 
As noxHl aptakax# phonato dazing 91% of an ottaxanca, th### distozbanco# 
may cans# a xtduction in #p##ch int#lligibility ox int#zf#x# with th#ix 
int#nd#d maanin#, by affacting pitch, loodn###, goality, voie# 
initiation, ox pzo#ody. Th# #v#nt# that can x##olt in a disoxdoz of 
voicing ax# highly divaz##, and can zaog# fz@# abtts# oz mi#### of th# 
vocal cozda, to ozganic dis####, n#azologic di##as# oz miahap, physical 
tzaoaa oz insult, and stzoetozal chang# within th# lazynx staaaing Izm 
convoitai disozdozs, glandelaz diatozbanca, oz toaoz fozmation. 
Aphonia, oz voicolessn###, i# a dieozdez in which thcz# is a 
complet# abe#nc# of vocal fold vibzation, z«soltlng fzom th# loss of 
fraction thzoi^ disease, injozy, oz cantzal nezvoos system impaizment 
(Stazkweathez, 19*3). Also, the entize lazynx, oz a portion of it, may 
be zemoved in a lazyn^ctwQf, a sozgical j^ocedoze ctmonly pezfozmed to 
pzeveot the spzead of carcinoma (Stazkweathez, 1983; HacKay, 197#). If a 
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complet# Utynqtetomy is ptxformed, tht abstnct ol th« epiglottis and the 
vocal folds xequixes that the trachea te connected to a permanent 
incision in front of the throat, to prevent food and liquid from entering 
the longs. Thos, no air passes through the mouth or nose, and the normal 
pulmonic airstream mechanism cannot be used in speech. If only a partial 
laryn#ctomy is performed, the airway and some capacity for vocalisation 
is preserved. 
The (like* Another surgical procedure that affects speech is 
the glossectomy, in which the tongue and its supporting structures are 
removed (NacKay, 1$?#). Although this procedure is much less cowon than 
the laryngectwy# Its effects are much more devastating, as the 
articulatory processes of speech are severely disrupted. 
ilttiMtt jMtftt 9S smmiaUon 
Whenever the structural impairment is not so severe that there is a 
complete loss of function of the vocal folds, therapy is usually directed 
towards the generation of s we useable sound (Starkwather, 1993). 
Similarly, in the case of the articulators, an attempt is made at 
developing a set of compensatory gestures that will achieve 
distinguishable resonant characteristics (KacKay, 19?#). 
If the entire larynx has been removed, the client must rely wn an 
alternate source of sound in order to communicate, with esophageal speech 
the most common technique used (Starkweather, 1983). Air is forced down 
the esophagus, past the esophageal sphincter, then pushed out in a slow, 
smooth torp while the articulators are positioned as for normal vocalized 
speech. Although an accomplished esophageal speaker can produce six or 
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•ott voxds p#z Injtctlon of air# and can comammicat# tffactlvtly ovtx tht 
ttltphomt, tht vibiatlng tlaaut at tht top of tht taophagoa Is not 
capabU of tht vai&tty of loonds that can bt ptoductd by tht laiyn*, with 
pzoaody and tht diitinction bttvttn voiced and anvoictd loundt lazgtly 
iacxifictd. Among tht patitnt# to who# thia ttchniqut it taught, ntaxiy 
half ultimattiy fail, piimaxily btcauit of tht difficulty in Itarning to 
coatzol tht taophagtal aphincttx# at vtll at, tht unviilingnttt to aectpt 
toM of tht unpltatantnttt of tht tpttch gtntrattd. 
If atttmpt# at ttophagtal tpttch fail to product an adtquatt 
output, an tltctxolaxynx it ofttn intxoductd to act at tht tound touxct 
tStaxkvtathtx, 1$#3). Spttch is thtn pxoductd by pxttsing tht bsoad 
vibrating surfact of tht dtvict against tht upptr throat and taking 
normal movtmtnts of tht articulators. Although tht tltctrolarynx is mort 
quickly masttrtd than tsopba^l spttch, tht quality of tht spttch 
productd has many of tht stmt characttristic probltms. 
Tht ust of an artificial larynx as tht alttrnatt sourct of sound 
has also bttn txplortd, in which a tubt Itading to tht pharynx Is 
iMtrttd in addition to the normal lazyngtcto^ pzectduzt (Stazkveathtz, 
1913). placii^ # fingtz ovtz tht tzachtal opening and fozcing aiz 
into tht pharynx, tht patitnt can activatt a zttd-typt device, and thus 
gtntzatt spttch. 
Tht final option available to thtst patitnts, and those with seveze 
articulatozy pzoblems, aze tht alteznate communication s:^tem#, described 
abovt foz use by individuals with ntuzo-musculaz ii^izmtnts. 
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Tlit nfctzonlc SyntiMtU ol 8pttcli 
The gtiHiration of syntlttttc tpooch ciit b# baatd on tvo aodtlt, tht 
•tmlitton of tht aitiealatoKy ayttta aa a vholt, or tht ctpllcatlon of 
tht acouatlc charactariatics of tht apttch signal. Tht tltctionic 
•odtlling of tht vocal tract Mchanics is difficult, with tht noabtr of 
controllabia filtais rtquirtd, similar to tht naiUttr of aovablt or 
adjaatablt tltmtnta prtstnt (linggard, 1912; Klatt, 1910). furthtr, 
thtst tltmtnts art ntithtr taaily otearvtd nor thtir tfftcta tasily 
quantifitd. 
Neat of tht apttch ayattma availabia today, attampt to modal tht 
mort acctssiblt acoustic spttch signal itstlf. Itort, tht aim is to 
approximatt as closaly aa pwssiblt thost ftatorts of tht vavtform that 
art ptrctptoally significant, with no intrinsic importanca attachad to 
thtir rtlationship with tha spttch production mtcbanism (Holaas, 1913; 
Wnggard, 1912). Tha tachniqwas astd to rtplicata thtst acoustic 
propartits fall into tvo gtntral cattgorits, vavtform coding and 
paraaatric coding, tha tiaa-doaain and tha frtguancy-domain 
raprtaantations of tha spttch signal, ctspaetivtly. Tht vavtform coding 
method attt^ts to rtproduct tht aaplitudt variations of tht natural 
spttch signal, vith tha output genaratad having a vavtform similar to 
that of the input (Cater, 1913; fittan, 1992a; Lin et al., 1911a). The 
paraaatric coding method, on-the-othar-hand, atteins to reproduce the 
short-term spectral content of the speech signal, vith the reconstructed 
vaveform sounding similar to tha original, though different in appearance 
(Holaas, 1993; Parikb et al., 1993; Un et al., 1991a). The trWe-offs 
n 
to be eonsldeted In the selection ol # synthesU technique Include, the 
qumllcy end undezetamdablllty of the output, the range ol utterances to 
be ^ nerated, and the cost and complexity ol the technique Involved (Lin 
and rrants, IfIS; Oreen, 19llj Cater, 1913; Neltman, 1981; Electronic 
Engineering, 19#1). 
In waveform coding, soaetimes referred to as speech storage, the 
desired output response units are generated by a human, recorded, and 
processed, with the amplitude variations stored for subsequent 
regeneration (Johnson, 19#&; Cater, 1913; Hansen, 1992; Mitten, 1912a; 
•chalk et al., 1912; lin et al., 1911a; Electronic Engineering, 1911). 
In the pulse code modulation (PCN) process. Figure 12, an analog signal 
is sa#led and quantimed, making it discrete in both time and amplitude, 
with the quality of the regenerated utterance, a function of the sampling 
rate and the amplitude resolution. In order to minimize the sampling 
rate, while avoiding the effects of aliasing, the speech waveform is low-
pass filtered to eliminate the unwanted higher frequency components, and 
in accordance with the l^uist criteria, sampled at a rate at least twice 
that of the highest freqiwney of interest (Johnston, 1916; Andrews, 1914; 
Cater, 1913; ffitten, 19#2ai. lith a sampling rate of # to 10 kHz 
capturing the first three or four formants, and a linearly quantized 
resolution of 11 or 12 bits, the output, generated by sequentially 
stepping through the stored samples, accurately reproduces the original 
utterance, in the speaker's voice, cadence, and intonation (Johnston, 
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fixait 12. D&gltlzing the eapUtode veititlOM of # «peech sIçmI imIrq 
the polie code Mdttlation pzoceec (Catei, ltl3) 
Altboegh thie technique require# little additional hardwire and 
piodocee a high fidelity output, it use» a considerable amount of memory 
(II kbits to 120 kbits per one second of speech), requires that all 
desired utterances be Restored, and requires the use of a special studio 
and rejWer for creating and editing the analog recording (Cater, 1913; 
Bitten, 1912a; Hansen, 1912; Sherwood, 1911), further, t)M pitch of the 
utterance stored cannot be modified to take into account differences in 
context, and thus the synthesis of natural intonation contours by 
concatenating individual words is difficult (Pisoni, 1916; fitten, 
1912a). However, if the number of words/^ases required for a 
particular application is fixed, and not excessive, this, or one of the 
3? 
itlattd proctduxff* d*#c;ib#d btlov. It # viable techniqm, as 
deaoMttated by the many voice lespomse systems in use today. 
fevexal, moxe efficient methods of speech vavefoxm coding have been 
developed, which attempt to leduce the data tate by eliminatii^ t** 
redondant infoxmation, while at the same tiM maintaining ox improving 
the signal-to-noise ratio (Johnston, 1$$$; ffitten, ltl2a). hll of tlwse 
techniques require additional processing in both encoding and decoding 
the waveform, with some methods additionally wing a nonlinear 
quantization technique called companding (cospression/expansion) to take 
advantage of the hiaan ear being WKh less sensitive to quantisation 
noise at high signal levels. Seme of the related wveform coding 
techniques include (Bitten, 1912a)s 
* Log PCM - the waiwloxm is logarithmically quantised, i.e., 
instantaneow companding, with eight bits of resolution 
giving a subjectiw quality of twelve bits linearly quantised 
(also Johnston, IflO. 
* Adaptive Poise Code Modulation (APOt) - tracks the slowly 
varying trends in the overall amplitude of the speech signal, 
and oses this information to dynamically adjust the 
qwntization level at approximately the syllable rate of 
speech, i.e., syllabic copending. 
* Differential Poise Cede Modulation (WQ#) - an incremental 
encoding method which stores the relative amplitud# changes, 
i.e., the sa#»le-to-sa#vl# differences, ratWr than the 
absolute a#litude values (also Cater, 1$#3; Lin et al., 
1911a). Since the relative change in ai^litode is usually 
smaller than the absolute values, the overall data rate is 
reduced. 
* Adaptive Differential Poise Code Modolation (AOPOi) - DPO* 
used in conjonction with adaptive qoantization, in which both 
the mrerall ai^litada variation and the sai^le-to-sample 
correlations are exploited. Bates can be as low as 32 kbps 
when osing 4-bit quantization (also Johnston, 19$*; Andrews, 
19M). 
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* Delta Ikidalatlon (ON) - tha Halting caaa oC DPCM In which 
juat ont bit ol qmantlMtlon, l.t., tha aign ol tha aamplt-
to-aampla dlfitstnct, la atorad (alao Catat, 1913). Hata, 
tha aaapling ftagoancy nttda to bt conaldtzably highax than 
for atai^xd Pdf, and tha attp alat aaltcttd ao aa to txada 
olf on tha alopt ovaxload/gzanulaz noiaa pxoblam. 
* AdaptIva dalta aodolatlon (AON) - Incxaaaaa ox dacxaaaaa tha 
atap aixa by a aaltlpllcativa conatant, which dapanda on 
wtMthax tha naw bit to ba atoxad la aqual to ox diftaxant 
Ixoa tha [^avlooa ona. Tha affacta of alopa ovaxload ai^ 
gxantilax noiaa axa xaducmd, aM bit xatta aa low aa 15 kbpa 
axa obtainable. 
* fobband coding - the apeech aignal la bandpaaa flltexed ovex 
a naabex of fxeguency banda (aubbanda), with AOPCN coding 
paxfoxMd en each of theae banda aaing bit xatea choaen auch 
that thoaa banda with the aoat infoxmation axa allocated aoxe 
bita (Andxewa, 1114). The data xate xegoixed la axoond 11 
k^. 
(hie wavefoxs coding technique of note, the Poxeat Nosex technique, 
la uaed by National Seaicondiwtox in tlMlx Oigltalkax*** apeech ayntheala 
I€^. Thia technique takea advantage of tha pexiodicity of apeech, aa 
well aa, the liatenexa inaenaitivity to phaae and lov aaplitudea, to 
achieve a data xate of ateut 2.4 kbpa (Lexnex, 1912; Lin et al., 1911a). 
Tha following la a bxief deacxiption of the pxoceaa (Lexnax, 19*2); 
* Tha analog wavefoxm la diffexentiated to enauxe that tha high 
fxequancy com^nanta axe not saaaxed out, khan, digikisad. 
* Tha digitized wavefox» la analyzed ko dekect ahoxk inkexvals 
which contain lifckle change in fxequancy, wikh kha inkexvals 
khan idealized by xepeating identical pakkexns. 
* This cyclical wavefoxs la khan Pouxlex analyzed, wikh khe 
phase angle of each Poi»iex coM^nank Wjusked ko pxoduce a 
symeakxic cycle, of which half is discaxded and kha low 
aaplikuda poxkions sak ko zaxo. 
* Oiffexenkial polsa code aodulakion (OPOf) is used ko cxeake 
kha values ulkimakely skoxed. 
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The inkegiated etxeolt vtll alio* access to 256 sotinds, words, or 
expressions, with several pre-encoded vocabulary available fro* the 
manufacturer (Cater, 1)13). 
Piimtiic cfltftM 
When the number of required utterances becomes very large, stored 
s^ech becomes impractical and other methods of speech generation most be 
explored, fynthesis techniques, such as formant synthesis and linear 
predictive coding, take advantage of the fact that uMerlying the rapidly 
changing time-domain waveform are slowly varying frequency-domain 
parameters, which can be encoded and stored at considerably lower bit 
rates (Lerner, 1$#2; Mitten, l$$2a; Sherwood, 1911). In edition to the 
reduction in memory requirements, flexibility is gained by the separation 
of the parameters associated with the source (the suprase#ent#ls) from 
those associated with the filter (the segmentals), as context appropriate 
suprasegMntal features cam be attached to the prestored segmentals that 
make-up the utteraiwe (fitten, 1912a). further, if the articulation of 
each allophone necessary for the prodtKtioo of speech can be associated 
with a set of eroded parameters, an unlimited vwaWlary can be 
generated ^  concatenating tl» ^oper phones. 
As the spectral content can change considerably during a single 
segment, the synthesizer parameters most be updated sraewhat faster than 
15 times per second, the typical phone rate of speech (Vltten, 1912a). 
iltho#k update rates ol 10 to 25 msec (100 to 10 %, respectively) 
are generally considers adequate (Bitten, I9#2a), Klatt (1910) 
recMHwnds an update Interval ol 5 MCC (200 H%), In order that the 
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*#atu*e# ol tvtn tht Mst sapid formant ttanaltlona and brief ploaivt 
buret# may be preeerved. By o#lng theee short update Intervale, In 
conjunction with the Interpolation of the parameters at their 
transitions, the clicks and burps Introduced by sudden changes can be 
mlnlalied (Klatt, 1980; Parlkh et al., 1980K 
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Figure 13. The source-filter model of the vocal tract, vith spectral 
trends noted at Intermediate points (WItten, 1912a) 
fmrnnt tYWthtffli in the formant freguemsy synthesizers, which 
are normally Implemented as phone-based systems, speech is generated ty a 
direct electrical analog of a source-filter model of tiM vocal tract, 
figure 13 (Johnson, 1915; Cater, 19#3; Bitten, 1912a; lerner, 1912; 
llectronlc Inglneering, 19#1). In order that the necessary range of 
speech sounds can be generated, most Implementations of this technigue 
provide two excitation sources (Green, 1914; iitten, 1912a; Lerner, 19#2; 
Linggard, 1912). The first, the simulated glottal pulses, has a spectral 
content that decays at alwut 12 dB/octave and Is used to drive all of the 
vocal tract model filters in the ^ neration of voiced speech. The 
second, a random excitation, is used to drive the vocal tract model as a 
whole in the case of stwe unvoiced phones, or a portion of the model or a 
separate resonator in the ease of the fricatives. Other implementations. 
I.e., Klatt (1910), Include additional excitation sources, such as a 
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qtMsi-stnusoldal vavtfo», which it ottd for ctxtain voictd phone#, end 
an amplitude modulated noime, which ia oied lot certain fricative#. 
The filter portion of the model i# imploMnted uming a variable 
center-frequency bandpass-filter for each formant whose resonant 
freqtMncy is to be controlled (Parikh et al., Ifl3| Vitten, 19l2aj 
Lerner, 1912). Depending on the desired bandwidth of the synthesised 
speech, three to five formants are required, with the necessary resonant 
frequencies determined by spectrogram recordings or Fourier analysis 
(Green, 1914; Parikh et al., 1913; Cater, 1913; Mitten, 1992a). The 
generation of tiM nasal phones will also require one or two 
antiresonances that can be driven by the glottal pulses (Linggard, 1992). 
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Figure 14. The cascWed implementation of a formant synthesizer («Uten, 
1912a) 
Over the years, a controversy of sorts has developed over whether a 
cascade or parallel connection of the filters is better The cascaded 
implementation. Figure 14, does not require individual amplitude controls 
for each of the formants and is a more accurate model of the vocal tract 
transfer function during the production of nonnasal ^ nes (Bolmes, 1913; 
fitten, 1992a; Klatt, 1910). The parallel ii^lementatioo, on-tl*-other-
band. Figure 15, in which each formant reswator teanch contains an 
amplitude control that determines the relative amplitudes of the peaks 
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c:##k#d. It #01# têslly «bit to #m#:#te phone# that violât# noiaal 
formant aaplltt^# rolatlona, 1.#., Irlcatlv##, ploalv##, and nasals 
(Holm##, 1113; #ltt#n, 19l2ai Klatt, 1110}. Klatt UtIO) raports on a 
softvar# lmpl#m#ntatlon of a hybrid cascada/parall#! formant •ynth#sls#r, 
that Is designed to tak# advantage of the Iwst of both configurations. 
Holies (1913) reports that If attention Is paid to th# pNkse 
characteristics of the formant generators, and to the shape of the skirts 
of the formant response corves, the parallel configuration Is able to 
produce a closer approximation of all phones, while having an 
Implementation regolrlng less overall co^lexlty. 
To #nerate a speech omt^t, the synthemlier controller sends a 
data frame opdatlim all parameters, valts for tiM completion of the 
spoken frame, then repeats the cycle, sending frames In sequence ontII 
the otteraMe Is complete (Cater, 1913). These data frames, stored In 
the resident memory of th# synthesiser, will vary, depending on the 
manofactorer and the Implementation used. In the number aM types of 
parameters Included, as well as, the number of frames required to 
describe a given phone. The nwiber of control p#i##ek#z@ stored, ranges 
from f to 30 and can include (Bitten, 19#Za; Parikh et al., 1913); 
* The fundamental frequency of voicing, 
* The ai^litude of voicing, 
* The center freqwncy and possibly the amplitude of the 
formants being controlled (bandwidth is normally determined 
algorithmlcally), 
* Tl* amplitude of the random excitation, 
* The center freqwncy of the fricative filters, and 
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• Th# center frequency of the naeel filters. 
The ratio of date frames per phone will influence the quality of the 
segment generated, with the number of data frames required for each, a 










figure IS. The parallel implementation of a formant synthesizer (ffltten, 
1912a) 
Factors which affect both the quality of the utterance generated 
and the degree of operational CMplexlty, Include, the number of phones 
available for selection and the suprasegmental features that can be 
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eontxolltd. Depending on the eanufectoiei, the number of phones 
avallsble csn range from 32 to hundreds, with the devices providing the 
greater number of sounds better able to simulate the coarticulatory 
effects, if the proper selections can be made (Cater, 1913; llectronic 
Engineering, 1911). The control over the suprasegmental features varies, 
again with the manufacturer, as systems can range fr # those allowing 
minimal control, i.e., a fev pitch levels, to those permitting more 
extensive control, i.e., pitch levels, amplitudes, articulation rates, 
etc. Data rates for these syntiMsisers can be as lov as 40 to 100 bps 
for devices which allow minimal phone selection and suprasegmental 
control, to as high as 500 to #00 bp# for more flexible devices (Lin et 
al., 19llaj Iteftman, 1911; llectronic Engineering, 1991). 
Although this technique has the major advantage of flexibility, 
being able to generate an unlimited vocalrolary by sequentially 
concatenating phones, the intelligibility and quality of the output is 
often less than desirable (Chreen, 1914; Cater, 1913; Mitten, 1912a; 
Hansen, 19f2). This generation of "robotic" sounding speech can be 
attributed to the difficulty in defining an attezanet, both the internal 
rules, which describe the tradition betwen phones and manipulate the 
parameters controlling the prwodic features, as will as, the user 
specification of the appropriate segmental and suprasegmental details. 
Linear predictive eadiaa Linear predictive coding (LPC), a 
mathematical simulation of the acoustic properties of the vocal tract, is 
primarily a waveform coding technique, in which the necessary parameters 
are determined fr«s the sampled waveform of hoaa generate speech 
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(Citttf 1913; ffltttfif 19@2#; Lin tt #1., IHla). Hovevts, unlike the 
vaveloxi coding technique, this xelitively new method hat • awh tmaller 
MBOxy xeqoireaent (data ratet at low at 1.2 kbpa) and can he uted to 
tepaxate the excitation soaxce pxopextiet, i.e., the pxotodic 
infoxMtion, item the vocal txact filtex pxopextiet, i.e., the tegmental 
inloxmation (Andxevt, 19#4; Catex, 19S3; Mitten, 19l2ai Lin et al., 
1991a; llectxonic Ingineexing, 19S1K 
Batically, lineax pxediction can be thought of at a kind of cuxve 
fitting technique in which a tpeech tample it ettiaated at the lineax 
combination of patt tamplet, with only the pxediction exxox ttoxed at the 
tpeech taapling xate, Piguxe 1$ (Lin and Pxants, 1919; Catex, 1913; 
Bitten, 19i2a; Schalk et al., 1912; Lexnex, 1912; llectxonic Ingineexing, 
1911). The expxettion detcxibing the pxediction exxox it of the fox# 
(fitten, 1912a; Linggaxd, 1912), 
P 
e(n) « x(n) ' Z a» *(n"k) 
k>l 
where, 
the limiting cate of p»l detcxibet Wpcm, 
e(B) is the pxediction exxox, 
x(n) it th# speech tample being ettimated 
%(n-k) it a pxevioot tpeech sample, and 
a» axe the adapted pxedictox coefficients. 
If the oxdex of lineax pxediction is high enough, and the pxedictox 
coefficients chosen correctly, the prediction will closely model the 
xesonances of the vocal tract and the exxox will W zero except at the 
pitch poises, as will be seen below (litten, 1912a). 
Fox the purpose of intexpxeting this time-domain technique in texw 
of source and filter parameters, the spectral levels of the source-filter 
IS 
model art i#a##ign#d lach that the txeitatlon soocct can h# aodalltd as 
ba&ng ####ntially inpttltivt» Pig*:# 13 (fittan, 19IU). As t)w digital 
formant filtats that maka ap tha vocal tract modal hava a transfai 
function of tha form, 
1/(1 - b& 1-* * bs 
vhara# 
b& and b# control tha position and bandwidth of tha 
rasonanca, 
tha overall transfer function of the series connection of filters has the 
form, 
1/(1 - C» » » c, : * c, %-*) 
where, 
q is twice the number of formants. 
The % transform of the résultant speech would than be of the form, 
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%(:) • (I / (1 - f Cm i-n 1(1» 
k»l 
where, 
l(z) is tha transform of the impulse fuwtiom. 
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l(t) It tht tiiiuifo» ol tht pstdlctlon t%zoi 
Il p and q «zt tqotl, tht tvo txpztstlons h#vt tht MM lozm, vUh tht 
p * ozdtz polynomial lozatd by tht lintaz pztdictivt cotflieitnta a*, 
cozztaponding to tht ovtzall tzanaitz fonction of tht vocal tzact 
filttza, and tht pztdictivt tzzoz, #(*), thon idtntilitd with tht 
iapolaivt loozct oxcitation, I(x) (Vitton, 1912a). 
Tht prtdictoz cotflicitnta, likt tht ztaonant Iztqotncita of tht 
lozmant aynthtaiwz, moat bt opdattd at a zatt faat tnoogh to follow tht 
dynamic* of tht hman vocal tzact, with pzactical LPC achtmt* having 
bttwttm 10 and 15 pztdictoz cotfficitnt* (appzoximataly 4 and 7 fozmanta, 
ztsptctivtly) that azt ztcalcolattd tvtzy 10 to 35 mate (Lin and fzants, 
1915; Pazikh tt al., 1903; Witttn, 1913a; Linggazd, 1913). Il tht tzzoz 
aignal wtzt to bt pazaaatzixtd by it* fztqotwy and amplitodt, two 
ztlativtly alowly vazying quant it ita, no pazamtttz would nttd to bt 
stoztd at tht «patch aamplin* zatt, Figozt 17 (Witttn, 19#%»; Linggazd, 
1913). Thoa, a data Izame woold include, the pitch (6 bit* with 
logazithmic quantization), a voictd/umvoictd flag, the amplitude (5 
bit*), and the pzedictoz coefficient* (Vitten, 1913a; Lin et al., 19»la). 
h key pzoblem in the lineaz pzedictive coding technique is that of 
determining the predictor coefficients, which are ideally chosen so a* to 
minimize the mean square error ol the prediction error (ffitten, 1913a). 
Although the use ol autocorrelation or covariance procedures yield 
coefficients (8 to 10 bits) tbat satisfy the criterion of optimality. 
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thtst coefficient* do not q@anti%e well, ei^ can resalt in filtets that 
axe unmtable. A better way of realising an LPC aystea is the ose of 
reflection coefficients CS to 6 bits), which can be calculated locally at 
each stage of a lattice filter. While these coefficients are not 
necessarily optimal, they keep the error signal small, prodwe values 
that goantise tetter, and permit the easy checking of stability. 
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Pigore 17. h low-bit rate implementation of the linear prediction 
technique tWitten, 1982a) 
The resynthesis of speech can be accomplished by a p-stage lattice 
filter handling all formant frequencies at once, driven by periodic 
impulses for voiced sounds and pseudo-random noise for unvoiced or 
fricative sounds (Lin and frantz, 1)85; Andrews, 1981; Urner, 1)82; 
Parikh et al., 1982; Schalk et al., 1982). As this all-pole 
ii^lementation of the vocal tract is rather simplistic, research has been 
conducted that attempts to incorporate the nasal cavity zeros Into the 
model, while dealing with the increased complexity of parameter 
determination (iitten, 1982a). Research has also looked Into a multi-
pulse 19C, which Improves on the traditional LPC, avoiding the 
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difllciiltits ol the voiced/unvoiced decision, and Instead, genezates 
speech as a alxtoxe ol voiced and unvoiced excitations (ândzevs, 19#4). 
As a parametric coding technique, that has many similarities to 
waveform coding, linear predictive coding has characteristic features of 
each (Cater, 1913; Bitten, 1912a). Like waveform coding technlqws, the 
output produced is generally of good quality, though the dependence on 
pre-recorded utterances restricts its flexibility. On-the-other-hand, 
like paraMtric coding techniques, LPC requires a lower data rate, while 
the separation of source and filter parameters allows utterances to be 
prosodlcally adjusted according to context. 
In order to provide the user with the capability of unlimited 
vocabulary, manufacturers have produced the LPC frames for the phoMtic 
segments, and supplied these with the syntlMsis chip (Cater, 1913; 
Linggard, 1992; Witten, 1992a). Unfortunately, this trades off 
vocabulary size for speech quality, as the utterances that are generated 
by concatenating the necessary phones, in a manner similar to that of 
formant synthesizers described above, produces speech that is similarly 
ol poor quality. 
Perhaps the best known implementation ol the LPC technique in a 
speech unit is the Texas Instrments Speak and Spell***, introduced in 
197# (Lin and Prantz, 1915; Schalk et al., 1992; Heltman, 1991). Since 
then, TI has introduced several dedicated speech synthesis processor ICs 
that require varying levels ol microprocessor control, digital signal 
processors that can be used in speech synthesis, as well as, a nimber of 
standard vocabulary UNfs for use with each device (Lin and Prantz, 1985; 
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Robillaid, 1912; 1981; Philpokt#, 1910). Othtx ##:ly LPC 
Inttgxatfâ elxcolta wtxt dtvtloptd by OtiMxal iMtxaatnts, ITT 
Statcondyctox, and MX (Ltxntx, 1912; Mtftaan, 1911; lltetxonic 
Inglnttxlng, 1911; Philpotta, 1910). A xtlattd ttchnlqat called paxtlal 
coxxtlation (PMCOR), In which both patt and futuxt aamplt# axt tiied in 
the lineax pxedietion pxoeeaa, it wed in the ayntheaia chi^ developed 
by Hitachi, NBC, and Matauahita (Catex, 1913; #itten, 1912a; Heitaan, 
1911). 
The CoRvexaion of Text to fpeech 
The genexation of speech fxo# text is a multi-faceted pxoble# which 
is genexally implemented as a two-step pxtwess. in the fixst step, the 
oxth^xaphic xepxesentation of the ottexance is convexted into a stxing 
of phonetic omits, taking into account both the segmental and 
supxase#ental aspects The xesultant phonetic infoxmation is then 
convexted into a set of synthesizex-dependent paxametexs, which can be 
used to audiblize the ottexance. 
Facto»» InilMiifflna daaifn d«ei«ioM 
•asie Bntfc« of »wth—I» If an application does not xegoixe the 
genexation of a wide range of ottexaiKes, a highly intelligible output 
can be produced by storing words, phrases, or even sentences using a 
waveform coding technique described above. However, for applications 
requiring an unlimited vocabulary, this approach is not practical as a 
standard Bnglish dictionary contains of the order of 100,000 entries. 
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which pxobably dooblts It til torn of tht words art Inclodtd (Wltttn, 
i;#2a). 
An intuitive way ol providing an unlimited vocabulary is to 
generate the desired utterance by cowatenating segments from a prestored 
inventory of basic acoustic units, much like written words are forMd by 
the concatenation of the letters of the alphatet. However, unlike in 
written communication, the transitions between acoustic units play a 
significant role in the naturalness and intelligibility of the speech 
produced and a synthesis method which allows for the simulation of 
coarticulatory effects is essential (iitten, 1912a). In selecting the 
basic acoustic unit to be used, a trade off must be made between 
inventory sise and transitional considerations, for although tW smaller 
the basic unit used, the smaller the inventory required, the greater the 
number of transitions that must be gewrated. Possible basic units and 
tiwir estimated inventory size iiwlude (Vitten, 1913a): 
Syllables 10,000 entries 
Demi-syllables 1,000 to 2,000 entries 
Phonemes 40 entries 
Allopbones 100 - 200 entries, (0 - @0 typical 
Although th# us# of phonemes as th# basic acoustic unit is the 
ultimate with respect to the inventory size required, th# generation of 
the transition between units is a significant problem. Kaplan and L#ro#r 
(19IS) report that Klatt foui^ each phoneme-to-phonem# transition to have 
ao optimal starting and ending point, whos# formant characteristics 
differed from those of the isolated phonemes. Allophones, which are 
cxMttd by altering the tranaltlone between unit#, and to a leaaec extent 
by modifying the central parte of the unite, can themaelvea be etored to 
eaee the job ol generating the tranaltlona, with the number required 
depending on the Mrrovneia of the tranaerlptlon uaed (iltten, 1912a). 
Another method by which the problem of producing correct 
tranaltlona can be addreiaed la the uae of dlphonea am the baalc unit, 
with a diphone defined a# the region from the ateady-atate mid-point of 
one phone to the ateady-atate mid-point of the aubaequent one (Lefevre, 
1911; Boubekker et al., 1911; Kaplan and Lerner, 19#); SlMrvood, 19S1). 
Ttiua, the concatenation of aefaenta of thla type will not require 
apecific tranaitlonal rules, a# the baalc unit already takes into account 
the necessary coarticulatory effects Although an inventory of 1*00 
entries (40x40) is theoretically required, not all combination# wcur in 
tnglish, with Boubekker et al. (19#$) reporting the use of ap^oximately 
1300 diphones aM Kaplan and lerner (19#S) reporting that Joseph Olive of 
ATfT Sell Labs uses an inventory of 900. 
Orthographic MBremamkatiom The representation of the input is 
critical to the quality of the speech generated, as almost any extra 
information that can be provi^ about the utterance can be taken into 
account and used to improve the output, figure 1#, from ffitten (19#2a), 
shove the steps of a procedure which converts text into synthesized 
speech and provides an example of how an utterance might be represented 
at each of the pwslble entry-levels. Although simple algorithms have 
been developed that can perform the function of each block reasonably 
well, the combined degradation of several ii^rfect prMasses causes a 
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hMvy pKtci to b# piid when Mving up any ol thtsa level*. When more 
aophUttcatcd algoKlthM axe mubatltuted, a gxeat deal of complexity is 
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Figoxe IS. The levels of te*t-to speech synthesis ami theix 
coxxespomding ottexance xepxesentations (Witten, i$#2a) 
roxtonately, many applications do not xeqoixe that the ottexance be 
specified by plain text, and so a xepxesentation that can explicitly 
descxibe the desixed segmental and sopxasegmental featoxes can be used. 
h bxoad phonetic txanscxiption, which pxovides a consistent one-to-one 
xelationship between the symbols and the speech soonds, can be pxovided 
by using eithex the Intexnational Phonetic Alphabet ClPA) ox the foxld 
English Spelling (IBS) Alphabet, a scheme developed by the spelling 
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ctioz» MVfMnt (Dewy, 1971; fitton 1912e; Shervood, 1991; MmcKay, 
1971). In craperlnf the appzoaehei ol the tvo myatem#, the IPA ayatem. 
Table 2 above, tiaea one chaiactet per aymbol, vlth aoae of the characters 
required not found on a standard keyboard. The WIS aystem, on-the-other-
hand, Table 4, only uses characters fro# the Roaan alphabet, with a 
ntnter of the symbols used requiring multiple characters. Consequently, 
the WIS system also requires a separator symbol, which is to be included 
in the transcription where a possible misinterpretation might occur. If 
allophenes must be represented explicitly in the input, the task becomes 
considerably more complicated, with an increased burden placed on the 
transcriber. 
For appropriate supraseqmental features to be generated from plain 
text, the text needa to be understood by the system and interpreted with 
regards to the opinion and attitude of the speaker It is therefore 
acceptable, and indeed preferable, if the prosodie features are 
represented explicitly in the input rather than be assigned automatically 
(Vitten, t9l2a). neither of the above systems, IP* nor VIS, does very 
mwh to address the problem of specifying the saprasegmentals. 
Fl Ml ftlttMMKÉBliilC % & OR tft rtWMtltr JMllfei 
the BmammntMlB The translation of plain text into a phonetic 
representation requires knowledge of the letter-to-sound pronunciation 
rules for the language under consideration. In English, the develogment 
of an appropriate set of rules is not a trivial task, as the 
pronunciation often fails to follow the spelling, with a letter or 
sequence of letters frequently representing several different sounds 
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tCat»« 1$#3; McKay, 19?#). A fav axaaplas of this 
spalllng-piononclatlon conflict Inelodtt 
* Tht final-t of a votd Is osnally allant and causas tha 
pxacading vovtl to bt Itngtlwntd and Ita quality altaxad, 
axcapt In voids such a# "soma", "dona*, and <*ltva**, oc 
"anaaoM", "catastxoplw", and "apltoM* (#lttan, 1912a). 
Alao Inconsistant Is Its tsaatMnt whan a^lnf a suffix, fox 
axampla *lonaly* and "biting". 
* ffoxda In Ingllah can bt contxaatad on tha basis of thalx 
ayllabic atxaaa. I.e., "minuta", "pxojact", "axtxact", "bow", 
"xaad", "Invalid", "xacoxd", and "subject", hava diffaxant 
^onunclatlona depending on thelx xole In the pextlcolax 
sentence (Kaplan aW UXMX, 19IS| WItten, 19#2a; MacKay, 
197#). 
* A aeguence of lettexs say be pxonounced differently depending 
on the woxd In which It Is Included, I.e., "thxough", 
"enough",and "ghoat", "Imbed" and "climbed", ox "attest" and 
fattest" (Kaplan and Lexnex, 19#5; Next#, 19#1). 
Text to speech convexslon systems fox a number of languages. I.e., 
fxench, Ispexante, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, Finnish, and 
Oexman, have been developed, which genexally Resent fewex pxoblem# than 
does Bngllsh (Carlson and Oranstrom, 19#$; lefevre, 19#$; WItten, 19#2a; 
Sherwood, 19#1). 
Problem# with lettex-to-sound Irregularities, such as those 
described above, can be avolW If the utterance Is specified using some 
sort of broad phonetic tramicription. examples of systew that use this 
approach include, the PLATO system, which uses the Vorld Bngllsh Spelling 
scheme (Sherwood, 19#1), and ISP (Mitten, 19#2a and 19#2b; fitten and 
Abbess, 1919). 
Although a wide range of plain text-to-speech s^tems have been 
developed, most generate the segmentals using a combination of two 
fundamental techniques. The first applies a set of context sensitive 
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lekt#r-to-aowmd rules. In vhlch tht phonetic tqolvsltnt of word IragMnts 
and almgla lattars art sptelfltd. Tha aacond tachmlgoa atUlaas a large 
dictionary of Ingllah vorda and roota, coupled with aophlatlcated 
spelling and paraing algorithm. 
Table 4. The World Ingllah Spelling Alphabet (Dewey, 1971) 
Conaonanta Vowels and diphthongs 
As in As in 
p fiiy, hafifiy* eaa a it, m#m; #ak 
b b#y, cab aa ilms, ftther, b#h 
t town, letter, bi& ar itmy, mmiket, t§i 
d down, iWdw, blA e edge. Slid, htid, toy 
k keep; badj expect, goite ae ige, siin, s#y 
9 ##me, ragged, bagi exact i it, him, prttty, give 
t tist, oUiea, Phone, sale ee ##ch, hire, sgg, bg 
V %#st, nexer, saxe 0 fin, bgther, ngt 
thh j^ooght, nothing, both au iftthor, lix, ill, ggght 
th th#t, rather, «ith or aider, ng£th; stggy, mgte 
s Ifal, legion, city, race 0 BP, ftther, sfime, t**ch 
% pottitf it# :#i&# oa fild, ngte, gflgs, cggl, shgx 
sh ihall, premmore, nation. 00 fgll, shfigid, gfifid 
xh pleagore, vifion, rouge 00 (agi, agve, grgflp, rule 
ch Chuck, choKCh# vstfih ie ice, tig, kind, might, by 
i lust, general, stage, lodge 00 agt, pggnd, ngx, bgimh 
# light, COMOO, the# oi gii# Mint, bgy 
n aight, diaser, thes ua ase, wic, dot, fix 
ng thias« losg/ going/ «iasi* er furthiE, colli£, Mtat 
nJl thialu baah# oflfile, anile or fJttthar, hit, iilly# «ii»t 
1 late, feUotf, deal 
r late, aauLi#d, deat 
w «et, forxard, ana, %ick 
wh Shich, every%h#re 
y yet, beyond, million 
h had, behind 
Separata a dot successive letters which sight be sisintarprated 
as a digraph, i.e., short.hand, mis.hap, en.gaej, aan.kiend, 
ree.elect, hie.est, loe.er, infloo.ens, poo.er, emploi.ee 
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«itttn (19a2«) ctporU that NcIUoy, Ifi # tyttta developed at Bell 
Laboxatozles, tzanalates a void lilting tha lon^at matching stoxed 
legment and xepeattng the atxategy Cox the xemaIndex of the voxd. Some 
of these voxd fragments apply only when they match at the beginning ox 
end of a voxd, airf xules are pxovlded to give special attention to 
suffixes and voxd final e*s. Woxds on tW exception list axe accounted 
fox by simply Incoxpoxating them Into the fxagment table, as complete 
voxds axe automatically matched fixst. If this process does not px^uce 
a txanslatlon fox a voxd, a succession of liwreaslngly desperate xules 
are applied and the process repeated, until as a final recourse, the 
program spells the vord, punctuation and all. 
A second, more videly refesred, letter-to-sound rule scheme, vhlch 
requires fever specially coded preprocessing steps, vas developed by 
llovltx et al. (191() at the U.f. Naval Research Laboratory. The rules 
used In this system are based on lli^lstlc principles, statistical 
tendencies, or heuristics and kept in a character string of the form, 
wmic « 0, 
vhere, 
B is a letter, a character, or string to be translated, 
A and C, the left and right context, are patterns like B, 
but may also include soma special syx^ls that denote 
classes of characters, and 
D consists of the IPA representation. 
Bach exception or vord needii^ individual treatment is also provided a 
rule, vhicb gives its correct pronunciation and is treated no differently 
than the others. To generate a phonetic representation of the desired 
utterance, the translation algorithm examines the input text frcNs left to 
right, and for each character scannW, sequentially searches the rules 
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ptxtlntnt to that chacacttr until It finds one, whoa# lolt-hand-ildo 
match## th# t#xt at th# coix«ct position#. It th#n output# th# tight-
hand-sld#, pa#### ov#t th# charactax# bxack#t#d In th# xul#, and x##ia## 
th# scan with th# n#xt charactax of taxt. is th# s#axch Is taxmlnatsd on 
th# flxst match, th# xul##, gxoupod accoxdlmg to th# ataxtlng l#tt#x of 
th# I atxlnf, ax# stoxad with th# mox# sp#elflc xul## px#c#dln# th# mox# 
g#n#xal xul## aiW th# la#t xul# pxovldln* th# dafault pxonunclatlon. 
Th# oxlglnal MIL fUMK» vaxslon con#l#t#d of a ##t of 329 xul##, 
having an accuxacy of about 90%, and xan at about I to $ tlmas x#al-tlM 
on a PW-10 (llovlts #t #1., 197$). A numb#x of t#*t-to-#p##ch syst#M 
ba##d on this algoxlthm hav# b##n lmpl«m#nt«d, I.#., Johnson (1911), 
Omotayo (1914 and 191»), Ciaxcia (1912 and 1914), tin #t al. (1911a and 
1911b), and Moxxls (1919), which modify th# xul## to handl# vaxylng 
situations, numbaxs, symbols, and allo^tonas, whll# i#^owing sp##d. In 
on# vaxiation, Da#p#x #t al. (19#?) us# xul#s that apply th# coMopt of 
contoxt limiting not only to th# initial l#tt#x of th# etxing being 
txanslatod, bot to #ub##gu#nt l#tt#xs as w#ll. On* cowMxcial d#vic#, 
tlM Stx«#t Blcctzoaicft Echo***, is also based on this algoxithm (%##n# et 
al., 19li). 
Klattalk, which is the basis of two commoxcial d#vic#s, the 
Telesensoxy Systew, Inc. Pxose 2000^ and the Digital Iguipment Coxp. 
OlCtalk, generates its segmentals 1^ applying the two fundamental 
techniques in a straightforward manner (Elatt, 1912; Brudiert et al., 
1983; Greene et al., 19#*). In the translation strategy used here, the 
word under consideration is first CM^ared with a carefully selected 
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exception# dlctionasy of about 1500 voxd#, which is oltlmatoly to b# 
oxpamltd to 7000 wids occupying 140 kl^ts of Msoxy. If th# voxd is 
not found in the dictionaiy, then a conversion aigoilth* using a set of 
about 500 lette%-to-soond lules is applied to detewaine an appropriate 
transcription. 
m>re sophisticated implementations of the dictionary technique 
provide rules to break complete words, not found to the dictionary, into 
their constituent parts, for which there are dictionary entries. U a 
morphemic decom|w*itlon of a word may bear little phonetic resembUiwe to 
the input, i.e., Iwent) > (go) * fed), units called morphs, that are not 
as well defined from a linguistics point of view, are used (Mitten, 
1912a). k general word has a morph coi^ositiOB of the form; 
iword) • (prefixes) * la root) * (suffixes) 
where 
only the root is mandatory, and 
prefixes and suffixes. If present, 
- alter the meaning of the word, 
- can influence Its pronunciation, and 
• may cams# minor changes in th# spslling. 
B#eays# of th# selling changss that may occur In th# comratonatloo 
process, tW docovosition of # word is not a trivial oporation and may 
result In several seemingly valid morph coverings. This ambiguity mst 
th#n be resolved by examining th# word structorc, th# letter seguence, 
the grammatical function of th# suffix seguence, and the syntax and 
semantics of the sentence. Am estimated 10,000 to 30,000 #or^ are used 
in gnglish. 
(Mice th# morphological structure of a word has been d#termined, the 
pJionetlc transcription of the morphs Involved can be obtained In ow of 
so 
tvo ways. Th# tlKst ##thod Involv## th# a## of # d*ction#%y, tn vhtch 
th# phoB#ttc ti#n#c*tptton, and jj^atbly ara# ayntacttc tnfexmatton, of 
aaeh aoxph ta atoKcd. Th# aacond aathod tnvolvaa th# na# of a latt#: to 
aoond tola ach#M applitd to th# ti^tvtdoal lotpha. 
An taplaaantatton of th# ftxat Mthod ta HITatk, a ayatas d##tgn#d 
•a a Ktaaaxch tool at MIT (Allan, 1111; %##n# #t al., 1911; Kaplan and 
Lainai, 19IS; M#rta, 1911). Aft#% th# t#*t ta analyiad to #*t;act tta 
ondarlytnf Itngutattc foxm, th# ap##ch aynthaata coaponant oaaa a 
xacoxatva docoapoattton algoxtth* to find all poaatbl# aoxph covoxtn# 
fox #ach woxd and aalacta th# "baat" analyata* Th# phon##tc and ayllabtc 
tnfoxMtton ta than dataxatnad by dtcttonaxy look-op, wtth th# x#aoltant 
phonatte txanacxtptton adjoatad aavaxal ttMS tn tha anvtxonwnt of tha 
aoxpii boondaxtoa and atxaaa locations. Each of th# 12,000 antxtaa tn th# 
aoxpb dtcttonaxy contains tha aoxpb'a apalltng, pxonimctatton, paxt of 
sp##ch cod#s, and dastgnatton of its coabtntng xolaa. A sat of 400 
l#tt#x-to-phon#M xalaa ta attltaW whan aoxph dacoaposition fails. 
Tha second approach has Wen wed tn two text-to-speech xele 
davalo^nt s^mteaa i^leacnted at th# Coxncll Phonetics Lahoxatozy 
(Itextz, 1911 and I9lfj Hcxts #t al., 19#*; Kaplan and Uxnax, 19@5). In 
th# $p#ech Rassaxch gyst## (SiSt, th# t#xt aodification algoxitha 
supplies aoxphological and stxess xelated information osing 200 context 
dependent lexical roles, non# of which are involved in parsing th# 
sentences into syntactic or saaantic units. Th# conversion algorithm 
then detexaines the pxononeiation of the aorphs osing letter-to-soond 
roles, scanning the otterance twice, once to handle th# nonvowels and 
oRct to handlt the vovele, with the exceptions built into the rules. The 
second system. Delta, is designed to te more versatile than SRS, and 
operates on a user defined multi-level data structure. In this system, 
the rules used are not restricted to the order of the predetermined 
levels of SRS and can operate on a broad class of utterance 
representations, ranging from linear strings to multi-level structures. 
Again, the generation of the phonetic transcription involves the 
decomposition of vords into morphs and the application of letter-to-sound 
rules. 
The assignent of stress is a weak ^ int for many plain text-to-
speech synthesisers, as the location of stress within an English word is 
not consistent and cannot be easily determined locally. These stresses 
are more naturally described in term# of linguistically motivated 
representations, based on syllable weight, part of speech, morphology, 
and etymology, which is mch more information than normally available In 
letter-to-sound rule systems (Church, 1$#5 and Implementations 
having this information available, either by deriving It or having It 
Input, stand a good chance of teterminiog correct stress placement. 
h number of a^roaches have been used in letter-to-sound rule 
systems ranging from ignoring word stress alto#ther to using heuristic 
stress rules. In the MU» algorithm, all vowels are given full 
pronunciation, as this was deemed preferable to the 1MS of information 
caused by erroMously reducing a vowl to a schwa (tlovitz et al., 197*). 
In cM^parison, tl» Slattalk system tries to ^ nerate word stress using a 
set of heuristic stress rules expressed In the same formalism as the 
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Ittttt-to-phoMM rules, with the unstressed function words pieced in the 
exceptions dictionary (Klatt, 1982; Bruckert et al., 1913). In 
iapleaentations where the utterance is phonetically specified, unstressed 
vowels can be reduced ai^ entered as a schwa where appropriate. 
fhm Although suprasegmentals play a large role 
in the naturalness of an utterance, they are among the least Wvanced 
aspects of synthetic speech, marly systems did not pay much attention to 
them, as it was thought that the monotonoiM, arrhythmic s|*ech generated 
would tw sufficient in getting the Intended message across, provided the 
segmentals selected and produced were good enough (ffitten, 1912a). This 
was found to be acceptable for short passais, but the lack of 
naturalness becomes more noticeable on longer stretches of speech, and 
strains concentration. 
âs intonation is one of the most ii^rtant areas for i«creasing the 
intelligibility and enhancii^ the quality of synthesised speech, a nmber 
of a^oaches for specifying and/or determining an utterance's pitch 
contour have been proposed. For utterances tl*at are orthographically 
specified as a string of ^nemes, two basic wthods of specifying pitch 
information have been used. Early systems that allowed for such 
manipulations placed a heavy burden on the user, as the appropriate 
parameters had to be specified on the basis of individual phonemes or 
syllables (ffitten, 1992a). 
h more practical ap^oach has been to select frm among several 
prestored pitch contours, and provide S<MW indication of how the contour 
is to be bound to the utterance under consideration. In the W speech 
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•ynfchtsta th# ponctuation of tht input is used to divide the 
utterance into tone groupe, with the shape of the pitch contour to he 
generated, specified in the input by a nmwral at the start of each group 
Cfitten and abbess, 1979} Wltten, 1912a and 1912b). Citing work done by 
Kalliday, the 19P system uses five primary intonation contours to capture 
the gross features of the infinite variety possible, each anchored on the 
tonic syllable, which is also specified in the input. 
for utterances that are input without specifications for pitch, the 
approaches available for generating an appropriate contour will depend on 
how swh information is available or can be generated. On an input of 
plain text, one of the fundamental distinctions that a program can make 
is between basically rising and basically falling pitch contours, with a 
rough guideline beii^ that the pitch of an utterance rises on a 
question and falls on all otter utterances (Bitten, 1912a). k si^le 
test used to classify questions examines the first word of the senteme 
to see if it is a "wh" word, like what, which, wlwn, why, (also how), if 
it isn't, the utterance is probably a "yes-no" question and a rising 
contour should be assigned. 
Cook et al. (1915), in a portable cwmmnication system, add 
inflection to tte sentence automatically on the basis of punctuation, 
with three statement patterns and a question pattern available. Each of 
the patterns provided, varies the default pitch for the first few 
phonemes and the last few phonemes of the sentence. Oai^^er et al. 
(1917), also use the rudimentary falling/rising pitch contour, with the 
pitch changed on the last word of a sentence or before a c<ma, unless 
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tht void is long, in which cist tht pitch of tht last six phontMS #:t 
Mdifitd. 
If tht stztsstd syllablts of an otttianct axt sptcifitd in tht 
input, or art algorithaically dtttrmintd, tvo approachts to tht 
assignMnt of pitch variations havt bttn ustd. As tht Votrax spttch 
synthtsistr dots not havt an amplitudt control, Shtrvcod (1$7@% txprtsstd 
syllabic strtss as shifts in tht pitch Itvtl and tht Itngthtning of tht 
vovtl, with tht pitch variations assigntd as follows: 
* Tht phrast btgins at pitch Itvtl 3; 
* It rists to Itvtl 4, at tht beginning of tht first strtsstd 
syllablt, thtn drops to Itvtl 2 at tht tnd of tht syllablt; 
* For tach succttding strtsstd syllablt, tht pitch rists to 
Itvtl 3 at tht btginning and drops back to Itvtl 2 at tht 
tnd; 
* Tht ttrainator dattraints tht slopt of tht pitch at tht tnd 
of tht phrast, with phrasts tnding in a comma or "yts-no* 
gotstiOB mark rising to Itvtl 4 at tht tnd of tht phrast, and 
all othtr phrasts falling to Itvtl 1 at tht tnd of tht last 
strtsstd syllablt. 
Ho parsing is dont to ondtrstand what is bting said, and tht algorithm 
knows nothing aboet waningful phrasts uoltss thty art stt off by 
ponctuation marks This schtmt has tht tfftct of giving promintoct to 
tht strtsstd syllablts within tht stnttnct, with an ovtrall fall in pitch 
crtated by the early high pitch and tht final low pitch, Ciarcia 
impltments this algorithm in the Hicrovox (1912) spttch synthtsis system 
and the Sweet Talker II (1984) speech synthesis board. 
For synthesis systems that are not limited to a few discrete levels 
of pitch, the schematic algorithm evaluated by Akers and Lennig (19#5) 
may be used to generate the intonation contours. In this algorithm, two 
declining Unes act utilised to detexmlne the possible range ot f« as a 
fonction of time, a topi1ne and a baseline, with the topi1ne having the 
more negative slope. At the beginning of each Intonation phrase, the 
topi1ne and baseline are reset to their Initial values, and for each 
accented syllable, f* Is determined such that, 
fo • baseline * accent target * Uopllne - baseline) 
where, 
accent target Is a number between 0 and 1 assigned to each 
accented syllable. 
In the heuristic stress assignment algorithm used, a grauatlcal analysis 
of the phrase Is performed to distinguish between content and function 
words, with the last content word of the phrase given an accent target of 
1.0 and earlier stresses assigned alternating accent targets of 0.7 and 
0.4. As in the previous algorithm, the stressed units maintain their f* 
peaks, giving rise to flat tops in the pitch contour. Lin et al. (19#la 
and 1911b) use a variation of this schema in which the baseline is a 
constant value and tha stressed syllables are assigned the pitch level of 
the declining topline (i.e., the accent target is always 1.0). 
As the intonation of an utterance is closely related to the 
sentence or phrase structure, the availability of syntactic information 
allow* for an appropriate pitch contour to be inferred. Morph based 
plain text-to-speech synthesis systems are often able to generate th# 
necessary information, as the morphologic analyzer can also hypothesize 
about the grammatical class of the word by examining suffix information 
and prefix constraints. The syntactic analyzer can then attempt to 
derive a plausible sentence organization by identifying the noon. 
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preposition, and verb phrases (Letevxe, 1916; ikers and Lennig, 198S; 
Allen, 1911). 
Alter a simple syntactic analyser has determined the probable 
locations ol the phrase and clause boundaries, the synthesizer 
implemented by Klatt (1913) uses a "hat-pattern" strategy to specify the 
fundamental frequency contour. This scheme is implemented by: 
* Defining a baseline f* contour consisting of a gradual fall, 
* Determining syntactically conditioned times of rises to a 
plateau above the baseline and falls back to the baseline, 
* AMing in local increases in f* due to lexical stress, and 
* Adding in local perturbations due to segmental factors such 
a# vowel height and consonant voicing, 
giving the utterance a dramatic fall-rise pitch contour between syntactic 
units and an overall decline. 
Vm discussion in this section has focused on methods by which 
speech synthesis systems have handled the suprase^mental features of 
stress and intonation, as these features play a major role in the quality 
of the speech generated. Although the third suprasegmental feature, 
timing, does not play as i^rtant a role in the quality of the output, 
it has not been totally ignored. The ISP synthesis system attempts to 
include a sense of rhythm by implewnting the theory of isochrony of 
feet, in which each foot of an utterance occupies the same duration 
(Bitten, 1912a and 1912b; litten and Abbess, 1979). Other systems, such 
as NlTaU and Klattalk, adjust the duration of phonemes based on their 
role in a sentence (Allen, 1981; Klatt, 1982; Kaplan and Lerner, 1985). 
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flM BiWBttiC IlBItltaUtUO tg tVatlWlillK MMMttli 
Onct a phonatlc rtpxtatntatloii of tha atfcaranct haa batit pxodncad, 
tha aynthaaiaat-apaclfic pataaakaza can ba data»tnad and an aodlbla 
output gana:at#d. A vazlaty of convariion algoiithma, which axa a 
function of tha aynthaaliax typa, hava baan oaad, xanging fxo# thoaa that 
pxodttca tha codta of pxt-atoxtd acooattc aagwAta, to thoaa that pxodaca 
paxaaatax taxgat valuta and intaxpolata tha txanaltlon batvatn thaa. 
Whan gantxatlng tha output, vlxtually all laplaaantattona uttllxa an 
intaxxopt dxivtn pxoctaa, with tha aynthaaiatx ox a tiMx ganaxating an 
intaxxupt whtntvtx a naw aat of paxaaataxa bacoaaa dua. 
fox ayattaa baatd on a phonatic apttch aynthaaia inttgxatad 
cixcuit, i.t., tha Votxax" #C-Ol, all that ia xtqulxtd ia tha txanalation 
of tha phonatic unit# into tha aynthaaiatx codta, aa tha txanaition xulta 
axa tabt^Mtd in tht haxdwaxa and automatically vaxy tha pxonunciation of 
tht phonta to fit tht conttxt (#itttn, 1912b). Thtat txanalation xulaa 
can bt of tht fox* uatd in tht NRL atthod of lttttx-to-*ound convtxaion 
diacuaatd abova, with tiM xulta htxt bting ftwtx in nuabtx and aoxt 
stxaightloKwaxd, as thty nttd not contain much In tht way of conttxt 
dtptndtncita (Elovita tt al., 1)7$; ffittan, 1912b). One axta in which 
tht conttxt dtptndtnt xulta play an iapoxtant xolt, ia in tht inatxtion 
of availablt nonphontmic atgatnta bttwttn aain aagatnts to cxaatt aoxt 
natuxal txanaitiona (ffittan, 1912b). 
Ottatax contxol ovtx tha inttxatfaantal txanaition ia poaaiblt in 
ayattaa that xtguixt tht opacification of a coaplatt eat of ayntlitaiztx 
paxaaataxa fox each pitch ptxioé. %t pxoctduxt fox ganaxating thaaa 
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paraMttrt *111 dtptnd on tht basic unit u##d, vith th« oxaaplt btlov 
being tbat of a phonaat-bastd syatn (Klatt, 1912; #itt#n, 19l2ai Allan, 
mi). 
* Por each phont to b# ganexated, tha phonetic unit it raad and 
perhaps split into a fav sagmnts; 
* A target value for each of the synthesizer parameters is then 
assigned to each of the segments; 
* Finally, smooth transitions between target values are 
craputed wing rules that take into account the features of 
the adjacent segments. 
lilBltiBt IMtCll 
The quality of the speech generated by text-to-speech synthesis 
systn» depend upon the degree to which the tables of rules can capture 
all of the nuances of natural speech. As the number of available systsms 
has increased, studies have been conducted to evaluate the perception of 
the resultant s^ech, as well as, the different algorithms involved in 
the process. 
In a stWy in which uwtrassed output, rula-^neratad stress, aid 
manually polished synthesized speech were compared, McPeters and Tharp 
(1914) found that there is still a great deal of improvement required 
before the speech produced by an automatic translator would equal that 
produced ^  manually generated codes. They also observed that although 
there was no statistical difference in the responses obtained from those 
hearing colter ^ nerated stress as cM^ed to those hearing unstressed 
speech, a statistically significant decrease in performance was found 
when incorrect stress was added to a correct translation. I.e., no stress 
is better than wrong stress. 
Orttnt #t al. (1916) conducted a strlts of intelligibility tests 
Involving a nimb#: of text-to-speech synthesis systems, which lan^d fro# 
sophisticated teseatch implementations to inexpensive commercial devices, 
fzom their findings they conclude that there is a strong relationship 
between the amount of speech knowledge incorporated into the system and 
tlw perceptual performance, with the high-end systems coming the closest 
to the benchmark results obtained with natural speech. They also note 
that [^rformance is rapidly approaching an asymptote, and that it would 
probably be more productive to look for ways in which the suprasegmentals 
can be im^oved. 
In an experiment that had subjects listening to the same text-to-
speech synthesis system over time, Pisoni et al. (19#5) report that 
substantive increases in performance cam be realised in a relatively 
short period, they further report that with sufficient experience, 
practice, and training, the subjects were able to overcome some of the 
performance limitations of the synthesizer, with these improvewnts 
appearing to be a result of the subjects modifying their perceptual 




As in any d##lgn, many txadt-otfs *#%# in oidtc that 
th# ipaeificationa givan abeva could ba Mt. ffbat follows is a 
dascfiption of tba haidwara and softvaxa in its pxasant stata, and a 
discussion of soma of tha trada offs that vaxa zaqoixad. Aa it stands, 
tba system is operational, ai^ lays the foundation on which future 
development can take place; suggestions for this purpose can be found in 
the next chapter. 
Systes Nazdvaxe 
iBtifldttfittgn 
h block diagram of tha microprocessor-based speech synthesis 
system, which was designed using a standard three bus configuration, 
address, data, and control, and off-the-shelf integrated circuits, is 
shown in figure 19. Each of tha system subunits is described Wlow. 
EOMUllttalX 
AA overriding concern in tha design of tha system hardware is tlw 
specification regarding portability and battery operation. In order that 
a reasonably sized battery could operate the system for an acceptable 
length of time between charts, low-powered integrated circuits were 
selected where possible, and provisions made to power down mwh of the 
system whenever the keyboard is not operated for a specified interval. 
While the emphasis may be oo the selection of low-powered integrated 
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c&iculk#, #p#c*#l attention mo#t be paid to the voltage levela available 
at the output line# a# coapared to those xeqoixed at the inputs they axe 
to dxive. rot exaaple» a ML-level signal will not xeliably drive a CMOS 
integiated circuit of the KC-type, ami so a pull-up resistor would need 
to be included at the input or an HCT-type IC used instead. 
iMI 
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Figure 19. Slock diagra# of the syste# hardware 
The battery selected to power the system is a Globe t V Oel/Cell 
rechar#able battery, which has a rated capacity of 2.6 &Wr if discharged 
at the 20 hour rate, J2@, of 130 aA. This gelled electrolyte lead acid 
battery has an open-circuit voltage of @4# V (2.12 9/cell) which when 
discharged at J20 for 20 hours decreases to 7.0 9 (1,75 v/cell). 
According to the company's literature, this battery does not suffer the 
n 
MMty ptobltM of nick#l-c#d#lua tetttrits and will opacatt through 200 
to 500 or mor# "complot#" charge/diacharg# cycle». The company 
recommend# that a conetant voltage/limited current charging technique be 
tts#d« in which an initial charging voltage ol 2.1 V/cell, current limited 
to 3 to 4 tiM# J20, i# applied until the current decreases to 30 to 10 
mA. To maintain the charge, a charging voltage of 2.2S to 2.30 V/cell 
should be applied. 
figure 20. The battery charger/power supply circuit 
It was decided that a battery charger/power supply circuit, figure 
20, would be included within the system so that tW device could remain 
in operation even while the battery is being recharged. The out^t of a 
12 Vie, I à, wall transformer is passed through a full-wave brid# 
rectifier and a filter capacitor before being in^t to an LM3I7, 
adjustable voltage regulator (lational Semiconductor Corp., 1912). The 
uat? 
Ui Ue 'A^  
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Mt of # coBpatator vlth hysttstsis is park of tht voltag# lagulator 
conftgoratton alio*» th# output voltag#, Vout, to b# automatically 
m*itch#d b#tv##n th# cycl#, 10.0 V, and float, 9.5 V, charging mod## a# 
appropziata. 
If th# vail tzanafoxmax i# conn#ct#d to th# #y#t##, th# cycl# 
chaxging mod# vill b# initiated if th# battazy it balov 1.24 V ox if th# 
chaxg# button it pz#t##d, vhil# th# float chaxging moda vill b# #nt#x#d 
and maintained one# th# battazy exceeds 9.4# V. The battexy chaxging 
cuzxant it limited to 500 mA by th# 5 # A xetittox. Othex compon#ntt 
thovn In th# cixcult Includ#, a bleed xetittox, #20 o, provided to 
dittipate torn# of th# #xc#ss ^ v#x, an npn-translstor, P*35$9, used to 
disconnect th# chaxg#x/pov#r supply circuit fxo# th# xest of the system 
viMtt th# vail tzansfoxmax is x#mov#d, and a diode, 1*4001, pxovided to 
limit th# discharg# voltag# dxop across th# 5.# 6 roslstor. 
As m#ntion#d abova, the davic# vas designed to automatically povar 
dovn many of its subsyst#m# vh#n#v#r th#x# Is no keyboaxd activity fox a 
specified intexval. This attempt at conserving th# battary vill not 
hinder us#r oparatlon If th# status of th# d#vlc# is maintained In SAM 
and automatically rastorcd vb#n th# d#vlc# Is turned on again. For this 
to b# possible, povar to th# NAM Integrated circuits must be maintained, 
with a reduced supply voltage level, stand-by mode operation, minimizing 
the pover consumed. Thw, tvo voltage supplies are reguired, one that 
provides operating voltage to most of the system and the other that can 
be switched between operating voltage and stand-by voltage as 
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appzopiiat#. Â diêgtêa ol the system povet supply circuit is shovn in 
Figure 21. 
Figure 21. The system power supply circuit 
the standby supply voltage is generated by an IClJiSif cms 
prograuMble micropover voltage regulator (Intersil, Inc., 1913), 
configured to output 2.( V at all times. The operating supply voltage, 
on-the-other haW, is produced by a LM2931C?, adjustable low dropout 
voltage regulator {National Semiconductor Corp., 1914a), conligured to 
generate an output ol around 5.2 V which can be turned on or oil a* 
appropriate. To obtain the controllable RAM power supply, these 
regulated voltages are input to an ICL7673, battery back-up switch 




tInUttll, Inc., 1915), vhleh aotoMticelly output# the gxeetei supply 
voltage. 
Ptgoze 22. The PUT and its associated ciieoitiy 
The thiee tiansistois suMounding the operating sopply voltage 
regulator, act as switches to disconnect those portions of the system to 
be powered during standby frra those that are to be turned off, thereby 
minimizing the current drain from the battery through unintentional 
leakage current paths. These switches are driven by a pair of 
CMparators, figure 22, which are constantly powered and whose output 
level is controlled by the microprocessor via the peripheral interface 
n 
•4«pt«r/tiMK (PUT). Th# O-fltp-llopt, which «z# ilao constantly 
pow#:#d, at# as«d to maintain th# appxopziat# stat#s of th# standby 
controls. 
Finally, in oid#r to pf#v#nt th# battazy from baing compl#t#ly 
dischacfad and to protect osar cr#at#d information stored In RAM, a 
battary monitor is provided so that the user can be urged to plug in the 
system These low battery warnings, generated when the battery voltage 
dropa below 7.5 V and 7.2 V, are triggered by a ^ ir of comparators with 
hysteresis, figure 22, monitoring the voltage levels along a series of 
resistors, Figure 21. The outputs of the comparators are then 
periodically monitored by th# microprocsssor through th# PUT and 
appropriat# warnii^ g#n#rat«d. 
h ni»b#r of factors w#r# takan into considaratioa when selecting 
th# microprocsssor around which th# system would b# d#sign#d. Th#s# 
included, 
* th# availability of microprocsssor d#v#lopm#nt tools, such as 
assemblers, IPRim prograwers, and logic ao#ly$#r#, 
* th# availability of a CMOS varsion, in ord#i to k##p power 
requirements at a minimum, and 
* a mlniMm of #-bit processing, since all of the peripheral 
devices used in th# system required data codes of this siz#. 
W)# microprocessor ultimately selected was th# Rockwell R$SC02 which had 
been introduced a short tia# befor# this project was Initiated. This 
CMOS device, while maintaining software and bus compatible with the 
mature MfOS version, includes a number of software, hardware, and 
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op«rattoMl tnhanctMnts (Rockwtll InttrMttonal, 1914a). The 
•Icxoproceiior and its aiioclated ctxcoltxy la ahovn In Plguie 23. 
The RiSC02 hat a IS-bIt address bus, A0-A15, which allows the 
processor to address up to SI klytes oC aemory or 1/0 peripherals. Two 
constantly eiMbled octal tri state buffers, 74RCT541 (National 
Semiconductor Corp., 19131, are used to interface the device's TTL-level 
address lines and the system address bus. The exchange of information 
between the microprocessor ai^ the memory or peripheral locations 
addressed, takes place on tiM 1-bit bidirectional data bus, 00-07. Here, 
a constantly enabled wital tri state transceiver, 74NCT24S (National 
Semiconductor Corp.# 1913), is wed to interface the device's TTL-levei 
data lines and t*M system data bus. The direction of data flow through 
the transceiver Is controlled by tha voltage level at the device's OIR 
input, which Is connected to the microprocessor read/write line inverted, 
#(W/*(N). 
The R#5C02 requires an external «0 clock, which Is used to ^ nerate 
the Internal clocks needed ^  ths microprocessor, as well as, the two 
output clocks *1 and *2. This external clock Is generated by a Plerce-
type oscillator circuit which Is centered wound a 1 HHz quarts crystal 
and a CMM inverter, 74MC04 (National Semiconductor Corp., 1993), 
operating In Its linear region. The second Inverter Is used to buffer 
the oscillating signal before It enters the #0 in^t. 
At power'up, tW microprocessor reset line, BiS(L), must be 
asserted for at least two clock cycles after Vcc reaches the operating 
voltage. The ^ Itlve transition, which occurs when IWM(L) returns to 




Its not-Mstrtfd *t#t#, *111 caast an Inltlalltatlon stqtMRCt to begin. 
Farthet» a systea that haa been In operation can be lestaxted, if 
necessaiy, by slallaily asserting the line for at least tvo clock 
cycles, h poise of at least 110 msec Is generated using an ICMISSS, CMOS 
general purpose timer (Intersil, Inc., 1H3), In a one-shot 
configuration. The output of this circuit *111 #nerate a positive going 
pulse whenever the trigger Input Is pulled below 3/3 9cc, but will remain 
In the high state If the trigger Input Is held low. I.e., If the switch 
is held In Its closed position. The 74MQ3 open drain NAUO gate 
(National Semiconductor Corp., lfS3} Is used at the timer output to 
invert ttM pulse generated and allow It to be wire-ORed at the 
microprocessor reset pin. 
Mveral of the remaining control bus lines require attention. As 
both assertion levels of the read/write and the *3 lines are needed 
elsewhere in t** system, iKith of these signals are passed through two 
inverters. The first, a 74)fcr04 (National SemicondiKtor Corp., 1913), is 
used to convert these processor signals to the CMOS-levels of the system 
IMS, while the second, a 74iK04 (National Semiconductor Corp., 1913), is 
used to obtain the complement assertion level. Finally, 3.3 ka resistors 
are connected to the interrupt request line, 110(1»), and the nonmaskable 
interrupt request line, NHl(l»), to ensure proper wire-0# operation of 
these in^ts. 
Although tiM microprocessor is able to supply a 16-bit address, all 
of the memory and peripheral devices used require just a few of these in 
order that the proper internal locations can be accessed. Further, many 
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of those devices have chip select OK chip enable Inputs which must be 
asseited whenevez an opezatlon Is to Involve a location within that 
paztlcolaz device. A comon pzactlce Is to use the lowez bits of the 
addzess to specify the Inteznal location to be accessed, and the uppez 
bits to eontzol the chip select oz enable lines. 
In ozdez to avoid having to IncWe decoding clzcultzy foz each 
chip select oz enable Input and to allow foz easiez design changes, the 
clzcult shown In Plguze 24 Is used to genezate the neaozy map of Table 5 
The location of RAN and ROM In thelz zespectlve azeas of the memozy map 
Is dictated ^  the SSC02, which uses page 1 tOlOO-OlfT) of the memozy as 
the stack azea and the rffk-rfff locations foz Intezzupt and zeset 
vectozs. 
Tmble 5. The memozy map of the system 
Addzess zange Ponction 
00Q0-3PrP RAN - #2 klyte blocks 
iOeo-BMV Unused * 32 klyte block 
COOO'CSPF I/O - #12# Ryte blocks 
C400-C1fP Unused - I k^e block 
Ctoo-rprr RPRON - l-Z klyte blocks 
The thiee 74HC13# 3-to-# line decoders (National Semiconductor 
Corp., 19#3) are used to generate chip select/enable liws for tha random 
access memory (RAN), ti» peripheral devices, and the read only memory 
(R(N() respectively. The usa of memory chips with a 204#-word % @-bit 
configuration will require eleven address line#, AO-AiO, leaving the 
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tsMining ftv* lin##, A11-A15, to be ased lor decoding potpoees. To 
reduce the number ol "image#,* all live lines are decoded, with A14 and 




















Figure 24. Circuit used lor address decoding 
The upper-most decoder divides the RAM region @000'3FPf into eight 
2 MByte blocks. The use of *2 to drive an enable input allow all of the 
address lines to settle before the decoder output is generated, thus 
avoiding the possibility of a RAM IC being unintentionally write enabled. 
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Tht lov*;-mo#t decoder divides the RON region COOO-PFFF into eight 2 
KByte blocks. 
The middle decoder is used to generate the chip select/enable 
sigiMls for the peripheral devices, which coold have been place virtually 
anywhere in the memory map. These devices often present a mixed-bag of 
requirements with regards to the necessary timing and ordering of the 
control signals, as well as, the sise of the address space required. 
With the configuration shown, the peripheral devices are placed within 
the low end of the #0$ region, C000-C3ff, which has been divided into 
eight 121-byte blocks. This placement, which kee^ the address range 
4000-Vfr clear for future developsent, does not require any hardware 
other than the decoder, and allows for the easy addition of another 
decoder in the C400-C1fr region if needed. The decoder is placed in the 
region instead of the MM region as some of the peripheral devices 
require that the chip select/enable lines become valid kwfore *2 goes 
high. 
Memory 
Two t]^8 of memory are required in a microprocessor'based system, 
read-only memory (ROM) and randwm-access memory (MM). The ROM is used 
to store information that will not change during the course ol operation, 
such as program c(^e and constant values. The MM, on-the-other-hand, is 
used to store information that may need to be altered, such as variables, 
pointers, and buffers. 
In a prototype, such as the one being developed, where the program 
code and the constant values are modified on a continual basis, erasable 
•3 
piogrammmbl# read-only Maortts (tPRONs) art oiad instt^Kl of RCWa vhlch 
cannot be altaxad one# aaakad. Of tb# tvo vaxl#ti#t of RPRWa available^ 
th# wltxa-vlol#t-l&ght #ratabl# and th# alactxlcally #ra»abl#, tb# UV-
•rasabl# typ# vat ua#d as it coold xaadily b# prograamad using th# 
HPS4000 d#v#iop##nt syst## 
IMW 
camu 
Flgof# 25. Th# system EPROH circuit 
Th# MMC27C16-45 os«d in th# syst##, Pigor# is a 204#-word % # 
bit UV erasable and electrically reprogrammable CMOS #PRW, with a 4S0 ns 
access time (national 8#micondoctor Corp., 1914b). This memory d#vic# 
has two control inputs which most be asserted in order to obtain data at 
the outputs, the chip enaltle, CI(I>), and th# output enable, (»(&). The 
chip enable input is driven by one of the aWress decoder chip select 
lines and acts as the primary device selection control, while the output 
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enable input it connected to the read line, R(L), of the eystea control 
bos and gate# the data to the output pins. Thi# a##u%## that all 
nonaelected *#*oiy device# axe in their low-power etandby mod## and that 




figure 26. The system RAM circuit 
The HNdlfiikLP'ZO used in the system, figure 26, is a 204# word % # 
bit static CH08 BAN, with a 200 ns access time (Hitachi Ammrica, Ltd.I. 
This memory device has three control inputs, chip select, CS({*), output 
enable, WL), and write enable, WB(L), which must be asserted in the 
appropriate combination for the read or write operation. As in the 
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gpRW, tht Chip select Input is driven by one of the eddress decoder chip 
select lines, while the output enable is connected to the read line, 
R(L), of the system control bus. The write enable input of this device 
is connected to the write line, V(L), of the system control bus and gates 
the data from the data input/output pins into the specified memory 
location. 
For any operation involving a particular RAM device, the chip 
select input mast be asserted In addition, the output enable input must 
be asserted for the read operation, while the write enable input must be 
asserted for the write opération^ both should not be asserted 
concurrently. This assures that the data input/output lines are gated 
only when a particular device is involved, and as in the case of the 
IPIION, that all nonselected memory devices are in their low-power standby 
modes. 
For a write operation to proceed properly, the memory device 
requires that the chip select input be asserted before the write enable 
input is asserted. Since the chip select line is a function of *2, the 
write line of the system control bus must be appropriately delayed. This 
is accomplished by MDing tW two si^ls before driving the write enable 
input, with the inherent delay of the 74MC32 (National gemicondwtor 
Corp., 1983) providing the necessary timing difference. 
In order that the state of the system can be restored after being 
placed in standby, power to the BAM integrated circuits must be 
maintained, and the chip select input sustained in its not-asserted state 
to prevent unintentional write operations. A pull-up resistor at the 
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CS(L) input ol Mch dtviet Is provldtd lot this poxpost, with an analog 
switch, 74KC40S( (National @##iconductor Corp., 1913), ustd to disconnect 
the addtess decode* chip select line fio# the pull-op lesisto* during 
power-down, minimising the leakage current. 
KtY&Wd/tftlBliy 
Much thought was given to selecting the method by which the speech 
output could be phonetically deecribed. As mentioned in the 
specifications sbove, it was desirable that the orthographic system 
chosen, be easy to learn and include provisions for specifying the 
suprasegmental features In addition, it was desirable that the system 
be somewhat standard, require a minimal number of keystrokes, and still 
be capable of being entered and displayed using available commercial 
devices. It was decided that an attempt would be made to develop a 
device that would follow the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) system 
as closely as possible. 
In the IPA system, a number of symbols are required to input the 
segmental and suprasegmental specifications of an utterance. This can 
easily h* accomplished using a typewriter-style keyboard with a modified 
key assignment. The keyboard selected for use in the system is the K%*3' 
#451 infrared (IK) wireless keyboard manufactured by Cherry Electrical 
Products Corp. This device, an •4-key full-travel IBM PC cwpatible 
keyboard, has an onboard microcoi^ter and cam be operated using four AA 
sise batteries. In lieu of 18 operation, a cable connecting the host and 
the keyboard cam be used for data transmission and power supply. 
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Dêtë froB the keyboard Is transmitted using an @-bit serial 
biphasic c(^e, with tvo codes, press and release, generated for each 
keystroke. This serial code is converted into its parallel for#, Figure 
22, using a 74KCT1S4, 8-bit serial-in/parallel-out shift register 
(National Semiconductor Corp., 19#3;, and software routines servicing a 
series of RSSC24, P%A? (Rockwell International, 19$4b), generated timer 
interrupts. With respect to the keyboard generated code, the PUT is 
also used for such functions as detecting the start bit transition (CAD, 
testing the code bit value (PBO), clearing the shift register (PBl), 
clocking the shifts (CA2t, and reading in the parallel c<^e (PAO-PA?). 
More details of this operation are iiKrluded in th# description of the 
software routines. The inverter shown at the keyboard/system interface 
is used to buffer the keyboard data signal before it is sent to the shift 
register and the PIAT. 
As the International Phonetic Alphabet requires symbols not 
normally found in character tables, the alphanumeric display used to echo 
the keyboard most have at least a few user prograwable locations for 
custom symbols. The Densitron Corp. LM series of dot matrix LCD modules 
are low-powered complete display systems with an internal CMOS 
microprocessor and drivers that minimize the user's operational role. 
These devices include a RW that will generate 192 standard characters 
and a user programmable RAN that will allow up to I custom symbols to be 
generated. 
Two of these displays are designed into the system. Figure 27. The 
first is a 2'line % 4@-character display which is used to echo the 
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keyboard input and to cevcal a window of the input buffer. The secoi^» a 
2-line X 24-chafactet display, is used to reflect tht current operational 
mode of the system, as well as, any low battery warnings. Each display 
is provided with its own contrast control, a 20 Ka potentiometer, which 
allows the user to adjust the viewing angle for their particular viewing 
position and tastes 
Figure 27. Circuit used to incorporate two LCD displays into the system 
These devices have three control inputs, the read/write, 
the register select, and the enable, B(W). for proper operation, 
both the read/write input, which is connected to read line, R(H), of the 
system control bus, and the register select input, connected to the AO(H) 
S9 
lint of tht systta iddttss bum, lust bt sttblt btfost tht tnablt input is 
pulsed. To achitvt this timing ztquirtstnt, tht mdditss dtcodtr chip 
stltet lint is ANDtd with tht systt# clock btCoxt dxiving tht ttH) input. 
As tht d#t# input/output lints of thtst dtvicts art not truly tzi-
statt #iW ait of TTt Itvtls, an octal tzi statt tzansctivtz, tht 74HCT245 
(National Staiconductoz Cozp., 1913), is intzoductd bttvttn tht systta 
data bus and tht displays. Tht diztction of tht data flov thzough tht 
tzansctivtz is contzolltd by tht R(K) signal of tht systta contzol bus, 
vhilt tht tzansctivtz itstlf is tnabltd vhtntvtz ont of tht displays 
ztctivts a pulst at its tnablt input. 
Ont of tht aajoz objtctivts of this dtvict is to tnablt tht spttch 
iapaiztd individual to comranicatt auzally using an unliaittd vocabulazy. 
Until ztctntly, this aeaot using a systta that consisttd of hybzid 
•odults containing many disczttt coapontnts. Mow, synthtsizazs in 
singlt, ztlativtly low-cost, inttgzated cizcuits aze btiim aanufactuztd 
that can gtntzate and coneattnatt tht individual phonas as ztguiztd to 
Cftata the desized wozds. 
In 1910, an LSI cizcuit, the SC-Ol, was designed foz Votzax by 
Silicon Systems, Inc., a flzm specialising In custom ICs foz the 
telecommunications Industzy, with expeztise in switched capaclcoz 
flltezing technology (Bassak, 1910). Votzax, a division of fedezal Sczew 
fozks, was a ploneez in the azea of phonetic boazd«level synthesizezs, 
and the 8C-01 was a single-chip vezslon of the less sophisticated boazds. 
This 22-pin CMOS Integzated cizcuit. Figure 28, zeguizes very little 
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ovtxhMd etxcoltxy to tapliMnt # complote synthesis system, with 6 input 
lines selecting one of $4 different phones, two input lines specifying 
one of four pitch levels, e peix of handshaking lines, and data rates of 
only 70 to 100 bps all that is required (Omotayo, 19l5j ^ter, 1983; 
Ciarcla, 1911; Bassak, 1980}. h number of speech synthesis systems based 
on this chip have been conercially available, including, Type N Talk''* 
by Votrax, Microvo* ai^ Sweet Talker by Hicromint, inc., and Intex-Talker 
by Intex Micro fystems Corp. (Cater, 1983; Ciarcia, 1981 and 1982). 
niMMf 
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figure 28. Operatlaoil flow of the Votcax SC-Ql (Catec, 1983) 
The 8C-01, unlike cox^titive parts from Texas Instruments and 
National Semiconductor, does not reconstitute messages from previously 
spoken and analyzed words, but instead creates an unlimited vocabulary 
throwgh the concatenation of phones. Internally, Figure 29, the 
controller translates the phone and pitch codes received into a matrix of 
spectral parameters, which Wjust the vocal tract model for the synthesis 
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of the «egmemt# end the epproptiete tiensitlons between them (Clercle, 
1911). The speech, generated by the louz cascaded tunable analog 
bandpass filters that stmlate the vocal tract cavities, is Intelligible, 
though of rather poor quality (Greene et al., 1986; Vitten, 1982b). 
* % 
figure 29. Block diagra# of the Votrax SC Ol (Cater, 1983) 
Although the first generation of integrated phonetic speech 
synthesizers have enjoyed success, their prosodie features are quite 
limited. In an attempt to produce better quality speech, these 
limitations are addressed by integrated circuits such as the Silicon 
Systems, Inc. SSI (also called the Votrax SC-02), in which enhanced 
intonation, inflection, and filtration features have been developed 
(Needing et al., 1984; Ciarcia, 1984). The SSI 2*3, a 24-pin CMOS 
integrated circuit, figure 30, has five 8-bit internal registers that can 
be used to specify the following speech attributes. 
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* $4 phofifMs, MCh With lour duration period#, 
* I09S pitch trtqucnclts, 
* I ipttdf of Inflection movement, 
* 1( speech rate setting#, 
* I rate# of articulation, 
* 255 frequency reaponse setting» of the vocal tract, and 
* li output amplifier level settings. 
This added flexibility means that If the proper attributes can be 
specified, the resulting speech output should be of quality better than 




Figure 30. Operational flov of the 881 2S3 (Silicon Systems, Inc., 1984) 
The synthesizer consists of tvo main sections, figure 31, a vocal 
tract emulator and a digital controller (Haeding et al., 1984; Pbilpot, 
19#*). The vocal tract is modelled by five cascaded low-pass filters 
fabricated using switched-capacitor technology, each representing a 
formant and having characteristics that are determined by the on-board 
digital controller. Depending on the type of phone being generated, 
these filters can be driven by either or both of the on-board sources. 
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vttli tht glottal soutet driving tht stritt of Cllttrs with a train of 
narrow ptilsta at tht pitch (rtqutncy, and tht patudo-rando# nolst 
gtntrator input to tht stcond and fifth filttrs of tht atrits afttr 
having bttn iptetraUy thaptd. Tht rtaulting vocal tract signal ia than 
high-pa## filttrtd to tliainatt DC off#tt, bofftrtd, and output. 
pi 
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Ftgur# 31. Block dlagia» oi tht SSI 263 (Silicon Systess^ Inc., 13#4? 
Tht tnhancid spttch quality poasiblt in tht stcond gtntiakion of 
phonetic syathtsis ICs is dot to tht grtattr flexibility of tht digital 
control portion of the chip, as compared to that found in prtvious 
dtsigns. This control circuitry proctssts tht spttch attribute data 
latched into the five registers, and generates the appropriate commands 
for the vocal tract dynamics. The 881 2(3 uses two general classes of 
attribute data, the control and the tar#t, with the control data (speech 
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rate, filttf (%#qu#mcy, phone## articulation rat#, phonaa# duration, 
immédiat# inflection a#tting, and inflaction mov#m#nt rat#) cauming th# 
d#vic# to reapond inedlately, and th# targ#t data (phonam# a#l#ction, 
audio aaplitttd#, aikl tranaitioned inflection) caualng the device to begin 
a linear transition, at a preacribed rate, towards the target (Silicon 
Systems, Inc., 1914). 
When a phone code is received by the synthesiser, it is used to 
address a RW which contains all ol the vocal tract control information 
required, such as the source amplitWes, position of the formant 
frequencies, etc. (Needing et al., 1914). The transition controller 
takes this information, along with the articulation rate setting, and 
generates a ramp between these characteristics and those of the previous 
phon#. Th# results obtained are then latched aW synchronised to th# 
vocal tract clock prior to b#ing sent to th# control ports. Th# digital 
controllor also d#t#rsin#s th# rat# of speech am! th# pitch changas, by 
using tlw phonos# timing logic to driv# th# r#qu#st output at th# 
appropriat# intarvals, and by using th# infl#ction ramping circuitry to 
output glottal puisas to th# vocal tract, respectively. 
With th# ^ n#s typically lasting between 25 and 100 msec, tlw@ data 
rat# into th# int#grat#d circuit averages about 500 bps lor normal 
speech, whil# th# digital controller section passas data to the vocal 
tract at about 10 kbps (Haeding et al., 1914). In its minimal operating 
•ode, requiring 50 to 70 i^, th# quality ol th# speech output is 





Figwf# }2. Tht @p##ch syntlwslzcr ami Its asaociatcd cUcnltry 
Th# ciscott diagia» of tba systt»*» s^«ch synthasis subimlt U 
shown in Pigurt 32. When the duration of the fiaw or phone being output 
has been exceeded, the SSI 263 will use the IU3(tH)/SEQ(L} control line to 
generate an interrupt of the microprocessor operation via the FIAT. 
Information regarding the next phone to be output must then t» sent to 
the synthesizer on the eight bit data bus, D0(N)-D7(M), and loaded into 
the appropriate attribute register, with the three bit register select 
lines, connected to A0(M)-A2(W) of the system address bus, 
used to select from among the five registers. With the device control 
inputs connected as shown - the two chip select inputs, CSOIH) and 
CSl(L), connected to the system clock, *2(8), and an address decoder chip 
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stltct lln#, ctspictlvfly, and the fftt) Inpot connacttd to th# *(L) lin# 
of th# sytt#a control baa - th# data on th# bos will b# latch#d into th# 
attribut# r#gist#r on th# galling #dg# of th# clock. Th# #xt#rnal clock 
input is also driven by 
B#for# th# output 9#n#rat«d by th# synth#six#r is passed to th# 
sp#ak#r, it is s#nt through a passiv# low-pass filter and an audio 
amplifier. The LM3IS is an audio power amplifier with low quiescent 
current drain and an Internal gain of 20, whose inputs are ground 
referenced, and whose output is automatically biased to one-half the 
supply voltage (National Samicondiwtor Corp., 1SI3). Volum# control Is 
provided by a potentiometer. 
System Software 
As the focus thus far has been on developing th# software necessary 
for the user to enter an utterance, edit It, and hav# It spoken, the code 
necessary for implementing some of th# hardwar# f#atur#e described above, 
as well as some of t)w us#r features to b# described below, has not yet 
been written. A flow diagram of the system software is shown In figure 
33, and a source listing of th# *502 assembly language code Is InclWed 
In the Appendix. A description of each of the subun&ts follows. 
OftHflAwg p#g# %#K9 Y#f 
Before getting into the actual code, a set of vectors aust be 
defined and space for the page-zero variables reserved. Vectors for the 
hardware signals, nonmaskable Interrupt, reset, and Interrupt, must be 
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dtflntd in tht PTfA-FTTF tiglon of Mioty. Tht add*##### stored In this 
# ## allow tha #ic*op:oc###o; to acc### tha appxopxlata s#rvlc# rootln# 
vhanavax a xaquast is c#c#iv«d on any ol tha thxaa Una#. 
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PifOfa 33. Mo* diagxam ol tha aysta» «oftvifa 
Many of tha variabla# oaad aia aodifiad in tha coozsa of opaiation, 
and locations in RAM tost be assigned to tha#. Puxthar, on# of tha 
addiassing sodas allowed in tha $SC02 is leeo-page addressing, which 
allows instructions to have shorter codes and execution times. Thos, the 
coonters, pointers, flags, and other variables have been assigned 
1nations in the region OOQO'OOFF. 
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SYltM Illlt IflBtint 
Tht ttsft foutlnt is nstd to tnlttsUit tht system on powtr-op, snd 
Is txtcuttd vhtfitvtE the lilS(L) sigmsl is held low fox sevexsl clock 
cycles, then goes high. The xootine pxesently implemented perfoxM e 
"cold" xeset, in which the system is bxooght to # state that disxegmxds 
sny pxevious opexstion. In otdex to be able to xestoxe the state of the 
system that vas pxesent at povex-dovn, a "vaxm* xeset xootine would also 
need to be implemented. 
The pxesent xootine pexfoxu the following opexations: 
* Initialises the PIAT - disabling the timex, setting the 
dixection of the Poxt A and I lines, establishing the 
intexxopt and handshake modes, and enabling the Poxt A and B 
intexxapts, 
* Cleaxs the keyboaxd data shift xegistex, 
* Deassexts standby mode, 
* Initializes the stack pointex, 
* Cleaxs all flags, 
* Initializes the table pointexs to access tW no» 
shift/phonetic mode tables, 
* Places the speech synthesis IC in powex-down ^ e, 
* Initializes the displays * establishing the data length, 
cleaxing the display, setting the coxsox and display mode, 
and downloading the data fox tlw special systole, 
* Cleaxs the edit bolfex, and 
* Displays the system pxompt. 
iBtfllBfll IfftYlCt yftgllM 
%e intexxopt sexvice xootiM is execoted if the intexxopt mask bit 
of the pxocessox statos xegistex is xeset when the IRQ(t>) signal goes 
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low. Th### int#Kfupt$, which att ftntcattd via tha PIAT, Indlcata that 
tha kayboatd ox tha spaach synthatls IC taqaltas tha attantlon ol tha 
aicxopxocassot. Tha saeor^ lntaxx»pt moda of tha IS€02« tha nonaaskabla 
intaxrupt, it not t»ad tn tha pxasant iaplaaantatton. 
On antaxing tha Intaxxtipt saxvtea xoatina, tha #ccu#ulatox, Indax 
xagtstaxa X and ï, and tha vaxiabla ju#p-addxa## axa puahad to tha stack, 
ao that tha opaxatlon taking plaça pxiox to tha intaxxopt xaquaat can ba 
xaioMd latax. To dataxatna which of tha davicat xaqoaatad aaxvica, tha 
tntaxxapt flag# axa saqoantiiUy pollad, fixât, tha IRQA and tha IRQT 
which axa aaaociatad with tha kayboaxd, than tha of tha apaach 
aynthaai# IC. Tha intaxxopt aaak bit is allowed to xaaain sat thxooghoot 
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Figure 34. The biphdsle signal geneiaked by the keyboard and the 
locations where interrupt service takes place 
An example of the biphasic signal generated by the keyboard for 
each key press or release is shown in Figure 34. This signal consists of 
a start bit, eight-bits of data, then a high period of at least 4.S asec 
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during which no data is transaitttd. Tha convention utd in this schaaa 
has the data bits at their proper voltage levels daring the secoi^ half 
of the bit period, ai^ their coapleaent levels present during the first 
The method used to convert the keycode data signal fro# serial to 
parallel involves using a PIAT hai^shake lint to clock the shift register 
at the appropriate times. In all, twelve interrupts are generated for 
each keycode received, with the first generated by a PIAT handshake line 
via IRQA, and the reaaii^er generated by the tiwr interrupt, IRQ7. The 
following is a summary of th# operations M»rformed at each interrupt; 
* The first interrupt sets the keycode-in-prtKiress flag, 
disables the IRQA interrupt, establishes the proper handshake 
mode to pulse the shift register, starts the timer in free-
running mode, enables the timer interrupt, and checks to see 
that a valid first half of the start bit has been received. 
* The second interrupt loads the timer latch with a new 
interval aM checks to see that a valid second half of the 
start bit has been received, 
* Th# third through eighth interrupts shift in th# 00 through 
D5 bits of th# kcycod#. 
* Th# ninth interrupt shifts in th# M bit of th# k#ycod# and 
loads th# tim#r latch with a n#w interval. 
* Th# t#oth interrupt shifts in th# 07 bit of th# koycod# and 
also stores that valu# in th# kayboard flag. 
* Th# #l#v#nth interrupt tests th# sscond half of tfw 07 bit 
period and th# error flag to see if a valid keycod# has b##n 
received. If th# cod# is valid, it is stored in a two 
location key-in buffer if space is available, otharwis# it is 
lost. 
* Th# twelfth interrupt reinitializes the PUT aM the flags, 
preparing for the arrival of the next keycode. 
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Mott that the data aignal is sampled on the first half of the bit period, 
as it is buffered by an ini^rter before being input to the shift 
register. 
Near the end of the phone being output, the speech synthesiser 
generates an interrupt to request that the microprocessor send it a new 
set of speech parameters tn response, the interrupt service routine 
updates the speech parameter buffer pointer and tests to see if a valid 
set of parameters is available. If one is available, a new byte is sent 
to each of the five speech synthesiser registers, otherwise, the 
translation-in-progress flag is tested to see whether or not the 
utterance has been completed. If it has been completed, the synthesiser 
is powered-down, if not, the pointer is restored and the synthesiser Is 
made to wait until a new set of parameters Is generated. 
Phonetic rtttw 
Most of the operating time of the system Is spent In a wait-loop, 
testing to see whether a valid keyc^e has become available or whether 
the translation-in-progress flag is set. The battery level monitor and 
the automatic power-down routines, when implemented, will also occur 
here, figure 35 shows the layout of the keyboard as a function of the 
mode of operation and shift key pwltlon. 
Once a valid keycode becomes available, the editor routine is 
executed and a number of test» are performed to Identify those keys that 
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Figure 35. The ktyboeid layout 
* Piimt, the code it temted to fee if it tNit genexeted by f%, 
the #top-epeech-*ynthe#iw% key. 
* Next, the tKemel#tiom-im-p%og%e## flag it temted If thie 
flag is #et, nothing elie i# done with the keycode, as an 
utteiance cannot be edited once the txanslation process has 
began. To resume editing, an F9 code most be generated 
first. 
* If the keycode warn ^nerated by one of the shift-keys, a 
routine is executed that W)usts the shift-key flag and the 
shift flag and updates the key-table pointer and the 
character-table pointer, as appropriate. 
* The most significant bit of the keycode, 07, is then tested. 
If it is set, the key vas released and nothing further needs 
to be done. 
following these initial tests, the table appropriate to the current 
operational mode is accessed and the display code of the key is 
retrieved. Th# resultant code is then examined to see if it belongs to 
either of the following groupe. 
* If the code is FF, an invalid key was pressed and nothing 
further needs to be done. 
* If the code is less than S, the key belongs to a category, 
diphthongs, hacheks, stress, function, mode, and cursor (also 
the delete key and the speak key), that require a special 
routine. 
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l{ the codt dots not belong to either of the above gxonpa, the key it a 
phonetic alphabet, a Roman alphabet, a numeial, or a ponctuation mark, 
which can be displayed using one symbol. The buffer-full flag is tested 
to see if the keycode can be inserted into the edit buffer ai^ the stress 
mode flag is tested to see if the current mode of operation is 
appropriate. îf either of these tests fail, the system returns to the 
wait loop. 
The edit buffer consists of two linked lists of elements, figure 
36. The first linked list, delimited by the pointers headl and taill, 
consists of the portion of the utterance that comes before the cursor, 
while the second linked list, delimited by the pointers headZ and tail2, 
consists of the portion that comes after the cursor. By definition, the 
final position of the first linked list is the cursor position, while the 
final position of the second linked list is the end-of buffer position, 
containing the end-of-buffer flag and keycode. The two linked lists 
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Figure 36. The edit buffer and its associated pointers and counters 
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Other variables associattd with tht tdit bufftr inclodt» tht 
dlsplay-htad and display-tail pointtrm, which art ustd to dtliait tht 
display window, and tht display-count and bufftr-count counttrs, which 
art ustd to indicatt tht dtgrtt to which tht display and bufftr, 
rtsptctivtly, art filled. Tht tltatnts making up tach of tht lists 
Includt tht ktycodt flags, tht ktycodt, and tht ktycodt characttristic 
flags. 
In ordtr to stt how this tdit bufftr schtat works, tht proctdurt 
for instrting a ktycodt is dtscribtd. 
* Stt tht instrt flag. This flag will bt ustd by tht display 
updating proctdurts to htlp dtttraint tht appropriatt 
routints to acctss. 
* liwrtatnt tht cursor pointtr. 
* Transftr the ktycodt flags at tht taill pointer to the 
iMration indicated by the cursor pointer. 
* Determine the status of the shift and mode flags of the 
keycode to be inserted and store them in the location 
indicated by the taill pointer. 
* Transfer the keycode characteristic flags at the taill 
pointer to the location indicated by the cursor pointer. 
* fetch the keycode characteristic flags of the keyci^e to te 
Inserted and store them in the location indioited the 
taill pointer. 
* Transfer the keycode at the taill pointer to the location 
indicated by the cursor pointer. 
* fetch the keycode to be inserted and store it in the location 
indicated by the taill pointer. 
* Compare the taill pointer with the display-tail pointer. II 
they are equal, increment the display-tail pointer and set 
the cursor-egual-to-display-tail flag. 
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* IncTtMnt the display-count counter ami coapact It with 41. 
If It Is graatar than or aqual, sat tha dlsplay-count-
graatar-than-40 (lag. 
* Incraaant tha buKar-coont counter and tast tha varn-stata 
(lag. I( tha varn-stata (lag la sat, compara bu((at-eount 
with 510. If thay ara aqoal, sat tha bmffar-foll flag. If 
tha varn-stata flag Is not sat, compara buffar-count with 
500. If It Is graatar than or agual, sat tha warn flag and 
change the display cursor mode to blink. 
The following Is a brief description of how those groups of keys 
with display codes less than eight, Identified above as requiring access 
to special routines, are handled. 
* The diphthong keys. Diphthongs aust receive ai^clal 
treatment, as the symbols used In the display require two 
characters and an overscore (the nature normally used 
beneath the two characters Is not feasible with the two-line 
LCO displays being used). The routine executed when a 
diphthong Is received Inserts the keycode into the edit 
buffer, sets the diphthong flag so that updates of the 
display know to Include the second character and the 
overscore, liwrewnts the display counter to take Into 
account the second character, and causes the display to be 
updated, 
* The hachek keys. Phonetic characters requiring hacheks must 
also receive social treatment, as tha symbols used in the 
display require that characters be entered on both lines. 
The routine executed when a hachek keycode is received 
inserts tha keycode in the edit buffer, sets the hachek flag 
so that updates of the display know to include the hachek on 
the first row, and causes tha display to bt updated. 
* The stress keys. Three levels of stress can be specified, 
primary, secondary, and tertiary, with the appropriate 
symbols entered on the first line of the display. The 
routine executed when one of the stress codes is received 
tests to see if the system is in stress mode or alphabetic 
mode so that the appropriate operations can be performed, 
tests to see if the stress is being entered at a valid 
location, i.e., a vowel or a word boundary, tests to see if a 
diphthong is being stressed so that the symbol can be 
displayed in the correct position, sets tW appropriate 
stress flag so that updates of the display know to include 
the stress symbol, and displays the appropriate symbol. 
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Th« function key#. PI is ostd to acctss # roatino that 
clears both the edit buffer ai^ the display, reinitializing 
the buffer and display pointers, their associated counters, 
and the appropriate flags. P2 is used to generate speech 
fro# the point of the cursor forward. P3 through PS are 
reserved for the future development of such features as 
utterance storage and retrieval. fS through P8 are used to 
access routines used in the developMnt process. PS is used 
to generate speech fro# handfed cWe, F1 is used to load 
#e#ory with values entered in hex via the keyboard, and PI Is 
used to fetch and display the contents of a range of memory. 
P9 is used to access a routine to stop the speech 
synthesiser, running the synthesiser reset routine and 
clearing the speech status flags. PIO is reserved for 
powering the system down to stand-by mode. 
The mode keys. Two mode keys are used to select from among 
four operational modes. The first key toggles tetween 
phonetic mode and spell mode, while the second key toggles 
between alphabetic mode and stress mode. The routine 
executed when either keycode is received adjusts the mode 
flags, updates the key-table pointer and the character-table 
pointer, and changes the position of the cursor display. 
The cursor keys. The cursor keys adjust the cursor location 
within the edit buffer and update the display as appropriate, 
light cursor control functions have been implemented, cursor 
right, cursor left, next word/vowel (useful whan entering 
stress), previous word/vowel, next screen, previous screen, 
top of buffer, and bottom of buffer. 
The delete key. The delete key can be used in several ways. 
In the stress mode, it can be used to remove stress item a 
vowel or word boundary. In the alphabetic mode, it can be 
used to eliminate phonetic or Roman alphatets or to remove 
unwanted stresses when used in conjunction with a shift key. 
The routine executed when this keycode is received tests to 
see that the symbol to be eliminated is in the display 
window, adjusts the appropriate flags and pointers, 
decrements the display-count and buffer-count counters, 
modifies the buffer-full and warn states as necessary, and 
updates the display in an appropriate manner, including those 
cases where diphthongs or hacWks are deleted or stress is 
removed from diphthongs. 
The speak key. The routine executed to service the speak key 
will be described in conjunction with the translation 
routine. 
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Thxct rotttlnas art pxovidtd for updating tht dltplay, tht ditplay-
htad-tail, which updattt tht ditplay starting fro* the ditplay-htad 
pointtr, tht ditplay-tail-htad, which updattt tht ditplay ttarting from 
tht dltplay-tail pointtr, and tht ditplay-mlddlt-tail, which starts 
soatwhtrt in bttwttn and works its way towards tht tail. Tht stltetion 
oi tht routlnt to bt txtcuttd is a function of tht tdltor optration 
ptrforatd and/or tht stttings of tht flags, Rtgardltss of which 
proctdurt is ustd, tht updating proctss is dont in two stagts, with tht 
row 1 symbols, which art a function of tht ktycodt flags (strtss, hachtk, 
undtrtcort), updattd btfort tht row 2 characttrs, which art a function of 
tht ktycodt. 
Tht rult-bastd translation routine is ustd to convtrt tht 
utttranct, sptcifitd via tht tditor, into tht paraatttrs rtquirtd to 
gtntratt tht spttch output using tht 881 2*3. For tach phont that is to 
b# prMuctd by tht synthtsistr, paraattric information must bt loadtd 
into fivt bytt-widt rtgisttrs, with tht rtlationship bttwttn tht bits of 
tht rtgisttrs and tht ftatorts thty control, shown in Piguit 31. kt 
prtstnt, four of tiMst rtgisttrs are specified using default values, with 
only the phoneme-duration register value determined by the translation 
rules. The phones that can be produced by the 881 263 are shown in Table 
6. 
•hen the code for the speak key is received, the following series 
of operations are performed. 
• The stop speech synthesizer routine (F9) is executed. 
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N#m«# tu> Input BH PetHlon 
07 M M 04 M 02 01 00 
Owtttcn^Phonefn* (OfVF) 0R1 Dm PS P4 P3 P2 m PO 
no 19 « 17 « » M 13 
ma R2 R1 mo Ml » It 10 
^nfr«(/Aitlcut«tton/AflipHiu<M (C/A/A) CTL T2 T1 TO A3 A2 AI AO 
PiMtf Pwjueney (P) P7 n n 4 3 F2 FI PO 
0*1, omo D#*ln# m# pmom#m# oursiion. T3—TO—D«ftn« im# rai« ot mov«fn«ni o> tn« formant 
% -W pettUontwMtoMtiQfiMfBMM. 
#.,. .OciiiwmiiMtienMrgMfnNHMfWiM A3—A0 .. 0#*m#$m##m*Wwd#of WewDwawAe. 
»!#;#(#F7—FO ., Oefhwiheffeqiwieyef eiiveeaiirMi 
R3—*0 ID# rtM of tOMO o( SOMCa WW*#. 
CTl..... .OMMWiywniMttet A/NfMOCflMtA 
eofwifwnaii wMfi OAt «M Wft 
Ml by fO^T 
F&gu;* 37. Tht 8SI 263 ctglsUrs «nd th# ftatocts thty control (Silicon 
SyattMf Inc., 1984) 
* Tht polnttrf «ssociattd with tht cixcoUr linhtd list apttch-
paK###tt: bfffitf, Mgait 31* ict initialixtd. Tht tltmtmt# 
making up ttch Hat inelodt the fivt aptteh aynthtaixtr 
p#%###tt%a and tht chacacttxiatic (laga. 
* Tht indtx-tablt flaga art cltartd and tht indtx-tablt pointtc 
ia aaaociattd with tht no-ahift atatt of tht phonttlc wdt. 
* The curaor-to-top routine ia txtcottd. 
# » # # # # # # e 
# # # # # # e # # 
# # # # # # # # * 
• • • # # # • • • 
# # # • • • # # # 
* # # # * # • • • 
mtr mm 
Figure 38. The @^ ech-para#eter buffer and its associated pointers 
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Tablt 6. Tht SSI 2(3 phonts (Silicon SysttM, Inc., 1914) 
Cod# Phont k» in Cod# Phon# As in 
00 PA (paaie) 20 L lift 
01 B •itt 21 LI pi«y 
02 B1 btnt 22 LP fall (final) 
03 * bffor# 23 * *at#r 
04 yi %#ar 24 B 
OS AY Pltftit 2S D pai^ 
0( IB an* 26 KV tag (glottal stop) 
0? I •ix 27 P B#n 
0# A Hd# 21 T Uft 
09 AI ctr# 29 K kit 
OA IH nfst 2A HV (hold vocal) 
OB BHl bflt 2B HVC (hold vocal closor#) 
OC AB did 2C HP b## t 
OD ABl titer 2D HPC (hold fricativ# closor#) 
Ot AM gat 2B m (hold nasal) 
or AMI «•ther n Z I#ro 
10 A« office 30 S #eme 
11 0 stsre 31 i Matur# 
12 OU bfiit 32 sch ibip 
13 00 33 V jjery 
14 lU m 34 f loor 
IS lUl cggld 3S thv 111*'* 
16 u tune 36 th vijm 
17 U1 cartftftn 37 # •or# 
1# UN wonder 39 n BlO* 
19 UNI Ifive 39 ng 
U UN2 "hit 3A :A a#rchen (German) 
It UW3 njit 38 :0H low# (Prench) 
IC ES bi£d 3C :U Istnf (German) 
10 R loot 3D :UH men# (Prench) 
IB #1 3B B2 bitti (Carman) 
IP *2 witttx ((Seraan) 3P LB lube 
Codes shown with WO, OSl > 0 (longest doiation) 
* The translate pointers are initialized, with the translate-
head pointer accessing the cursor pointer position and the 
translate-tail pointer accessing the headZ pointer position. 
* The translation-in-progress flag is set. 
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* The apecch-pec«Mtex buffet Is initlsUied to genetete a 
pertod of silence. 
* The tzanslate xoatlne is executed a mumbet of tlMS before 
starting the synthesiser. 
Once the initialisation procedure has been completed, the 
translation routine matches portions of the utterance with context-
sensitive rules tuiving a format, shown in Figure 39, that is similar to 
that described by tlovits et al. (19711. The first step of the procedure 
is to determine the base address of the appropriate translation rules. 
* The index-table flag and the Wex-table pointer art updated 
with rtsptct to tiM ktycodt flags at the translation-head 
pointer. 
* The base a&lress of the translation rules associated with the 
keycode at the translation-head pointer can then be 
determined by table look-up, using the index-table pointer in 
conjunction with the keycode in question. 
rr • 9 n f CI # # ro • « lEI # * rr 
Figure 19. Format of the context sensitive translation rule* 
h routine, which tries to match the current sequence of phones to 
be translated, with the sequence of phones specified in the rule under 
consideration, can now be executed. The procedure used to accomplish 
this is as follows: 
* Compare the first kqrte of the rule with the rule-bouiWary 
code (FF). If it is the same, set the error flag and return. 
Otherwise, set the match flag. 
* CMpare the byte of the rule with the phone boundary code 
(Ft). U it matches, go on to see if the left enviroMent 
matches, otherwise, compare the shift and mode flags at the 
translate-tail pointer with the flags in the rule. If they 
are not the same, clear the match flag. If they are the 
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MM, coapatt tha kaycoda at tha tranalata-tail pointât with 
tha kaycoda In tha cola. If thay aza not tha aama, elaar tha 
match flag. Othaivlaa, Inciawnt tha tianalata-tall {Mlntax, 
and xapaat thla atap until a no-match condition occoxa or 
until fl appaata in tha cala. 
At thia point, thraa poaaibla path# axiat. If tha aizo; flag is 
sat, an appropziata zota la not availabla and tha translation zootina Is 
tazminatad. If tha utch flag la aat, tha laft anvlzonaant matching 
pzocaduza can ba axacutad. If naithaz of tha abova is tzua, tha 
tzanslata-tall pointaz la zaaat to accass tha haad2 polntaz poaltion, tha 
fizst position of tha naxt zala is datazmlnad, and tha abova pzocass is 
zapaatad. Assi»ing that a phona saqtwnca to ba tzanslatad has baan 
isolated, tha loft anvizonmant apaclfiod in tha zula is coapazad with 
that pzasant in tha ottazanca. 
* Updata tha anvizonmant pointaz so that it accassas tha 
tzanslata-haad ^intaz position, 
* Tast tha anvizonMnt pointaz to saa if it is accassing tha 
haadl position. If it is, a bzanch is mada to a aapazata 
zootina. Oaczaaant tha anvizonmant pointaz. Compaza tha 
byt# in tha zol# with tha l#ft #nvizonmant botuidazy coda 
tPO). If it matchas, go on to saa if tha zight anvizonmant 
matches. Othazvisa, tast tha byt# in tha zula to sa# if a 
kaycoda tast oz a chazactazistic flags tast Is to te 
ptflofMd. II # kaycoda t#st is to ba pazfozmad, compazc the 
shift and mod# flag# and tha kaycoda at tha anvizonmant 
pointaz with thM# spaciflad in the zola. If any do not 
match, claaz the match flag. Othezvise, zepeak this step 
Bffiil a no-match condition occtizs oz until Pt> appeazs in the 
zoi#. If a cbazact#zistic flags t#st Is to be pezfozmed, 
«ask tha chazactezistic flags at the envizonmant pointez with 
tha next byte of the zole and compaze the masked flags with 
tha following Iqfte of the zole. If they do not match, cleaz 
the match flag. Ottezwise, repeat this step until a no-match 
condition occurs oz until fO appeazs in the rule. 
* If the environment pointer is accessing the headl pointer 
position, compaze the tqfta in the rule with the left 
envizonmant boundary code (PD). If it matches, go on to see 
if the right environment matches. Otherwise, test the byte 
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In the role to see if # keycode test or • chezacteristic 
flag# test is to be perfozMd. If a keycode test is to be 
pezfozmed, cleaz the match flag. If a chazactezistic flag# 
test is to be pezfozmed, test the punctoation/space flag in 
the zule. If it is zeset, cleaz the match flag. Othezvise, 
zepeat this step until a no-match condition occazs oz until 
ro appeazs in the zule. 
Once the left envizonment compazison zoutine has been completed, 
the match flag is tested If it is set, the zight envizonment satching 
pzoceduze can be executed. If it is not, the tzanslate-tail pointez is 
zeset to access the head2 pointez position, the first position of the 
next zule is detezmined, and the pzocess of matching the phones to be 
translated i# repeated. Assuming that a phone sequence to be tzanslated 
has been isolated and the left envizonment matched, the right environment 
specified in the rule can mow be compared with that present in the 
utterance. The procedure here is similar to that of matching the left 
envizonment, with the following exceptions; 
* The envizonment pointez is updated to access the tzanslate-
tail pointez position, 
* The envizonment pointez is inczemented, and 
* k sepazate zoutine is not required when the environment 
pointer it accessing tW tailZ position, as the tail2 
position includes appropriate keycode lla^, characteristic 
flags, and an end-of-buffer code. 
Once the right environment comparison routine has been completed, 
the match flag is tested. II it is set, an appropriate rule has been 
located. If it is not, the translate-tail pointer is reset to access the 
head! pointer position, the first position of the next rule is 
determined, and the process of matching the phones to be translated is 
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rtptâttd. With «n appropriate trenaletion rule located# the t^ech 
ayntheaixer parameter# can be entered into the buffer. 
* Compare the byte in the translation rul# with th# rul# 
boundary cod# (PF). If it match##, th# procoas Is complete. 
Otherwise, copy th# duration-phone c^a and th# 
charactarlstic flags from th# rul#, as *#11 as th# four 
dafault paraMtar valu##, to th# sp##ch parawtar buffar. 
Compare the lov-order-byte of the translation-ready pointer 
with the speech pointer. If they match, the buffer is full 
and a wait loop must be entered. If they do not, increment 
the translation-ready pointer and repeat this step until PF 
ap^ars In the rule. 
At this point, the translate-head pointer location Is tested to see 
if it contains th# #nd-of-buff#r cod#. In which cas# th# #ntlr# utt#ranc# 
has b##n translatad. If th# proc#ss Is not complot#, th# edit buff#r 
n##ds to b# r#lnitlallx#d In order that the next se##nt of the utterance 
can b# translated. The cursor-right routine Is executed until the 
translate-tail pointer and th# h#ad2 point#: ar# accassing th# sam# 
position. If th# k#ycod# at th# cursor point#: Is not th# #nd-of-bu(f#r 
cod#, #x#cut# th# cursor-right routIn# one# moro. Updat# th# translate-
head winter and the translate-tall pointer to access the cursor pointer 
and the head? pointer positions, respectively. Test the synthesizer-
waiting flag, and servie# as necessary, riaally, return to the wait loop 
of the editor or the s^ech key routine. 
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IMnJKmT&TXOII, TUTIRO, «MO SUGOISTIOilS fOR PVTUSI DtmOPMWT 
Intxodtactlon 
h prototype of tht apttch synthtsUtf dtalgn dlacotatd In tht 
pxtvlons chapttx ha# bttn fabxicattd and taattd by tht attthox. The 
foUotftng U a dtscxiption of the lapleaentatton, vtth obaexvatlons 
xegaxding the opexation of the #y#te# and the intelligibility of the 
speech output pxovided. Suggestion# fox futuxe development axe also 
noted, with the focus on iapxoving the guality of the speech genexated 
and on making the uttexance specification pxocess less tedious. 
Isplemamtatioa 
In oxdex to facilitate the modification# of the haxdvaxe deaign 
that would be xeguixed duxing the development pxocess, the system vas 
wixe-vxapped on five caxds and intexconnected using a pxinted cixcuit 
mothex-boaxd with caxd-edgt connectoxs, All integxated cixcuits and most 
discxete components wexe socketed fox easy xeplaceaent, and povex supply 
decoupling capacitoxs wxe soldexed neax the each chip. All displays and 
usex contxols vexe assembled on a panel, with infoxmation passed to aiW 
fxom the appxopxiate caxd using xibbon cables. 
The system softwaxe was edited, assembled, and linked, and the 
necessary BPmWs pxogzamed, using a Wewlett Packaxd iiP(40ClO develo^nt 
system. The softvaxe debugging pxocess was facilitated by the use of a 
Bewlett-Packaxd UP1611 logic analyzex with a *502 intexface and a Global 
Specialties LP-I logic pxobe. 
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Once tht piotokyp# w## impl###nt#d, # ntmbtx of txi«U wxt 
conducted to evaluate the ease of use and the intelligibility of the 
ipeeeh generated. The following axe a few of the obaervations made 
during theme trial*. 
* &t first, the inputting and editing of utterances using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet was a very slow process. 
Over time, there was an isprovement in the rate, though the 
iwst rates achieved still required significant Intervals 
between utterances. 
* On* tactic that was found useful in conversational situations 
is the use of short passages, with pauses placed such that 
t)w listener knows that aore speech is to be generated before 
the utterance is complete. 
* The phonetic text editor worked well, with the cursor control 
keys allowing changes to b# made easily and the overall 
utterance to be reviewed goickly. 
* The Ctrl" and alt keys, which were used for cursor to 
ptevioi» word/vowel and toggle stress/alpha Mda, 
respectively, bounced, causing erratic results, 
* SoM of the symbols not normally found on the keyboard may 
also need to tm relocated depending on personal preference. 
* Tha speech generated is robotic in nature, which was to be 
expected as no suprasegmental variations are included at 
present, 
* Intelligibility improves with time, as th# listener becraas 
used to the synthasised speech and the progranwr's ability 
to specify the utterance improves, i.e., the centralization 
of unstressed vowels. 
* Although it is difficult to distinguish between the phonemes 
making up certain classes of sounds when they appear in 
isolated words, i.e., the nasals and the fricatives, the 
context of the complete utterance usually hel^ to eliminate 
any confusion. 
* The 881 does not have a g phone and the sequence of 
phones suggested in the user's guide does not sound right in 
certain situations. 
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Sagftstloni lot Patoxt Development 
Putuxe work on this speech synthesis system should be tocased on 
two meln miees. Improving the quellty of the speech output end expediting 
the utterance sped fleetion process The following are a few suggestions 
that might be worth looking into for future phases of development. 
* Default speech parameters - allow the user to specify the 
desired fundamental frsguency, rate, etc. to suit their 
taste 
* Suprasegmental features - introduce rules that generate 
intonation, stress, and timing variations based on whatever 
information is available, k combination of schemes may te 
required, with a basically rising/basically falling pitch 
contour used when stress is not specified in ti* input and an 
approach like Sherwood (1971) or Akers and Lennig (19@S) used 
when it is. 
* Segmentals - introduce more context sensitive rules and rules 
using distinctive features to create phoneme-to-phoneme 
transitions that include intermediate phones. 
* Prestored utterances - allow the user to store a set of 
words, phrases, or even sentences that can te recalled and 
output using a few keystrokes. 
* Prediction/anticipation - use tte second display to predict 
tte word or phrase teing input at tte keyboard and inclWe 
tte proper stress locations. 
* Input variations - look into otter methods by which tte 
phwMtic transcription of tte utterance can te entered; may 
also want to look into variations ttet would allow tte 
multiply impaired individual to use this device. 
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;L0«0 ANO STAKT TIM* tS» Ui 
:IIM#LI I NOT 
iOITHMINt HO 
tip ##0 t. o<mf 
IP ##0*0. SIT l#*0# LA# 
iOONf 
iilSIT MOT LA# 
iLOAO TIMS* LATCH 440 US 
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ilP ##0*0. OONg 
IP ##0 * ». SIT imm PLA# 
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LOA >IL *ISIT IROT PLA# 
LOA »#I#A :SWIPT IN «IT OP KiVCMI 
sWW IROJNWI ;MWf 
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VMP IMJMWf :00#* 
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RW A 
R0« A 
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iSTOil Mivcœi m #uP ii LOCATION t 
ifIT LOCATION t PLAO 
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iSTOil MlVCOOl :N lUPPli LOCATION 3 
silT LOCATim a PLAO 
lOONI 
COUNT ta LOA «0 
STA »CNCi 











:TIMIi MMI Oi OISAOLI liOT âNO PilSCALli 
CLIA# MIVCOOI IN PiWWISf P AO 
C IA# MIViOAiO PLAM 
ilSIT liOAt PLAO 
INAOLI :#0A; C43 OUfTPtiT Ht OH 







>#X#m tCLCA» tMSI PLAO 


















IPC PAPA LOOP 
ijMP itecS DOM 
•IT fP WJtUf.ft® 
OPL INO PAPA 
LOA #$$000000# 




iCLlAR MIOtSTIK V 
iPIOISTIR X COUNT » 4 
iSIT NIOH 0*01# # T# OP SPIiCH POINT## SO 
i THAT POlNTIft ACCIMKS PILTI# PMIOUINCT 
llNCPIMtNIT SPIICM POINT## (NOkLOV##) 
iCmPA## fPCICH POIMTI# WITH T#AN#LAT|W# 
I #IAOV POINTI# 
IIP IQUAL. IffANCH 
tPITCH PA»AMSTI# AT SPIICH POINTI# 
iStOil IN iVNTHItl»» RtOlttl# 
OICWIMINT HIOH OMOI# # Tl OP SP.PT# 
OICWIMINT RIOISTI# X - OPPSIT 
IP RIOIttI# X >• 0. LOOP 
ilP PIOIfTI# 4 0, OON# 
TIST T#AN$LATION IN PROOPISS PIAO 
ilP PIAO RISIT. IRANCH 
SIT SPIICH fVNTNtSIZIR WAITINO PlAO 
RISTORI ORIOINAL SPIICH POINTI* 
sMM 
iCAWL SWRWTIM RI$_SP_$m 
iRITURN 
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•IT Miy tM Pua 
•PI. TlsT.Ti4>« 
LOA «y ÎM» 
fTA M#y T#N# 
•IT Kiy.lN PUO 




UN# #Tomr LAO# 
LOA «00000000# 
iTA Kfy.lN PLA# 
alt lOif.oTsP 
•IT S» tfATUt.PL# 
•PL TIIT «IY fey 
as» T#AWLATW jm T##T_M#y_wy 
tTIST KlYCWt LOOATIM* t LA# 
:IP fLAO MSIT. ••ANCM 
itP SIT. PITCH MiVCOOl IN LOCATIM « 
iSTOtl IN TIMPOIAMy 
tTIST NiVCOOl LOCATION i LA# 
itP PLA# MSIT WANGN 
:1P SIT PITCH MIYCOOI IN LOCATI*# 2 
iSTOdI IN LOCATION t 
iPLA# » Kiyccni IN LOCATION t 
STOMI 
IPLA# . NO MiyCOOl RIAOy 
i STOMI MI COOI LOCATION PLAW 
iCALL SU#10ytINg lOIT BISP 
tTIST TRANSLATION IN f#0#miSS PLA# 
IIP PLA# MSIT aRANCH 
IIP PLA# SIT CALL SWOWTINI TRANSLATI 
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triTCH KlVCWt TO •! flKVtCIO 
tfTOMt KlVCOOl INOIX ilOttTIII V 
iCOMPANI MITH CC»I #0# • 
iir NOT IQUAU. •«ANCH 
ilP> lOUAL. fTOP fVNtHfftUII. ••ANCM 
iTlfT TPANSUTIOM IN PMNHlff #LA@ 
ilP PLAO flT DON# 
iCLIAR MOfT flONtriCANiT IIT 
iCOMPAAl MITH COOf #0# fHtfT MIV $ 
I If IQUAt, ••ANCH 
iCOMPAMI MITH CM! 0# fWIPT MIV 3 
IIP IWAL, •«ANCH 
iOfTIRMINf MfB Of Ml CWl 
ilP' MU • n Miy miLlAflO DON# 
tPITCH OlfPUV COOl 
tCOMPAMI MITH ALL (*f 
% t f  lOUAt.. INVALID HIV PMIfSlOi OONl 
tCOMPAil • 
IIP 0IIP,C(»f4«, «IQUIRIf SPfCIAt lOUTINl 
iTlfT MifPIM PULL PLAO 
I I P  f y P P I »  P U L L .  M M !  
iTIfT fTRIff MOOl PLAO 
IIP fTRIff MWI. INVALID MlV PRIfffOt OW* 
I CALL fWOWVTIN# INflMT 
I CALL fW#W*TIW OlfP.IN 
iwm 
lOWOLl OlfP COOf OV IHIPTIN# » OfPffT 
; TMANfPl# OPfflT TO RWIfTfR V (PITCH AOOMfff OP flRVlCf MWTIN# WHICH 
: CORRIfPONOf TO OlfPLAV COOf ANO f OMI 
: IN »mP_AOO# 



















IM WI»T TAi 
PP.04.QO.OO.OO.M.OO.PP 
09.0a.03. PP.SA, At.M.M 
PP.77,11.73.74.00.n.M 
•P.7O.PP.PP,O7,0t.«(.73 
#4 ## #7 W #A ## #C 3# 
PP P PP P A 3 PP 7# 




33 33 0# Ot 













PP PP 13 0# 
M.PP.PP.PP. 
PP.PP.PP.PP. 
PP PP PP PP 
PP QO P PP 
04,30.PP.«I. 
«I.09.03.03. PP PP 0# PP 
PP PP 0# 0# 
PP PP PP PP 
p PP 0# 0# 
PP 0» tt 4# 
07.00.40,ot 
0$ PP PP 3A 
onoc.ot.pp 
3$ 3P PP PP 
03.03.03.03 
03.Of.Of.PP 
















4P to PP 
44,4#,47, 

















34 3f 3f 
PP 0# Of 
t# tf 4# 
M.4t,»3 
4# 4C PP 



















00 OO'OO 0» OO'OO OD OD K#M 
OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'Ot'OO 
OO'OO'Ot'01'OO'OO'OO'OO XIH 











OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO X#W OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO XIH 
OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO XIH 
OO'^ 'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO XIH 
OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO'OO XIH _ 
oo'o*'o*'o#'OO'OO'OO'OO xm tvi w#w» om# 
ffiffO 
•vx iVH9 1I4S owom tvi iirit 
#01 MtM« OKOM SVI «WO HBHë 

































































































TPCTCM SHIPT KIT LAW 
iOtTIRMlNt IP SHIPT KtV $ WAS PfflSSIO 
I 0# MLIASIO 
IP PNISSIO. SIT SHIPT MlVt PLAO 
(IP RfLIASfO, CLIA# SHIPT KlVt PLAO 
iSTmt SHIPT MIT PLAOS 
iOITIRMlNt status OP SHIPT NITa 
IIP NILfASIO. BOTH HfLfASIO: ItANCH 
IIP PWiSSiO. MNt )PITCH SHIPT MIV LAOS 
lOITIiMINf IP SHIPT MfVa WAS PNISSIO 
i 0# NILIASIO 
ILP PNISSIO SIT SHIPT MIVA PLAO 
ilP NILIASIO CLIA# SHIPT Klva PLAO 
STOmi SHIPT MIT LAOS 
iOITHWIMt STATUS OP SHIPT M|V$ 
IP NILIASIO. KTTH NILIASIO INANCH 
IIP PNISSIO 0(Mf )PITCH «4IPT MCni LAOS 
CLIAN SHIPT PLAO 
STONI SHIPT MOOf LAOS 
iOITlNMIMr MWf 
IP SPfLL MOOf. WW 
ilP PMONfTIC MOOf, CHANOf MfV TA#Lf 
i POINITIN 
iCHANOf CHANACTINISTIC TASLI POINTfN 
iOOKf 
:STONf SHIPT Mfv PLAW (OfTfNWIW STATUS OP SHIPT PLAO 
:IP SfT OOW 
IP CLfA# PfTCH SHIPT MMf LAOS 
SfT SHIPT PLA# (fTONf SHIPT MOOf LAW 
;OfTfN*I#* MOOf 
ilP fPfLL MOOf. (W* 
;|P PHmfTIC MOOf, C*W*f OlfPLAV 
; TA#Lf POINTIN 
;CMM«f CWNACTINIfTIC TAOLf POINTfN 

















































































i n t } ,*  
TL$*$ 






























tflTCN INSIiT-OILItl ruos 
:MA»t mi M# STAtWI LAO# 
iSiT iNsiirr fiAO 
so## LAO# 
ClIA# iCOIitlR V 
tlNeNIKMNT CIMSO# MINT#* (WOMOl 
SIT HIOH OiOCK # T# 0# TAIL* MINT## SO 
t THAT POINT## ACC#SS(S K#VCOO# IA@$ 
S#T HlflH 0#0I# # T# Of CUASO# fOlNT## SO 
I THAT POINT#» ACe#SS#S M#VCOO# fU«S 
ifITCH M#VCOO# LA# AT TL* 
SO»# INTO MIVCOO# fLA# AT CU» 
fO#T#IIMIM MOO# 
I If SP#LL MOO#. HANCH 
tif PHQMTIC MOO#. fITCH SHlfT MM# fLA# 
iSTO## INTO MCVCWC fLA# AT TL* 
:UW# TO CHA#ACT#»ItT|C LA# #OUTIW 
'.LOAO W# COO# LA# fW S##LL MOO# 
S O»# INTO M#TC00# LA# AT TL* 
S#T HIOM me## # T# Of TAIL* POINT## SO 
; THAT POINT## ACCSSS#S PMWMIW 
; CHA»ACt|#IST|C fLA## 
S#T HI»* OWI# # T# Of CIM«Ot POINTI# SO 
; THAT POINT## ACCCS### PMOW#l# 
: eHA#ACT|#|#TIC fLA## 
if ITCH CHA«ACT##|ST|C LA## AT TL* 
S O»# INTO €HA«ACT##t#TIC fLA% AT Cl» 
STMI KITCM# IN T#M» INTO »##!$ #» V 
:f#TCH CHA» LA## ASSOCIATtO WITH W#V 
;CL#A» »## # #» V 
S O»# INTO CHA»ACT(»ISTie LAW AT TL* 
S#T H|«H 0»0## #Vt# Of tail* POINT## SO 
: THAT POINTI# ACCISSCS K(V COO#S 
SIT HlflH OMX# #¥Tf Of CW#SM POINT## SO 
: THAT POINTI# ACCISSIS WIVCOOIS 
fITCH KIVCWI AT TL* 
STM# INTO W# COO# AT Cl» 
:f|TCH Hfvcm IN TIM# 
iSTCWI INTO WfVCOO# AT TL* 
;CQM#A»I TAIL* POINT## WITH OlSfLA* TAIL 
: POINTI# (MMO) 
;IP HI«H 0»l# SVTI NOT IQUAL, «SAiMCH 
:lf LOW OSOl# BVTf NOT IQUAL, MANCM 
If IWAL. INC#|M#NT OISfLAV TAIL POINT## 
: (wcm) 
; PITCH |NSI#TdL#T# PLA% 






























































IN OIL FH,AO 
«OTOOOSQM 
(NJMl.'LAO 
tlNCMMMT OISfLAV COUNT (lYTI) 
: PITCH oisPiAT cmmt 
:COM#A*l WITH At 
I IP OIWLAV COWfT 4 At. MANCH 
i PITCH IMIHT'OCLITI PLAOS 
5 S I T  O t S # , G N T  >  A O  P A O  # 0## PLiW 
: INCilMNT MPPII COUNT CMMO} 
iTlST WAIN STATI PLAO 
IP SIT MANCH 
lCOM#ARI lUPPI# COWW WITH #00 <«04») 
(IP HI»# ONOI* I T# not IWAL. OONf 
ilP LOW oral# I Tl WISS THAN. OW# 
IP »•. PITCH INSI#T OILITI PLAOS 
SIT WAm STATI PLAO 
iSTONI PLAOS 
iPITCH ILINM CUISO# COMMAND 
sCAkt SUMOUrTINf OIS#.l» 
i PITCH LOW OWI# I Tl OP MPPI» COUNT 
sCOM#AII 3S4 tlUPPII COUNT • #$0* 
s IP NOT lOUAL. OONf 
ilP lOUAL, PITCH |N#I#T OILITI LAO 











































IN act. fLAO 
oili.iS 
i.oJ5o«t 
:lf tOITO* •UfftH PULL. DONC 
tlf IN STRISS MC»t. INVALID nwt PNtSSIOt 
i COM 
iCALL SUtiOUTtM INSHT 
SIT HIOH moii • Tl 0# TAILt POINTH SO 
i THAT TOINTIR ACCiSSIS MICOOI LAO# 
iPITCH MlVCOOl PLAO AT TLt 
SIT OIPHTMONO PLAO 
tSTORg MiyCOOf PLAO AT TLt 
lINCilMINf OISRLAV CttJNT (•VT|) 
(PITCH OlSPLAy C(MMT 
iCQiiWAH WITH At 
(IP OISPLAV COUNT 4 At, •«ANCH 
i PITCH IWINT OILITI LAOS 
SIT DISPLAY COkWT > 40 PLAO 
iSTOM PLAOS 































itP lOITOII PULL. OOM 
itP IN STilU Moot. INVALID W|V MISSIO: 
: MM 
iCALL SUtHQUYIM tNStiT 
SIT HtOM omi» • Tl OP TAIL1 POINTIK SO 
! TmT POINTII» ACCISSIS MItCWI LAOS 
I PITCH WIVCWI PLAO AT TL$ 
SIT HACHIH PLAO 
iSTOm WIVCMI PLAO AT TL* 






















































































































SCLCAI* RieiSTIt V 
iCALL SU#mUTIfitt 01## CUe.AOO# (TO RIO X) 
iTIit StMSt wool PLAi 
ilP STRISi MMI. MANOt 
ttlST #HIPT PLAO (SM • OILITI STRI##) 
llP NO »$tPT. MAMCH 
iTRAMtPIR DISPLAY CiMSM AOORliS 
sCM#OR PRtm SICONO ROW TO FIRST RW 
(CALL SyiROUTIMt OtS#.I» 
SIT HIOH OROCR # TL SP CURSOR POINTIR SO 
I THAT POINTIR ACCISSI# NlVCOOf LAOS 
t PITCH KIVCOOI PLAO AT CUR 
TIST ALL tTRItt LAO# 
ilP NO STRI##. «RANCH 
iPITCH WIVCWI PLAO AT CUR 
iCLlAR ALL #TRI## PLAO# 
#TORI PLAO# 
TI#T OIPHTMONO PLAO 
ilP OIPHTMfmO. IRAHiCH 
:OI##LAV Cmi POO #PACI 
;OI##LAV cm PO# wmiR#CO#l (CALL #W#ROWT|Ng OltP.OO 
TRAWSPI# ORIOINAL OIIPLAV CUR#0# AOORIt# 
iCHANOC TO COMMAND POM (CALL SlMROUTINg OI##_IR 
iomc 
iCOWPARI CURSOI POINTIR WITH OI#PLAV HCAO 
: POINTIR (WORD) 
IP Him OOOIR mvTI NOT IWAL, IRAMCH 
;IP LIM OROIR # Tl NOT lOUAL. IRANCH 
ilP IWAL, (CtM AT 0IS#J4D) 
PITCH INOIRT OILITI LAW (WAS* RWPPIR STATU# LAW 
SIT OILITI PLAO 
STORI PLAO# (OICRIMiNT CURSO# POII*f|R (WORD) 
SIT HISH OWIR # Tl OP CURSOl POINrffR SO 
; THAT POINTIR ACCISSI# WITCWC PLAO# 
SIT HI#* mWIR #VT| OP TAIL$ POINTIR #0 
: THAT POINTIR ACCISSI# KCVCOOI PLAO# 
iOICRIMCNT DISPLAY COUNT (PITCH KiVCOOf PLAO AT CUR (TO 01 OCLITfO) (TIST OIPHTMONO PLAO (IP NOT OIPHTMONO. MANCH 
(OfCRCMfMT DISPLAY COUNT (PITCH INSfBT-OfLCTC PLAO# 
(SfT OfLfTf DIPHTHmO PLAO (#T(*f PLAO# 
(PfTCW KfVeOOf PLAO AT TLt 








































































































! THAT TOtNtm ACCtSSfS PH»NMt 
t CHAHACTtttCTtC f>LA«S 
SfT NtCH OMti # Tf Of TAILI POINtfi SO 
t THAT fOXNiTf# ACCftSfS fMOMM 
I CMA#ACTf#:ST:C LAO# 
iftTCH CMAHACTtRISTlC LAOS AT TLt 
tSTOOf INfTO CMAtACTfmiTIC LAW AT CU* 
SfT MOf# # Tf Of CW#SO* POINfTf* SO 
i THAT fOINlTft ACCfSSfS NfVCWf 
SfT Ht»$ OmOf# # Tf Of TAtLt POtNTf» SO 
i TMIT fOX^Tf# ACCtSSfS WfVCQOt 
iffTCH MfyCOOf AT TL$ 
iSTOOf INITO WfVCWf AT CU* 
:C«#A#f TAIL$ fOlNTft WITH OlSfLAV TAIL 
I fOINTTf* (WOW* 
If HIOH omotm # Tf NOT fOWAL. IOANCH 
i lf LOW omt* # Tf NOT fOUAL. iOANCM 
If fOUAL. OfCRfMfNT OlSfLAV TAIL fOIMTf# 
S (WWW* 
ffTCH INffOT OfLfTf fLAOS 
SfT CU# • Oil» TL fLA# 
STMf LAOS 
iOfCMMfMfT tufff# cnmrr two#»* 
TFST muf f# STATUS FLAM 
If Wfff# NOT fULL. MANCH (ffTCM IN#f#T OfLff fLAOS 
;CLfA# Wfff# fULL fLA# 
STWf LA^ 
iiANMf 
If NOT WAMI fTATf, OmANCW 
;PfTCM LW 0#0f# «TTC Of Klfff» CAMTT 
;CQM»A»f 344 (Wfff# COWM » 800) 
:lf mufff# COUMT »• «00, MANCM 
ilf * @00 ffTCW INtfllt'OCLCTi fLA#* 
:CLfA# WAW# fTATf fLA# 
;STO#C fLA## 
ffTCW CtMSOl on COMMANO 
:CALL SMWOUTINO OIS» It 




















t PITCH :MI*T OILIT# PLAOS 
iMASK CU#»OXS#_TL ANO OtSPjCNT>40 LAOS 
ttP I I T M f K  P L A «  N O T  S I T ,  I f A M C H  
III» tCTH SIT CALL «MiOUTim 01SP.Tl.M0 
ioem 




































































OIS# eu# Aoo* 
IM DÎL fLAO 
«iMMSsOi 




















Olf» PLO »W0 































ICLIA# MOISTS# T 
tCALL SU##OUTlMt OIS».CU#.AOQ# 
i PITCH IW:#T o«L:T: FLAM 
sMAStt OILITI AMO OfLItl OI»»«TMOW PLA#$ 
ilP MCITW# S:T MAMCW 
iMASM OILITI OIPWTMOM# PLA# 
IIP MOT OILITI oimmm#. S«AMCN 
tOICMIMMfr OISPLAV CU#SO* AOOffISS 
tOICKIMNTT OIS»LAV CtMSO# AMffISS 
}CO»T CU#SOtt POINTI# TO DISPLAY TAIL 
1 POINTS# (MHO). SIT SO THAT POINTS# 
1 ACCISSIS MlveOOl LA## 
WW# 
iCOPV TAIL» POINfTI# TO OISPLAV TAIL 
i POINTS# (MMOI. SIT SO THAT POINTS# 
> ACCISSSS Mfteool PLA#$ 
T#AWPS# OISPLAV cu«sm AQO#SSi 
iCiMsoi PMM sicmo mow TO PIKST MT 
(CALL WWWTIM# 0IS» I# 
(LOW OWI# SITf «ivt BlS»_CNT TO CU#SO# $T0#| OIS»LA« COUMTT 
sCALL SU##OWTIM OIS» PL# PW 
{PITCH |#*|#T OILSTI FLAM 
;MAW OILITI PLA# 
IP MOT OILITI ##AMCH 
iCOPT CIMSm POINTI# TO OlSPLAT TAIL 
( POINTS# (MMWI. SIT SO THAT POINTI# 
( ACCISSIS WITCOOf LA## 
;ew TAIL» POINTI# TO OlSPLAV TAIL 
: POINTS# (tKOdO). SIT SO THAT POINTS# 
; ACCISSIS KIVCMf LAW 
:T#AM#P|# OISPLAV CU#S«# AOO#IS* 
iCHAMOf TO CmWAMO PMM 
iCALL WMUmim OIS».l« 
;L0* «%## •fTf «IVf B|S»,CNT to CW#«* 
:STO#f OIS»LAV ccmr 
sCALL SUMOyriMf OIW ALPH,PW 
PITCH IM#l»T'OfLfTf FLAW 
;MA9K INS*#T PLA# 
. I f  NOT |M#I#T. MAMCM 
-.IMMfMfNT OlSPLAV €U#SO# AOO#fSS 
:SfT HI#H MOI# #VT| OP TAIL» POINTS# SO 
; THAT POINTS# ACCfSSIS KfVCOOf PLA## 
{PITCH KfVCOOi PLA« AT TL» 
;WASK OIPHTHOM# PLA# 
:|P MOT OIPWTWOM#, ##AMW 
;INC»SM#NT OISPLAV CUSfW AOOSfSS 
:TBAN9PI# DISPLAY CIMSO# *OOaiSi 
:CMAMOf TO COMMAND PO#M 
ISI 
as» D:SP_I» tCALL SUtlKMtlNt OIS» I» 













































































:CLIA# RtaiSTI# V 
:ftTCM CLIA# OtSPLAV COMMAND 
sCALL S%m#WTIN# OlSP.I# 
SWITCH OlSP.CU# AOO# TRW t. COLUMN t) 
SCALL SMROUTl^ OlSP.I# 
tCLIA# OtSPLAV COUNT 
sCOPy OlSPLAy MAO POINTS# TO OtSPLAy TAIL 
i POINTS# (MONO), SIT SO THAT POINTS# 
t ACCISSIS MiyCOOl LAM 
(CALL SUtNOUTINi OISP.CLft.P'WO 
Icopy cu#SQ# POINTS# fo oTsPLAy tail 
I POINTS# (NONO). SIT so THAT POINTI# 
i ACCISSIS KiyCOOf LAOS 
SWITCH OISP.CU#.AOO# (#W 3. COLUMN tt 
sCALL SUf#0STIMf OISP.I# 
CLIA# OlSPLAy COUNT 
iCALL SU#«CUt|Nf 01SP.ALPH rMO 
TIST ST#SSS MODI PLAS 
ilP ST#ISS MODI. MANCN 
iflTCW OISP.CUff.AOM (#0* a, COLUMN f) 
SWITCH OIJP CU# «CO# (HOW 1, COLUMN t) 
(CALL SUt#OlhlM OISP.I# 
















































































































OW_TL*t #0000000 • 
gg_N(_OTL_f, 
i#USH CMTINTS Of mOtSTm X TO STACK 
tftTCH Kiycooi PLAO AT OH# TL 
iMASK OtS#LAV-TV#| LAOS 
ilP LAO SIT, ••AMCH 
tlP NO PLAO SIT. OlSPLAV CMC fOÊ SPACI (CALL SIAMUTINI 0IS#.0# 
i«KMP NIXT NSVCOOm PLIO 
T#AWPM MfVCOOf PLAft TO NIOISTI* X 
TIST INO Of SUfFIII PLAO 
>tP NOT INO 0# ttlfPI». •#ANCN 
iOISPLAV CWI ;0# SPACI {CALL SUSPiHITlNf OtSP.OA 
lINCmWINT OISPLAt COUNT 
iPITCH OISPLAV COUNT 
iCOMPARI 40 
itP OISP CNT 4 40. aPANCH 
1ff OISP.CNt »• 40. OOtf 
iOlSPLAV CMI POO SPACI 
iCALL SWWWTXK* OlSP.Ot 
somi 
iTPAWPIP HIVCWI PLAO 
TIST STPISS LAW 
sIP NO STilSS. IPANCH 
TIST PilMMV STRISS PLAO (fP NOT PtlMARV STtlSS. IPANCH (OlSPLAV COOf POO POIMAPV STPISS (CALL SMPOUrrtNf OfSP^ 
:%m# OIPHTMOMO TIST 
TPANSPIO HiVCOOf PLAO 
TIST SICONOAOV STRISS LAO 
S IP NOT SICONOARV STRISS •RANCH 
tOlSPLAV CQOf P«l SICQNOARV STRISS (CALL SUOROUITIM OI»P CR («HMP OIPHTNMO TIST 
iOlSPLAV COOf PO# TIRTIARV STRISS 
;CALL SWWWTBW OlSPJDR 
iTRANSPIR KfVCOOf PL^ 
iTIST OIPHTMOM PLAO 
(tP OIPHTMOMO (STRSSUO), ORANCH 
iMm NfxT wfvcm PLAO 
iTRANSPIR KITCOOI PLAO 
iTIST HUMfK PLAO 
;IP NOT WACWf*, «RANCH 
;OISPLA« CMI PGR HACM* 
:CALL SUOROtTINf OlSPJW 
i«WMP NfXT WfVCWI PLAO 
sOfSPLAV CQOf PW UNOfRSeOif (CALL SMROirriNf OfSPJM (fNCRfMfNT OlSPLAV CO&T (PITCH OlSPLAV COWPT (COMPARf 40 (IP OISP,CNfT » 40. OONf 
(OlSPLAV COOf PO# UNOfRSCORf 
(CALL SWROWTINf OISPJ9R 
(INCRfMfNT OlSPLAV CO#T (PITCH OlSPLAV COUNT (COMPARf 40 (IP OISP^CNT >• 40. OONf 
(COMPARf <m9tm POINTfR WITH OlSPLAV TAIL ( PoiNTfR (wmo) 
(IP HIGH OROIR OVTf not (OU At. BRANCH 
ISl 
lOft 
IMI CU#_N#_OTL_P; :IP LOW OMOli IVTI NOT LOUAL. MâNCH 
LOA HOA«T IIP IQUAL. CO#V HIAOa POINTI* TO DISPLAY 
AND «0000000 M I TAIL POINT!» (MMO). SIT SO THAT 
0*A #000000 om : POINTM ACCISSII KIVCOCC I>LA«S 
SA 0:SP_TL*$ 
LOA MOA 
STA OISP TL 
DTL LOW TIST 
CW#_N#_OTl_;F INC Otsf TL jINCilMNt OtSPLAV TAIL (MOdO) 
INi OTL kv.PP 
INC OIS#_TL*$ 
OTL_*OV PP UN# LOOP PLO PWO {LOOP 


















































































































iPUSM COWTINTS OP •COISTill X TO STACK 
iCOPV Mim MOI# # Tl OP DISPLAY TAIL 
: POINfTIt TO il«l9TI* X. SIT SO THAT 
I POINTI# ACCISSIS NIVCOOIS 
IPITCH KITCOOl PLA# AT OISP.TL 
(MASK SHIPT AND MOOl LAOS IT OISP.TL 
;T#ANSPI# MASMIO LAOS TO ilOISTIt V 
tCOMPANI WITH DISPLAY TAILI POINT!* LA# 
IP lOtML. WANCH (POINT!# NIAOVI 
,T#AWPI# MASMIO PLAOS 
TIST MWI PLA# 
tIP SPILL MWI. MANCH 
IIP PHONITIC MOOl. T#A#MP|# IMSMIO PLAOS 
ITIST SHIPT PLA# 
tlP SHIPT. MANCH 
I IP NOT »$|PT, COPY NO SHIPT PHOMTlC MM! 
I IAS! TO DISPLAY TAIL! POINT!» (WOW) 
iNO SHIPT. PHONfTIC MOOl PLA# 
STMI IN DISPLAY TA#LI POINT!# PLA# 
iUWMP POINT!» »!AOY 
SCMY SHIPT PwmiTIC MOO! OAS! TO DISPLAY 
i TASLI POINT!# (MWO) 
:SHIPT. PMONITIC MOOl PLA#S 
STMI IN DISPLAY TASLI POINT!# PLA# 
;%WMP POINT!» »|AOY 
(COPY SPILL MOOl «AS! TO DISPLAY TA#L! 
t POINT!» (ttOWl 
SPILL MOOl PLA# 
;STM! IN DISPLAY TASLI POINT!# PLA# 
;CL!A» »!#IST!» Y 
iSKAP HlfM «m» # T! OP DISPLAY TAIL 
: POINT!», NOW ACCISSIS HIYCOOIS 
: PITCH KIYCM! AT DISPLAY TAIL 
: IP NOT INO OP #UPP!» MAMCH 
;tP INO OP WPP!» DISPLAY COO! PM SPACI 
-.CALL SWNWTIN* 0ISPJ9# 
:INC»!M|Nnr DISPLAY COWT 
; PITCH DISPLAY cmWT 
:CON#A»* 40 
;IP 0I5P CNfT ». 40. DONC 
^DISPLAY COO! PM SPACI 
:CALL 9U#««fTIW| OISPJM 
iOONf 
;T»AN#PI» KfYCOOf TO »C«ISTI» Y 
: PITCH DISPLAY COOf ASSOCIATIQ WITH WY 
:IP DIPHTMONS. MANCH 
:COMPA»S # 
:IP OISP COOf < #. MANCH (HACHfK) 
;IP DIS» «»f »• ». CALL S4NW OISPJM 
;OVMP NfXT KfYCOOf 
:CALL SWWWTINf DIPHALPW 
: PITCH PIRST CHASACTfil OP OIPHTHON# 
:CALL $4NW0IITIItf OISPJM 
:INCBfMfMr DISPLAY COUMT 
:PfTW DISPLAY COUNT 
163 
NâCH_AF 













































































Si r  OISP.CNT » .  40 .  ow# 
ILITCH Sfcmo CHARACTIII 0# OIPHTMOW 
iCALL SIMiOUTIM OISPJM 
isnum WY"' ttivcooi 
;CAIL SUfNOUTlNt HACM.AI.PH 
iPITCH CHAHACTI# OP MCMK 
iCALL SMNOUTIM OtSP.O» 
ICIIA# ilOtSTM y 
itNCMlMNT DISPLAY COUNT 
;PITCH DISPLAY COtWT 
icmPAii 40 
i lP  OISP.CNT »•  40 .  DON# 
iCOMPAM CUNSO# POINTI* WITH OISPLAY TAIL 
t POINTI* (MHO) 
i lP  HIOH 0*01* #  T |  mr lOUAL. IWANCH 
I IP  LOW 0*01* #  Tl  NOT IMML.  MANCH 
IIP lOUAL, COPY NfAOa POINTI* TO DISPLAY ( TAIL POINTI* (M0*01. SIT SO THAT 
l POINTI* ACCISSIt MIYCOOl LAO# 
i ALSO COPY HIOH 0*01* #YTI OP NfAOa 
i POINTI* TO *iaiST|* n, SIT so THAT 
S POINTI* ACCISSIS KlYCmS 
:VW# LOW 
; INC*IIWNT DISPLAY TAIL POINTS* (MWOl 
: ALSO *101 $1* n IP APP*W*IAT| 
SWAP Hlttt 0*01* lYtl OP DISPLAY TAIL 
: POINTI*. NOW ACCISSIS MIYCOOl LAW 
IsJUMP LOW 




0:mw_*lPM oit i*0>JUST OIPHTMMS MIVCOOIS PHOM IANCI ):« 
OIY i TO RâHMI 0:4 
TVA iTRAMIPI* AOOUSTIO KlVCOOl 
Alt A tMUlU #V SHIPTINO • O MIT 
TAV tTRANSPIK lACK TO ilOlSTI* V 
IDA >OJPM OISP_COO.y tPITCH PIffST CHAtACtm OP OIPHTMONO 
STA ALPW_?OOI$ #T0#| IN Al## €001$ 
INT iINCfflMfNT fff«T«T|* V » NI* OPPSIT 
IDA >OtPH DtS».eOO.V iPITCM SICONO CMAffACTI# OP OIPMTMONO 




Oi;W_BISP_COO MIX #$,## lOIPKTHONO A,l 
MIX #$.?# lOIPMTHQNO A.U 
MIX Ot.M tOIPHTMONA OMN 0,1 
MIX ft,M iOlPHTMONO I.I 












H A OONt 
LOA 4»f3H 
U## M A BON# 
LOA ##AR 
JMP M A OOM 
lOA »fAH 
STA AtPM COOlt 
its 
:eOM«»Ait KlYCOOt WttH C(»l PO# HACN-S 
ilP «OUAL. IMANCH 
iCQMPAAf KCVCOOf WITH COOt PO# MACM-U 
:IP lOUAk.. UAMCH 
LEM^ARf Mivcool VITH coot o# HACM-X 
ilP #OUAL. IRANCM 
:ip NOM op r*m Atovi, oispuy coof POI e 
iOISPLAV COQ: PO# f 
io:##iAv cm» PO# ^  
iOHPtAV coot PO# X 

































OS# OIS#.Al.PH #|V 
LOA CU#«T 
AMO ««OOCMOft 




•fO MOTJÎIPM TM 
•IT ST#JHI».fi,A« 


















:CLIAft RtOtSti# Y 
: PITCH CLIA# DISPLAY CWMANO 
iCALL S4NIN0UTINI OISP.I# 
iPITCH CHAffACtl# INT#? Il T COMMAND 
:CALL St«#0tlTIM OISP.I# 
i PITCH 01SP_CU# âOO» TrOM I, COLUMN 40) 
(CALL SMMWTI^ OISP.I* 
Cil A# DISPLAY COUNfT 
iCQPY DISPLAY TAIL POINTIR TO DISPLAY MlAD 
1 POINfTI# (WORO), SIT SO THAT POINTI# 
! ACCISSIS KlYCm LAOS 
iCALL SUOROUTINI OISP_PL#_RIV 
SCOPY CURSO# POIMTI# fO OTSPLAY HI AO 
I POINTI# (M)#0). SIT SO THAT POIMTI# 
i ACCISSIS ttlYCOOl LAOS 
i PITCH OISP.CU#.AQO# (ROM » COLW## 401 
iCALL SWOROSTlMf OISP.I# 
CLIA# DISPLAY COMNIT 
sCALL SWMMTIMf DISP.ALPH «IV 
SIT HIRH 0#0I# lYTC @P C*^S«* POINfTI# SO 
: THAT POINfTI# ACCISSIS HIYCM» LAOS 
; PITCH HIYCWi LAO* AT CU# 
TIST OIPHTMOiS PLAO 
IP NOT DIPHTHOM. SPANCH 
TIST ST#iSS MOOf LA# 
ilP ST#ISS MOOf, •#ANCH 
(PITCH OISP_CW#_AOO# (ROW 3. COLUMN M) 
(PITCH DISP_CU#_AOO# (RW *, COLUMN M) 
TIST STRfSS MOOf PLAO 
ilP ST#fSf MOOf. lOAMCH 
'.PITCH DISP_CW#_AOO# (ROM 3. COLUMN 40) 
'.PITCH OISP.CU# AOO# (ROM *. COLUMN 40) 
:CALL SVaSOdTINf OISP.I# 
i PITCH CHACACTI# |MlT#Y #|»#T CMMMMO 
:CALL SWROWTINf OISP.I# 
;CWY CMSM POINfTI# To TAIL* POINfTI# 
; (MOSO) 
;#|TV#N 
H I  
oxs#_#L@_m#v 
pt.*o.UT.r» 











































































































iPITCH KITCQOI PLA# AT OISP.HO 
:MASK OlSPLAT-TTM P AW 
itP PLA# SIT. •tANCM 
tip NO PLA# SET OISPLAT COO* PO# SPACi 
ICALL SMMUTIM OlSP.Ot 
tout» MIXT MtVCOOi PLi# 
iTRAMSPill MlVCOOf PLA# TO Niai STIR X 
iTIST INO OP auPPIR PLA# 
iIP NOT INO OP WPPIR, •RANCH 
tOISPLAV COOl PO* SPACI 
iCALL SWRWTIN# OIS*,D* 
lOMtP NEXT KITCOOI PLI# 
ITRANSPI* MITCOOl PLA# 
TIST OlPHTMm# PLA# 
ilP NOT OIPHTMON#, •*ANCH 
tDISPLAY COOl PO* UNOIRSCORI 
iCALL SIMRWTlNf OlSPJM 
tINCRIMMT OISPLAT CWW 
S PITCH OlSRLAV COtMT 
iCOMPARI 40 
IP OlSP.CNT >• 40. 0<Wf 
TRAfAPI* MITCOOl PLA# 
TIST STRESS PLA#S 
ilP STRESSED DIPHTMON#, DRANCH 
iIP NOT. DISRLAV CODE PC» UNOIRSCORI (CALL SU#MIITIM 0IS9JW 
MXT KEVCOOE PLM 
TRANSPER NEVCOOE PLA# 
EST MACWEW PLA# 
;|P NOT HACMEK, «RANCH 
; DISPLAY CODE PM HA€»«M 
iCALL SU#ROUTINf OlSPJB* 
iMim NEXT KEVCOOE PL% 
TRAN#PER HETCWE PLA# 
(TEST PRIMARY STRESS LA# (IP NOT P9IIMRT STRESS «RANCH (DISPLAY CODE PO* P*IMA*V STRESS (CALL SU#MMTIN« OIS»^ 
iitum NEXT HEYCOOE PLM (TRANSFER KEYCOOE PLA# 
EST SECONDARY STRESS PLA# (IP NOT SfCCMOARY STRESS. «RANCH (DISPLAY CODE PM SECONDARY STRESS (CALL ummffiMt olSPjB* 
(•JIMP NEXT KEYCME PLX# (DISPLAY CODE PCM TERTIARY STRESS (CALL «i#mUTINi DISPM (INCREMENT DISPLAY CO&T (PETCH DISPLAY COUNT (COMPARE 40 (IP DISPLAY COWmr >• 40. BONE (DECREMENT DISPLAY HfAO POINTER (MCWD) 
(CCMPARE DISPLAY HEAD POINTER WITH TAIL3 ( POINTER iwm» 
(IP HISH ORDER «YTE NOT EQUAL. «RANCH 
(IP LOW MOER BYTE NOT EQUAL. MANCH (IP EQUAL. «UPPER WRAPPED AWUNO( ( REMOVE SUOROUTIME RETIMM ADMISSES 
ISS 
























































































































{copy omoim iyti op display niao 
i POINT» TO «lOISTI» X. sit so THAT 
I POINTS# ACCtSSIS MIYCOOIS 
iPITCH MIYCOOI PLA# AT OISP.HO )MASK SMIPt AND MOQI LAW ST OISP.HO 
iTIIANSPli NASMIO LAOS TO ilOISTi# Y 
;COMPARf WITH DISPLAY TAILI POINT!# PLAO 
tIP lOUAL. ItANCH (POINTIK RiAOY) 
iTWAMPi# MASMIO LAOS 
iTiSt M»l PLA# )IP SPILL MQOI, i#ANCH 
ilP PHONITIC MQOI. T#âNSPI# MASMID LAOS 
TIST SHIPT PLA# 
lIP SHIPT. I#ANCH 
IIP NOT SHIPT, COPY NO SHIPT PHtWITIC MODI 
> iASI TO DISPLAY TAILI POINTI# (WO#OI 
iNOSHIPT, PWCMTIC MQOI PLAOS 
STO#| IN DISPLAY TAflLl POINTI# PLAO 
vgUMP POINTI# #IAOY 
iCOPY SHIPT PMWmTie MMI IASI TO DISPLAY 
i TAOLI POINTI# (M0#01 
(SHIPT, PWWTIC MOOl LAOS 
iSTOII IN DISPLAY TA#LI POINTS# PLA# 
i,»m POINTI# #|AOY 
iCOPY SPILL MOTI iASI TO DISPLAY TA#LS 
i POINTI# (WOW) 
SPILL MOOf PLA# 
tSTMl IN DISPLAY TA#Lf POINTS# PLA# 
iCLIA# #I«IST|# Y (SWAP Hl#W MOI# # T| Of DISPLAY HgAO 
: POINTS#, NOW ACCISSIS MIYCWIS 
(PITCH WIYCOOf AT DISPLAY HgAO 
. I f  NOT IMO OP #UPP|# MANCH 
:IP INO OP 0UPPI# DISPLAY COOl PO# SPACI (CALL SUWMVTIItf 0ISPJ9# 
MXT MIYCOOI 
:T#AM#P|# MIYCWS TO RIOIfTS# Y (PITCH DISPLAY COOC ASSOCIATie WITH 
.IP DIPWTMON#. ##ANCH 
iCOPAAg • 
;IP DISPLAY COOl « i. SAAMCH (WACHIM) 
(CALL SWMWTIW DISPJBK 
StAJMP NfXT MIYMOl 
(CALL SW#MWT|## DIP# ALPW (PITCH SICONO CHAAACTI# OP OIPHTMON# (CALL SU##OUTINi OlSPJB# 
;INC«|MfWr DISPLAY COWT (PITO* DISPLAY COtMT (COMPASi 40 
(IP DISP,a#T >• 40. OON# (PiTOt PT#ST CHAAACTf# OP OIPMTMON# 
(CALL StMWOUTINf OISPJW (SUMP NfXT MIYMOf (CALL 9W##0WTINf HACW_ALPH (PITW CHAAACTI# Of HAWIK 
170 
USA OtSP.Oft tCALW SUtlKMirtM OISP OU 
WXT_AL#M_A# LDV *0 tClUtâ» MOISTIIt * 
INC OlSt.CMT tlNOIfMtNfT DISPLAY COUNT 
kOA OtSP.CMT iFITCH OtSPLAV COUm 
cm 0a»t tcoMPAMi 40 
•et A i ixmf stP OiSP.CMT >• 40. OOM 
loa oisf.ho toicwfntrr oisplav ntao pointik («om» 
•Nt wxp$_Ai# i ALSO Ateistm * :# ###mw#XAT# 
oic oijp ho*» 
OIX 
wip».A« oie OISP.MO 
loa m9p_wô*$ jswap mioh oaosa tvti of oispuv HffAO 
mw_mo*$ i iOlMTill. nov ACCiSSfS mffvcœ# flao* 
TA* 
kitm tOOP.AUPW_ilV NW# LOOP 

















eu» TIST# CMP 
INI 
JMP 
































ecw»a»i with eoof po» cu»m» »i«ht 
tP not iqual. manch 
ip loual. jump to sirvici »0ut1mi 
eOW»A»l with COOi PO» CU»fO» lipt 
ip not icual. manch 
ip loual. jump to sirvici noutim 
compa»! with coot pot Ni*T woffo/vowll 
ip not iqual. iranch 
ip koval. vump to sirvici routcm 
cmpari with cooi po» p»ivi0u9 woro/vowil 
in not iqual, iranch 
ip loual. jump to sirvici rqutini 
emPARI with COOI PO» NI*t SC»IIN 
ip not iqual, manch 
ip iqual. jump to sirvici rwtini 
COMPARI with Cœi po» P»IV10US SCRIIN 
ip not iqual, iranch 
ip iqual. jw# to sirvici rout in# 
compari with ccfil pot top op luppi» 
ip not imtal, wanch 
ip loual. jw# to sirvici r<wt|w 
COMPARI with COTI POT uttom OP lUPPIR 
ip not iqual, iranch 















































CL:A# RiatSTiK y 
SCCMPARI CURSOR ROtWTIR WITH HfAOl ROXWIR 
i (Mimi 
i t f  H X O H  0 * 0 # #  i*T| NOT lOUAk, «RANCH 
it* \xm OROIR tytt NOT IQUAW» IRANCH 
tXP gWAL OW# 
(CALL SUIROVTlNf CUR PTRLIPT 
iCWAR# TAXL1 ROINTIR MTTH OXWLAy HfAO 
t POXNtlR (WORO» 
l l f  H I O H  O R O I R  t y T t  N O T  l O W A L  I R A N C M  
i X P  L O W  OROIR #yTI NOT lOUAL, IRANCH 
:XP lOUAL, OICRIMWr OXSRUy Ml AO PQIMTIR 
i (WORO* 
ilNCRIMfWT OXSRiAy CWM 
iCALL SUiROUTXNf OXfPjMO.TL 
iwm 
























































































#0000000# #000001 to* 
eu#*i 
Moa*i 


























iSit HtoH q#oi# avTi Of cwmio* foiwri# so 
: THAT fOIWTIt ACCISSIS MIVCMI LAO# 
Ifltcit MItCOOl fLAtt AT CW# 
TIST INO Of MffI* LAO 
tlf NOT INO Of muffi# IMANCH 
tlf INO Of #Wffl# OICNIMINT CU#SO# 
i fOINtI* (MHO) 
iCOfV TAILa fOlNTI* TO OtSfLAV TAIL 
t fOtNTI# (MtOl 
iOONI 
iOICilMINT HIAOa fOINTI# (WOiO) 
SIT HtOH oaoi# # T| Of WIAOa fOIWTI* so 
i THAT fOINITI# ACCISSIS MIVCOOI LAOS 
iflTCM MIVCOOI fLAft AT CU# 
STO#| INTO MIVCWI fLAO AT M03 
sit mm omi# # ti of cuasm foiwri# so 
i THAT fOINTI# ACCISSIS fMW*|M| 
i CMA#ACT|«ISTK LAOS 
SIT H|«MI omi# # TI Of MIA03 fOllfTI» SO 
i THAT fOINTI# ACCISSIS fM@WW 
i CHMACtiaiSTIC fLAW 
;f|TCM CHMACTIVISTIC LAOS AT CU# 
:$TM| INTO CMMACTIOtSTIC LAOS AT MO) 
SIT MIOM MOI# # TI Of CU#S@# fOlNTI# SO 
i THIT fOINTI# ACCISSIS WITCWIS 
SIT HIOH Omi# #VT| Of HCA03 fOINTI# SO 
; THAT fOINTI# ACCISSIS WVCWIS 
:f|TCH WIVCWI AT CU# 
s O#* IMTO KIVCOOC AT MO» 
;OIC#IWNT CLAW# fOINTI# (WOW) 
;COM#ASI TAIL1 fOINTI# WITH OlSfLAV TAIL 
: fOINTI# (wmO) 
If HIOH MOI# #VT| NOT fOUAL. ##ANCH 
. I f  LOW 0#0## OVTI NOT IQUAL. BRANCH 
.If IOMAL. COfV HfAOa fOINTI# TO OISfLAT 
























































tCLCA» RUtSTIR V 
lS(T HIOH (MO## IVtl Of OMSOd POINfTI* 90 
t THAT POIMTI# ACCISSIS MlVCOOl LAW 
if ITCH MlVCWi fLAO AT CM 
iTIST INO Of #W#f|# LAO 
ilf INO Of MfflR. OOM 
iCALL SUtRttfTlM CM_#T# #IWT 
)CQM#A#I TAIL* POlNTTf# WITH OISPLAV TAIL 
i POIMTI# (MQ#0} 
Ilf HIOH 0*01# # Tl NOT IQUAL. MANCH 
itf LOW 0#0I# # Tl NOT lOUAL. MANCH 
If lOUAL. INC#IIMNT OIIPLAV TAIL POINfTI# 
i (wo#o) 
ilNCMIMINT OlSPLAV COUNT 
if ITCH OliPLAW COIMfT 
iCOM#A#l 
If Olft.CNT < At. IffANCH 
(CALL fuiWMTIM OI$#_TLJ# 
iwm 





















































































iiNcmmNrr ctMso# pointh (momo) 
SIT w;»* 0*01# IVTI Of MAM POINTS# SO 
i TMAT POINTS# ACCiSSCS KIVCOOC PAO# 
iPITCM KIVCOOC PIAO AT HOa 
iSTORI INTO MCVCOOl PLAO AT CU# 
SIT HIOM 0*01# iVTC OP CUNSO* POINT!# SO 
I THAT POINT!# ACCISSIS PMONCMC 
i CHA»ACTI#tSTIC PAO# 
SIT #l»$ 0*01# IVTI OP MiAM POINT!# SO 
I TMAT POINT!# ACCISSIS PMONCMC 
i CMARACTIKIfTIC PkAOS 
iPITCH CHARACTIWISTIC PAOS AT MM 
iSTO#l INTO CHA#ACTI#ISTIC PLASS AT CUff 
SIT Him 0*01# IVTI OP CU#SO# POINT!# SO 
I TMkT POINT!# ACCISSIS WIVCOOIf 
SIT HlflH MOI# IVTI OP MCAM POINT!# SO 
I THAT POINT!# ACCISSIS MIVCOOIS 
S PITCH MIVCOOC AT MM 
$0*! INTO KIVCOOC AT CW# 
iCOHPA#! MCAM POINT!# WITH OIS#LAV TAIL 
i POINT!# (MAO) 
; If mm «MOI# # VT! NOT I SUA t.. •#ANCH 
:IP LOW owe# IVTC NOT lOWAL, MANCH 
IP lOUAb, CO#V CW#$0# POINT!# TO OIS#I.AV 
I TAIL POINT!# (MN») 
; PITCH KIVCC»! AT MM 
IP INO OP #WPP!#, MANCH 




































tCLtAII RteiSTI* V 
:CALL SUtHOUTlM OtS» CUt.A{ttt 
iSit HtoM omit tm 3# cunsoii raiNti* u 
t THAT POIWTIR ACCISSIS KiVCOOl LAM 
tOICIIIMfNT OISPLAy CtMSO* AQOMSS 
(PITCH KIYCOOI LAOS AT CUM 
ttlfT OtfHTHOW LAO 
;:P NOT OXWTMONO, IWANCH 
{If OlPHTHmW. OICNIMfWT 0:S# CWW.AOO* 
vTKAMSfm oisPbAv eufisoi aoqaIss 
iCMANOf TO COMMAND PQ«M 
ICALL SUfROUtlNI OISP.IR 





































CLIA# RIOISTI# V 
ICALL SMNOUTlNf OXS» CW#,AOO# 
SIT HICM 0#0l# # Tl 9f TlXL* PQIMTI# SO 
I THAT POlNfTI# ACCISSIS MiVCMI LAOS 
siNcaiMSNfr o:s#la* cwso# ammiss 
(fitcm wivcwf fla# at tl* 
ist oi»tn(m# pla# 
I if NOT OlfWHCNO, i#ANCH 
itP OIPMiTMtm#. INC#IMgNfT 0:S#_CW#_AOO# 
T#AW#I# OfSPLAV cv#sw AOOMISS 
iCHANOl TO COWMMNO POMM 
(CALL SMIMUTlNf OIS#.l# 






























































M » V MMI 
OTS#_Zu#_AOO# 































ow tl ho fjDjtm 
iCLIA» mOlSTf* t 
2 SIT MXm MOI» • T| Of CUUSOd fOIMTI» SO 
l THAT POINT» ACCIiStS (*iVC(»i fLAOS 
ifITCM NIVCOOI fLA« AT CM 
tTIST INO Of Mifftu fLAO 
iff IND Of WffI# MM 
S CALL SIMIIOUTIM DISP.CUK.AOO» 
)T»AMfi» OtSPLAT CÛilfO» iOOMSf 
iMASK eW#SO# POSITION 
SAV# eumso# position in iiaittm n 
sfITCN Hiveœc LA# AT CM 
iTIST OIPWTWW# fLA« 
llf NOT OIPWTMOW. lAANCM 
llf OIPHTMOW. INCIIMNT CWSO# POSITION 
ICALL tUfPOUTIM CU» PTUPIflHT 
tINCifMNT CIMSIW PWITI#N 
SIT HIOM «ni» OTTI Of CW#SO* POINTU# SO 
i THAT POINTId ACeiSSIS PMW## 
i eWA#ACT|#ISTIC LAOS 
if ITCH CMA»ACT|IIISTIC LAW AT CM 
iTIST «MMO, VOWIL LAW 
ilf lITMii SIT iiANCH (LOOP DON#) 
SIT HION MOI# •VTI Of cwmw* raiNTI» SO 
I THAT POINTI» ACCISSIS NI eool LAW 
if ITCH NiVCOOl fLA# AT CM 
iTIST INO Of MffI» fLAO 
ilf NOT INO Of lyffi», LOOP 
iCONPAAf etMSM POSITION WITH «O 
S If CMSm POSITION »• 40, MANCH 
;T»AMffi» CMSW POSITION 
iTIST STRISS MOOl fLA# 
ilf STRISS MOOl, •RANCH 
iCHANOC CURSOR POSITION TO COMMANO fW# 
iCMAMOC CURSOR POSITION TO COMMANO fOPM 
iCALL SIWtOLTTINC OISP^IR 
iCtm CURSOR POINTIR To TAIL* POINTIR 
i (MMOl 
iOONC 
icmw CURSOR POINTIR TO OTLPLAV 
; POINTIR (WORO) 















































































































iCLtA# RIOtSTI# V 
iCWPANf eUffSO# POIMTI# WITH MCAOt 
t POlNtI# t«0#0} 
IIP HlflN (MOI# m T# NOT lOUAL. •#ANCM 
ijMO# 
loo«i fffss 
tip LOW 0*01# # Tl NOT lOUAL. •ttAMH 
tip lOUAL otmf 
I CALL #W#OWTIW OlSP.GU#. 
ITVAMIPI# OISPLAV CUfflO# 
IMASM CUffSO# POflTIOft 
iSAVt CUMSO# POSITIOM IM RCOISTI# n 
I CALL SWMWTIN# CU#_PT# LIPT 
tOICRIMINT CUffSO# PMITISm 
SIT MION OflOl# • Tl OP CU#SO# POINTI# 
t THAT POIMTI# ACeiSSli MlVCOOl LAOS 
CU# 
so 
t PITCH MIVCMI PLA* AT 
iTIST OIPHTMOM PLAO 
ilP NOT OIPHTMCMO. •#ANCH 
ilP OIPHTM»*. OIC#IN#MT OMSO# POSITION 
SIT HIOH CWOI# • Tl OP CIWSM POIMTI# SO 
i THAT POIMTI# ACCISSIf PMOMWf 
i CH##ACT|#|*TIC LAW 
SPITCH CHA#ACTI#ISTIC PLAOS AT CU# 
IST «NWQ. VOML LA# 
(IP IITHI# SIT •#ANCH (LOOP OmCl 
iCOMtPARI CU#S@# POIMTI# WITH HfAOt 
i POIMTI# (womo; 
;IP HISH MOI# •VTi NOT lOUAL. LOO# 
;IP LOW (mi# • Tl NOT lOUAL, LOO# 
(COMPARI CU#so# POflTim WITH 40 
ilP CLIiSO# PWITIOW » 40, |#ANCH 
T#AN#P|# CU#sm PWITIOM 
IST STRISS MOO# PLA# 
:ip striss moo#. «ranch 
icmmwf cu#sw position to commm» pown 
;uum# 
:cww*# eu#sm position to commamo pomw 
iCALL SMWUrriNC OlS# I# 
:C@#Y eu#SO# POIMTI# To TAIL* POIMTI# 
: (MMO) 
:0W# 
:C»PV cu#sm POIMTI# TO 01 SPLAT HfAO 
: POIMTI# (WOSO) 





















































CU**1 #0000000 # 
OXS#_TL#$ 


















tCLIAK nOlSTIII f 
SIT HIOM OROIt iVTI Of OtSPLAV TAIL 
X SO THAT POtNTIP ACCISSIS MlVCOOl LAOS 
(PITCH KIYCOOI PLAft AT OISP TL 
I T I S t  I N O  O P  « I f P I #  P A O  
itp NOT INO OP mwppim DIANCH 
ijy# NttlTINf MTTOW 
IPITCH HlflH 0*01# # Tl OP OISP.TL 
iMSM KM# OP POXNTI# 
iStOM 
tPITCH HIOH QUOI# # Tl OP CM 
iMISM MS# CP POINTI* 
:COMPA#l WITH HI»t 0*01# # Tl OP OlSP.TL 
iIP CM 4 OlSP.TL. i»ANCH 
ilf CM » OlSP.TL. ##ANCH OUT OP LMP 
i PITCH LOW e*Of# # Tl OP CM 
iCQ«WA*l WITH LW 0*01# # Tl OP OlSP.TL 
1 IP CM 4 OlSP.TL, i#ANCH 
ilP CM > OISP TL. i#ANO* MfT OP L8» 
SIT HlflH omii # Tl OP CMSM POINTI# SO 
; THAT POINTS# ACCISSIS MIVCCWI LA## 
S IP CM » OlSP.TL, CALL CW#.PT».#I«HT 
icOPV CW#SM POINTI# TO OISPLAV H#AO 
; POINTS# *WOW) 






LOA OXS# M0*$ 
10* MO*** 










ANO #0000000 # 





ICC LOO# $ 
J1» eU#.fT»_LlPT 






OM Oil# TL,M0 
uw# #_o.BW 
sCLiAii meisTm v 
ie(W#Ail 01S#LAV MtAO #0*NT|# WITH M#A01 
t MINT:# (NOtO} 
; I P  N I f l M  O H O f K I V T f  N O T  f O U A L .  M A N C H  
:IP LW OmOM I T: NOT IOUAL. MANCH 
itP IQUAL. CALL ROUTINl TO# 
ifITCH HIQH 0*01# # Tl Of 0I9#_M0 
IKMSK MS# Of fOINTf# 
ifTOMI 
if ITCH HtOH OflOm IT# Of CU# 
lIMftt M9# Of fOtMTtll 
:CQI#A## WITH HIOH 0*0## I T# Of OIS#_HO 
tif CU* * OI##_WO. MANCH OUT Of LOO# 
iff CU# > Olf#.MO. MANCH 
f#TCH LOW oral# IT# Of CU* 
:COM#A*# WITH LOW 0*0## IT# Of DIS#.HO 
ilf CU* 4 OIS#.MO. MANCH OUT Of LOO# 
ilf CU* »• OlSP.HO. CALL CU*.#T* L«fT 
iLW»# 
:CO#V CUflU* fOINfTK* TO OIS#LAV TAIL 
! fOINTI* (««*01 










































































iCLCA* NCOtSTC* T 
sCmPARC CUASO* POiMTC* WITH NCA01 
: POINITC* tWOttO) 
itP HlflH ONOC* # TC NOT CQUAL, MANCM 
LCW 0*0C* # TC NOT COVAL. IftANCH 
I IP COUAL. JUMP OUT OP LOOP 
iCALL SU#*WT|NC CU*_PT* LCPT 
:LOOP 
iCOMPARC CU*SO* POIWrC* WITH OlSPLAV 
i HCAO POINTC* (W0*0) 
itP HI«H OROC* # TC NOT CWAL, MAIWH 
IP LOW 0«0C* # TC NOT CQUAL. MANCH 
IP COUAL. copy CU*SO* POINTC* TO TAIL* 
i POINTC* tWWO) 
iTCST STRCSS MMC 'LA# 
IP STRCSi MWC. #*ANCW 
(PCTCH OIS»_CU*_AW* t*OW 3. COLUMN tl 
iPCTCH OIIP CU* âOC* (ROW 1. COLUMN II 
locm 
iCALL SU#WT|** OlSP.I* 
;COP* CURSOR POINTC* TO DISPLAY HfAO 
; POINTC* (W0*0) 






























































*T# WOO # 
*$*000000# 









CLIAR ntOISTIII V 
SIT HI»* OHOtll IVTI 0# CUnOA MIlMTIi SO 
THAT POtNITI» ACCtSStS MtTCMt PLAOS 
ifITCH KtTCOOt #LAO AT CV# 
TIST IMO o; #W#M# #LAO 
:X# INO 0# nifrm. UANCH 
A* NOT. CALL SUIAOUTINI CU»_PTII_m8MT 
iLMP 
iCOMtAIII OlSfLAT TAIL POINTIt WITH 
i CUWSO# POINTM («01»} 
i t P  HIOH OiOm # Tt NOT IQWAL. IMANCH 
If LOW 0*01# # T| NOT lOUAL. I*ANCH 
ilP tWAL. CO#y CUMSO* fOIWft* TO TAIL* 
I POINT!» («01») 
(PITCH DISPLAY CMNt 
OICNIMNT *IOI#TI» 4 
T»AN##I» OlSPLAT CUASO» AOOfftSS 
TIST ST»|Sf MMI LA# 
{If ST»ltt MMI. MAMCH 
SCMANOC cuaso# AOOHISS TO COMMANO fWM 
iCHANOf CV*SC» AMflfSS TO COWMANO fOPW 
iCALL $W#*WTIN# OISP.I» 
;00W 
(COPT CW»SO# POINfTK» TO OlSPLAV TAIL 
; POINITI» («0*0) 























































































































sCLIA* RtOlSTI* V 
tCALL SU#*ttlTIM OIS# CU*_AOO* 
tTIST tt*ISS MMt PLAi 
i t P  St*ISS Moot. a*ANCH iSTOTI DISPLAY CUMSM AOMfSS IN TIM* 
tCOM*ANI TAIL» POlNffIR WITM HiAO» MMNTI* 
t («0*0) 
iff HI»» 0*01* # Tl NOT lOWAL. •*ANCH 
(IP LOW 0*01* #VTI NOT lOUAL, l*ANCH 
IP IQWAL. OONt 
OIC*|M|NT TAIL» POINTI* (WO*OI 
I SIT HIOM 0*01* # Tl OP tail» POINTI* SO 
I THAT POINTI* ACeiSSIf PMONIII« 
i CHA*ACT|*1STIC PLAOS 
I PITCH CHA*ACTI*ISTIC PLAOS AT TL* 
IST M0*0. WWIL LAW 
S IP PMITHI* SIT #*ANCH 
iOICRIMIMT DIS#LAV CMSO* A00*ISS 
SIT HIOH OmiR # Tl OP TAIL» POINTIR SO 
i THAT fOINITIR ACCISilt KIVCMI PLAOS 
: PITCH MItCOOl PLAft AT TL» 
iTIfT OIPHTHONC PLA« 
IP NOT DIPMTMONO. ORANCH 
;IP DIPWTM»*. OICRIMfNT OIS*_CWR_AOO* 
;T*AN#P|R DISPLAY CMfM AOMfSf 
sCIMSM PWM SICONO WW TO PI*«T ROW 
(CALL SWMOWTIN# OIS» 1* 
(CALL SMWMITINC ST*ll< IN 
; PITCH INITIAL DISPLAY Qu*SM AOO*ISf 
iCHANOI TO CMMtAND PO*W 
(CALL SWWOWTIN# OlSP.I* 
;CMY CMfM POINT!» To TAIL» POINTS* 
: (WMD) 
iomff 
SIT HIOH 0*01* #YT| OP CURSM POINTfR SO 
i THAT POINTIR ACCISSIS KfYCMIf 
; PITCH KCYCMI AT CM 
:IP IND Of OWPPI* MMf 
SIT Him MOfR SYTf OP CMSM POINTS* SO 
: THAT POINTI* ACCISSIS PMMfM 
: CHA*ACT|B|STie PLA^f 
: PITCH CHASACTIRISTIC PLAOS AT CU* 
;T|9T WORD, VOWIL PLA€» 
;|P WITH#* SIT ORANOt 
:SIT HIOH MOI* #YTf Of TAIL* POINTIR SO 
; THAT POINTIR ACCISSIS KIVCOOI PLA^ 
(CALL SMMWTIN# ST*ISS,IN 




us# «tooooooct OIS» I# 
l.o.ffwf 
;CHANOI TO COMMâNO PQRM 





















































: PITCH KITCOOl 
tCQMPARI WITH CQOC #0* PtlMARV STMSS 
ttf tOUAL. MAMCM 
iCO«PANt WITH COOf POR UCWOARV STRIU 
IIP tOUAL. •RANCH 
tCOM^ARf WITH COOl POR TIRTtARy STRftS 
ilP lOUAL. «RANCH 
: PITCH KlVCOOl PLAO AT TL$ 
iCLlAR ALL STRISS LAOS 
SIT PRIMARV STRISS PLAO 
iSTORI AT TLf 
tOISRLAy COOl POR PRIMARy STRISS 
WW# OISPLAV 
: PITCH KlVCOOl PLAO AT TLt 
CLIAR ALL STRISS LAM 
SIT SICONOARV STRISS PLAO 
)ST(MI AT TH 
sOISRLAV COOl POR SICONOARV STR1S» 
(UW# OlSPLAV 
tPITCH KlVCOOl PLAO AT TLt 
i C L I A R  A L L  S T R I S S  P A O S  
SIT TIRTIARV STRISS PLAO 
iSTORI AT TLt 
(OlSPLAV COOl POR TIRTIARV STRISS 































































CWA# TA# #T# 
»pmmo cwim #as*1 
cwa» îai pfi-*t 
mooijomi 
»IPA,S»^T Ji*s 





























iCOM#ANf WITH COOl PO# PMON/SPILL MWI 
S IP IQUAL. •RANCH 
:COM#A#| WITH COOl PO# ALPH/STWISS MOOl 
tip lOUAL. •#ANCM 
iOONt 
:PITCH SHfPT«MOOI PLAO 
iTOOOLl MOOl PLAO 
lSTO#l PLAO# 
IS? SHIPT ANO MOOl LAOS 
ilP SPILL W»|. OOAMCH 
itP SHIPT PMONitlC MOOl, •RANCH 
iCOPV NO SHIPT PMONftlC MOOl lASI TO MIY 
i TAOLI POINT!# (MROt 
^COPV NO SHIPT PMONITIC MOOl 
( «ASI TO CH»#_TA#_PTR tWORO) 
iCWV SHIPT PMONITIC MWI •ASI TO MIV 
1 TASLI POIWTI# tWMOl 
iCOPV SHIPT PMOMTIC MWI CHARACTIRISTIC 
: RASI TO CHAR.TA#^# {WMQI 
iOONf 
iCOPV SPILL MOOl «ASI 
; (MMOI 
TO MIV TAOLI POINTI# 
:C«W SRILL MOOl CMA#ACT|#ISTie RASI TO 
: CHA#_TA#_PT# (M0#0) 
lOOMf 
;PITCH STRISS MOOff PLAO 
iTOOOLI STRISS MOOl PLAO 
STMI PLAM 
:CALL Wtmjftim OIS#_CW_AOO# 
T#ANSP|» OlSPLAV cWd# S^fSS 
iCHWMf CtMSM ROW (t TO 2 m 2 TO O 























tSIT CAIMV PLAe (lOHMW • NOT (C>) 
srtTCH Kiveool 
iSMTHACt 9\ NtVCMt 
iMWL# IV SMirTlNO • O MIT 
iTtAMiPl* 0 SIT TO iCaiSTIII ¥ 
sriTCM AOOKIflS Of PUNCTION SIMVICf iOUtINf 
: NHtCH eOMfllSIKWOS TO NIVCOOl ANO # 0*1 
: STOfIt IM .*W#_AOO# 





















UM# CLIA# mw g# «J9-O8^ 























STA ST#_MOO fLAO 








































SCLIAII ttioisti* y 
sflTCM CLiA» OtSPLAV COMMAMO 
(CALL SUMttftlM OtSP.t* 
tfltCH CIMfW ON. #%.:% O P COMMAND 
iCALL StMIMIITlM OtSP.li 
iPltCH OtSP.CU«.AOOA TKOW a, COLUMN ») 
iCAkl. SUtMOUTIM OIS».» 
iM#AO$ POlNfTIt (MAO) • 0 
I TAIL $ POINTIII (WOMO) • O 
tCUMSO* POIMTIi (WOMOI • 0 
lOMPkAV HiAO fOtNTft tWOMO) • 0 
iOtfPWAy TAIW POINITI* (WOW* • 0 
«UP### cmm (WOMOI • o 
CL#A# tt#ISf Mm# PLAO 
SH#A03 POlMfTI# (W0#0} • *PfH 
TAIL) PoiMT## tmmt • %fm 
iOisPwA^ cvmt (ttTci • 1 
iSCt NION (Wm## # T# OP TAIL* POIMIT## SO 
i THAT IKIIMfT## ACC#$SCf M#VC(»( ftAI» 
s#t Ml»* om## # t# op taik.a point## so 
; that point## acectfcf mcvcooc law 
S#t (mo op wpp## pla# at tl* amo tl3 
iSCT Ml»* wo## # t# op TAIL* point## fo 
: that point## acc#fskf *#(00#$ 
s#t Ml»* ow## ivt# op tail3 point## so 
; that point## ace#ssks ktvcwcs 
$ 0## #n0 op wpp## cfffic at tl* amo tl3 
S#T Ml»* WO## IVT# OP tail* POINT## SO 
; THAT POINT## ACC#fS#t PHOMiMf 
; CMA#ACT##IST|C PLA#$ 
:S#T Ml»* OW## » T# OP TAILa POINT## SO 
; THAT POINT## ACC#9S#S PHOMMf 
; CHAffACTtKISTie LAW 
;S#T W0#0 ###AK CMAAACTEKISTIC PLA8 AT TL* 
































































:Cl#A# AtOISTIII y 
sCLtAN PiAQ 
i PITCH MI CWI PO# Tf» OP BUPPIt 
tSTOUf IN TII#0#A*y 
iCALL WMOWTII# lOIT OISP 
tCALL WemOWTIN# K|y_MSt 
iTItT l##0* PkA« 
ilP MM» PLA# SIT. OOM 
1 PITCH M#** 
iSTOM IN HIOH QUOI» O TI OP M#MO*y 
iCALL SUtmUTlNt *|y_MlX 
tTIST IIMOft PUtt 
ilP l#*0# PLA# SIT. BONI 
(PITCH NfXt 
$T0#| IN LO* 0#0I# # T| OP MIMOty AOOttIfS 
ICAWI SUlMWfTINf *|yj4#* 
TIST imo# PU« 
sIP l##0* PLAO SIT DON# 
iPITCH Hf]lt 
iitoai at wmo#y aoomiss 
itNCMMNT MfMOAt ACOdlSt tW«AO) 
PITCH WI CWI AT CtMSOl POINTI» 
IP NOT INO Of •WPPI# 100# 
i PITCH HlfH MWI# tVTf OP WMW* A|»»i» 
iCOPAOI WITH # 
ilP NOT fOUAL, BON# 





















































CHA# MOtSTm V 
SIT HlfiH QMOIt tVTI or CtMSQd POIIWTI* SO 
. TMkT POIMTIK ACCtSStt 
irSTCH KttCWf AT tumUM MMNTS# 
sciwpattt WITH s#ac# 
tip not smc# itlanch 
I PITCH Kivccnt #0* cw#«m uxoht 
tSTQIIf IM TIMPOTAHV 
ICAIL SIMMOUTINi lOIT.OfS» 
UQOI* 
iCALL SUfMUTINI MIV COW 
tPITCH MiXt 
ISHIFT WIPT 4 TtMtS 
STO#l IM W#»3 
iPITCH WIVCOOl AT CUHfO* POINTIH 
iCOMPAMI WITH S#ACI 
iip icuAi.. owm 
iCALL SUfimttlM WIVCWN 
iPITCH HfXt (CQMtlNf WITH NIX3 































































































(PITCH KIVCOOI AT CUftSO* POINfTIW 
:Cm#AM WITH 0' 
s If MlVCOOl »• 0'. MANCN 
iSTOil KlVCOOl m MIX$ 
lOICAIMfMT HIX1 
tOOM 
tif MITCOOl o '0'. IKANCH 
: PITCH 0 (MIX) 
I Mm. STOMI 
iCOMPAMI WITH 'A' 
iff MlVCOOl 4» 'A', MANCH 
iPITCH A (MIX) 
;UWM#. STOm 
*CO##A#| WITH 
ilf MlVCOOl 4» MANCM 
iPITCH t (MIX) 
I WW#, STOffI 
iCOMPAil with C 
IIP MlVCOOl 4» 'C, MANCH 
: PITCH C (MIX) * 
iWtMP. STOM 
:cm#Ami WITH 0 
ilP MIVCWI 4» 0 . MANCH 
PITCH 0 (MIX) 
STOai 
:C«#A#I WITH 'I' 
ilP MlVCOOl 4» MANCH 
: PITCH I imm 
STOMI 
;COMPA*f WITH 'P* 
ilP MlVCOOl • 'P% MANCH 
SIT IMM PLA* 
iMNI {PITCH P (»«X) 
sSTMl IN M|X$ 
; PITCH MlVCOOl PM CWSO# HIOHT 
:STMI IN TINMWAmv 
S CALL SWMWTIW IOIT_OIS# 
iCLIAH MOIST!» V 
SIT HIOH 0#0l» # T| OP CUKSO» POINT#» SO 

































































P M OÎNi 
hIX< 
































ciiAM iisisTm y 
iCLlAM IMO# PLAO 
t PITCH MITCMi PO» TO# OP OUPPI» 
lSTO»i IN TIM#0»A»V 
tCAU SUfHOUTINI lOIT OIS# 
tCALL SUfmUTtNt MlvJk* 
iTIST IN#0# PUO 
(IP l»AO» PLAO SIT OimC 
lPITCH Mix VALU! 
ISTOWI IN HIflN 0«ei» • T| OP MiMO«V 
iCALL SUC»QUTIN« MIV^X 
iTIST INRO» PLAë 
iIP l»#0» PUA SIT. BONI 
I PITCH Wl% VALWI 
STOmi IN lOW Q»0l» • Tl OP MiMO«V AOOfllSS 
(CALL SW#»OWTIM Hiy MX 
iTIST liAO» PLAO 
IIP l»»Q» PLA« WT 0<Wi 
iPITCH HtX VALU! 
STO»l IN *m OP IMMQ»y AOOMISS 3 
iCALL SUimMTIW WIV 
TIST IWKNI LA» 
IIP l»»W PLAO SIT, wm 
IPITCH Kên VALU# 
STMI IN LM Of KWMOay AOOMISS 3 
I PITCH WIVCMI fO» S#ACI 
;ST(Wi IN T|M#0»A»V 
iCALL SWMOWTII* lOIT OIS# 
iCALL SVfWVTINf WgxJflV 
l PITCH KiVa 
iSTtMl IN T|M#@#A»V 
iCALL SWWTI# IBITJ»IS# 
;PITCH WIV* 
iSTtWi IN T|MW»A»V 
iCALL StMMOVTINf lOIT OIS# i PITCH H1<H mWI» tVTf Of MM AOO» 
lCOM#A»l WITH HIOH OWI» • Tl Of M|M_A00»3 
;if mrnum * MIM AIN»», OMANCH 
(If WM AOO» » M(MJK0«2, MM# 
îfiTCH ta* am» OVTI of WMuww» 
;C@W#A»| WITH LOW «Wi» • Tl Of MfM A0093 
iff MfM AOO» ** MCMu»S0»3. OW* 
:TIST iSf l» WA»N STATI PLAO 
:lf PLA» SIT 0<MC 





HCX.KIV LBV «0 C M# RiaiSTH V 
LOA tMM A00tt).V iPttCMlttI AT MNWV AOOMISS 
ANO «HtToOOOt :MASK UPPIR 4 IITS 




STA MIXt iSTORI IN NIX f 
USR MIX.CQNV iCALL SMRQtfTlNI MIXCONV 
LOA KlVt SWITCH MIVC80I t 
STA Mlva tSTQRI IN Mivcoei a 
LOA {MSW AOORl.y iCITCH IVTI AT MIMQRy AOORISS 
ANO «COOOttttI jMASK lOWIR 4 ItTS 
STA NIXt iSTORI IN NIXt 




HfX.CONV LOA HfXt 
INt HIX WO 
LOA «OtH 
JK# S omm wmv 















TliT.Ml CM# ««IN 





Nf» IQ A LOA #tfH 
STOlfjïlV STA MfVf 
H C^WM 




iIP NOT 0. •#ANCH 
i PITCH KlVCmi PO# 0 
:UU##. STORI 
tCM#ARi WITH A (HiXi 
:IP HIX1 < AH. •RANCH 
tip MIX* • AH. •RANCH 
iC<W#ARI WITH • (HtX} 
tip MIX* O •H. I#ANCH 
1 PITCH KlVCOOl PO# 'i' 
:%*!##. STO#l 
lCQM#ARI WITH C (MfX) 
IIP MIX* 4» CH. •#ANCH 
(PITCH MIVCMI PO# C 
tviUM#, STO#l 
lCOM#AR| WITH 0 (MIX) 
ilP MIX* <» OH, l#ANCH 
iPITCH KlVCOOl PO# 0 
igUM#, tTOffI 
:C«#AR| WITH I (MIX) 
S IP MIX* 4» IM. |#ANCH 
(PITCH KlVCOOl PO# I 
iUUM#. #TO#L 
tPITCH KlVCOOl PO# 'P' 
i«WM#. tTO#l 
: PITCH KIVCWI PO# 'A' 
ifTMl IN KIV* 
tOW* 
;STO#| MIX* IN KIV* 




STQ#_S#_$VN SU S SIT INTIMU^T OtSAILC 
LOA *0 
STA S#_STATUS_#L@ sCLIAII SPtICM STATUS fLAtt 
4S» ilS.S^.SVN sCALL SUtMUTINt MS S# SVN 
CLI SCLIA* :NT###U#T OtSAtL? 





us* STOP.SP SVN 
LOA «O 
STâ SP.MO 











LOA >PMNO.INO SASI 
STA INOIX.TAi.PT» 
LOA »PHN0.1N0.fASi*t 
STA :N0#% TA#_#T**$ 













STA THAMf TL*» 
LOA H03 
STA T#AW# TL 
LOA *0000000# 
SA S#,STATW$_PL@ 
LOA «7 TfH# 
CM# *40# 




LOA OIS# TL*» (0# T#A#aJ*#$ 
AMO *0000000# 
INC THAN# LOO# 
LOA OIS# ÎL 
fO# TIW^MO 
INC TmAN»_LOO# 
vlM# STAtT SVNTTH 
LOA *0 




STA TBAN$ 90V*1 
OS# START S#_SVN 
UN# (J>,O0NC 
:STQ# SPlICH SVNTMtSIZIR 
iSPlICH HtAO POINT## (MMO) • MON 
:T#ANSLATION RtAOV POINTIR (NOflO) • COOH 
SPlICH POINTIK (liORO) • CPPH 
SPlICH TAIL POINTI# (NOROI • #PPH 
tCLIA* INOIX TAILI LAOS • NO SHIPT, 
i PHONITIC MOOl 
iSTQNI NO SHIPT PHONITIC MOOl INOIX 
l AOORISS lASI INTO INOI*_TA#_PT# 
: PITCH NIVCOOl IIINO SIRVICIO 
lCOM#ARC WITH CQflf PO# SPIAW WIV 
iIP NOT lOUAL. IttANCH 
iCALL SIMAOUTINC TO# |C0#V CU#SO# POINTI# TO T#AWLAT| HfAO 
i POINTI# (W0#0). SIT SO that POINTI# 
i ACCISSIS HIVCWI LAOS 
iCO#V HCA03 POINTI# TO TRANSLATI TAIL 
i POINTI# (WMOL SIT SO THAT POINTI# 
; ACCISSIS MIVCMI PLAOS 
SIT T#ANSLATIO« IN P#00#IS# PLAO 
;PITCH KIVCOOC tlIN# SIRVICIO 
:C«W#A#I WITH cm PO# PC 
:IP lOUAL. i#ANCH 
ilNlTIALIZi SPlICH PASAMCTI# CUPPIR 
: CALL SUCRCUTINC flLINCI 
;CALL SWMWTINC TKAMSLATI 
iCON#A»f 01S#LA« TAIL POINTI# WITH 
: TRAMSLATC WCAO POINTI# (WORO) 
:IP HIQH OROCR CUTf N9T IQUAL. LOW 
IP LOW ORSfR #VTI NOT IWAL, LOO# 
:IP lOUAL. STA#T S#CfCH SVNTWCSIS 
;HANO PIO COOl ' CLCA# TRAMCLATION IN 
; PROORCSS PLAO 
: OAO T#AN9LAT|0N RCAOV POINTI# (WOW) 









SCT INTIRRU#T OISAOLC 
:SVNTWCSIZIR TO TRANSITION INPLICTW MOOC 
197 




iCALL SWMWTXW PASS #A* ILK 




SILINCI LOX «0 tCLIAK RIOISÎI» X 
lOV «t sRIOIStl* V eOUMT • S 
LOA #eOH SIT HtOH (MOI* IVTI OP TKAMS.mtV POINTIR 
S A îttAMS.Mty^l i SO tHAt #0:NT|# ACCISSIS CMA» LAOS 
SIL.PAft.LOO# LOA »0#.llf0 CONST. Y s PITCH CONSTANT VALUI OP PAiAMITIK 
STA (TIliM.fcv.X) STOW IN SPIICH RfPPI# 
Oie T#ANS_#0T«1 tOICRIMNT HIOH ONOli ItTI OP TRANS ROT 
OIT sOICRIMNT RIOISTI* V - OPPSIT 
•PL SIL.PA» LOOP :tP RIOISTIR T >• O. LOOP 
iUP.PULL.SIL LOA TRANS.iOT iCOMPARI LOW OROIR # Tl OP TRANSLATION 
CMP SP.PT# : RIAOV POINTIR WITH SPIICH POINTIR 
110 lUP PULL SIL IP lOUAL. lUPPIR PULL. LOOP 





•• lOX» LIST 
IXT MSS PAR.tLK 
ixr NOt.&ii.Moa.TU 
IKT ti4M».M0.T»âNS.TU.INVl(»»« 
i*t jp itATut.Pio 
IXT INfflX.TMI.PI.0. INfflX.Tâi.Pt» 
IXT tULt iASI.AOOII 
l*T SP S8.1» fTi.T»âNS.iO*.SP,T». 















LOX *0 LOT »T 
US# MATCH fHOM 





OW MAT LfT IWId 
•IT T» ITATSS fWO 
•Ml miHT INVTROM UW RCSIT PMTN4 UN# KMONlil 
USR «WT R«T INVIR 
•IT TR ITATOI fLO 
•Ml RuCc.ffLfÎTIO 
OfR RHIT PNTRS 
tHewii 






AMO #0000000 # 
STA Moa^t 
LOA TRAMS TL« * 
AMD *0000000 # CNR MO#** 




KC CWRJWT TR 
MC WIFT.COR^TR LOA CUR«T 
AMD #0000000 e 
ORA *00000100# STA CUR«T 
LOA CCUR.X) SMF SHIFT^CWR.TR LOA CUR«T 
AMO «000000010 






STA TRAMS TL*1 
LOA H02 
STA TRAMS TL 




•IT 5R STATUS^FLS 
#V0 T^OM# 
LOA 5R_$TATUS^FL8 
sCLIAR RtOXSTIR T 
(CALL StMROUTIM OIT.RASIJIOOR 
iCLIAR RIUSTIR X 
tSIT RMISTIR T TO t 
tCALL StNIROUTlNt MATCH_RM<M 
tOIT TIST TRAMSLATi STITUS LAO 
iir IRRM/INVALIO MIT #LAO SIT. RRAMCH 
S If MATCH fLA« SIT PHOMMI MATCHIO. 
llf MATCH fLA« RISIT. PRIRARI TO RISTART 
! MATCH RMODMM 
iCALL lUaROUTlNi MATCH LI T INVIMM 
(•IT TIST TRANSLATI STATUS fLAO 
If KMTCH fLAft SIT LifT IW MATCH, RRANCH 
tIf MATCH fLAft RISIT, PRIRARI TO RISTART 
1 MATCH PMOMIM 
(CALL SUiROUTINI MATCH RIOHT INVIRO* 
(•IT TIST TRAMSLATI STATUS fLAft 
(If MATCH fLAft SIT RIOHT IMV MATCH, 
(If MATCH fLAft RISIT. PRIRARI TO RISTART 
(MATCH PMMIMt 
(CALL SWROUTIN# fIL.PARjMf 
s f ITCH MI COOI AT TRiMSj# 
(If IM. OOM 
(CALL SUSROUTINC CURJIIOHT 
(CLIAR RIftlSTIR * 
if ITCH HISH OmiR • Tl Of HCAOa POINTIR 
(MASH MM 
SAVI MM Of HffAOa POIMTIR 
if ITCH HlfiH OMIR STTI Of TRAMi TL POIMIR 
(MASK MM 
iCOMRARI WITH MM Of HfA03 POINTIR 
I If TRAMf.TL 4 M09. CURSOR RIAOT •RANCH 
If TRANft TL » NOt, LOW 
ifITCH LOW OROfR • T| Of TRAM# TL POINTIR 
iCOMRARI WITH LOW «WIR OTTI of MfAOS 
If TRANS.TL « M03. CURSOR RIAOV, •RANCH 
ilf TRANft.TL » MM, LOOP 
(If TRAMft TL • MOa, SIT HlfiH OROIR • Tl Of 
! CURSM POlNrriR SO THAT POINTIR ACCISSIS 
i KIVCMIS 
iflTCH MfVCCOC AT CURSOR POINTIR 
ilf NOT IM LOOP 
iCOPV CURSM POINTIR TO TRANSLATI MfAO 
; POSMiTiR iWORO). SfT SO THAT POIKflR 
; ACCISSIS WfVCMf fLAft# 
iCORV NIAOa POINTIR TO TRANSLATI TAIL 
: POINTIR (MMO). SIT SO THAT POINTIR 
: ACCISSIS KKTCOOf fLAftS 
(BRANCH 
ifITCH 9PIICH STATUS fLAftS 
RISIT TRANSLATIF IN PROORISS fLAft 
iSTMff «f|IO« STATUS fLAft* 
(•IT TIST. SYNTHKSI»R WAITINft fLAft 
ilf fLAft RISIT 00#* 
ilf fLAft SfT. ffTCH SPIKM STATUS fLAftS 
202 
«NO «tOMMttt iMSIT SVMTHfStatI VAITIM fUO 
STA S* STATU» »te {fTtWf SPIICM STATUS PUM 
US» PAÎS PA»_iw* *CAIL SMMUTINt ASS_ A# # # 






































































T#AN$ MO»* |T«ANijHO},V 




{PITCH KlVCOOl LAOS AT TRANSJ« 
SMASK SHIPT AND MOOl PLAM 
TRANS I# MASMIO LAOS TO RIOISTIR X 
tCmWARI MtTH INOIX TA#LI POIMTIK LAW 
itP lOWAL. IRANGH (ROINTI# RIAOV) 
tIP NOT. WOATI INOIX TA#Ll POINTIi PLAO 
tTRANSPH MASKIO LAOS 
TIST MOOl PLA# 
tIP S»ILL MOOl. WANCH 
itP #MWMT%C MMI. TRANSPI» MASMIO PLAOS 
TIST SHIPT PLA# 
ilP SHIPT. iRANCH 
IIP NOT SHIPT. CORV NO SHIPT PHONITIC MOOl 
i INOIX iASI TO INOIX TA#LI POINTIR 
I (MORO) 
lUW# POINTTIR RIAOT 
ICORV SHIPT PHONITIC MMI INOIX iASI TO 
i INOIX TACLI POINfIR (MROI 
ROINTIR RIAOT 
iCORV SPILL MOOl INOIX IASI TO INOIX 
i TAfLl POIWTIR (WORD) 
SIT WISH OmiR # T| OP TRAMSLATI t^AO 
I ROIMR SO THAT POINfTIR ACCISSIS 
; HIVCWIS 
(PITCH WIVCOOl AT TRANS HO 
$OOU#LI HITCOOI #V ««IPTIN# • 0 PSIT 
TRANSIR OPPSIT TO RIOISTIR V 
S PITCH START IN# 400#fSS OP TRANSLATIF# 
: RULfS WHICH CORRISPONO TO KfVCOOl 
i ANO STOTI IN RWLIJMSI AOOR 











































































Il » Ufc» 
#00000000» 
T#_STATW_PLe 
iPITCN PliST sm OP TRANSLATIIM RULl 
tC«#ARI WITH RULl MUNOARV COOl 
:tr NOT lOUAL. IRANCH 
:IP IQUAL. SIT IRROR/INVALIO KIV PLAO 
iOOM 
SIT MATCH LAO 
{PITCH • Tl OP TRANSLATION RULl 
iCOMP>ARi WITH PHONim MMNOARt COOl 
I IP ICWAL, DON# 
i PITCH MtyCOOl LAOS AT TRAW.TL 
I MAS* SHIPT ANO MOOI LAO# 
iCOIPARI WITH LAW IN RULl 
tIP NOT IQUAL. •RANCH 
IIP IWAL. INCRIMNT RIOISTIR V/RULI_ 
S #ASI AOO# (WOROI 
SIT MIW OmiR # Tl OP TRANSLATI TAIL 
I POINTIR SO THAT POIKTIR ACCISSIS 
1 MIVCOOIS 
(PITCH MlVCOOl AT TRANS TL 
iCOMPARI WITH MIVCMI iR RULl 
ilP NOT lOUAL, IRANCM 
ilP IOUAL. INCRIMfWT RIOISTIR V/*fLI_ 
i #ASI_AOO# (WOW* 
; INCRIMINIT TRA#*LAT| TAIL *WW») 
SIT HIRN OWIR # Tl OP TRANSLATI TAIL 
: ROINTIR SO THAT POINTIR ACCISSIS 
i WlVCOOf LAOS 
(LOOP 































» » LOO^ 
llOLl.lASI.AOOINt 
_ _ Wf 
SMI#*.## 
IWLI_IAM_AeO*^ 
sCOPV HIAOa fOIMfU to tiANSLATt TAIL 
i TOtNfTIt (WOmO). SIT SO THAT POINTift 
S Aceissis xivcooi lAO# 
t#ITCH tVTI 0# TRANSLATlQit NUWI 
sCONPAm WITH NULI lOMVOAKy COOl 
tit lOUAW. OONC 
tiNCMMNfr moisTit y/iut.i.tASi.Aoo* 
I (W0#0) 
I LOO# 














































































































iCOPV ÏMAWLATI NIAO POINfTlft TO IMVIHON 
S POtMTI» (MOttOI 
ilNC»tMCNlT iiOtStt» f/iULt.lAU.AeO» 
: (M0«0) 
iCOWPA»! INVfiOMWNT POIMTI» WITN Ml AO* 
I POIIWri» (MMO) 
I If HIOM 0*01» iVTI NOT lOUAL. ««AMCH 
ttf lOWAL. iNAMCM 
iff NOT lOUAL OICMIMINT |MVim<W*WT 
1 POfMTI» (M0»0) 
iilT Ml»* omi» # Tg Of INVIMOHMINIT 
I POINTI» SO THAT POINT!» ACCIfSgf 
t MgVCWI LAO# 
ifgTCH tVTg Of T»AM#LAT|W PWLg 
iCOiPA»g WITW LgfT gNWI» MUMOA»* CWg 
I If gOWL, OON# (If NOT gOUAL. MAfM HgV/CMA* FLAO 
ilf SgT. NCXT » Tg CMA» LAO# •»ANCM 
:tf »g#gT Ng»T tVTg MgVCOOg, COMPAMg 
i fMlfT AMO MOO# LAO# AT IMMI»CMMCMIT 
I PoiNirg» AMO T»AM#LATIQM mag (If NOT gOUAL, #»AMC# (If gOUAL, INC»gM#NlT «gOISTg» V/iULg. 
; #A#g_AOO» 
$gT MI<N «0#» mVTg Of gNVIROMMgMT 
i POINTTg» 90 THAT POIMTg» ACCg#f#« 
: Kgycoog# 
(fgTO* WgVCOO# AT gwi#0# 
;COMPA»g WITH WgVCOOg IMl MLg 
ilf NOT gOWL. ttlANCH 
ilf gOVAL. LOOf 
;lMC»gMgNfT VgOlfTg* V/iULgJIAfg 400» 
; lw0«0> 
ifgT HIOM MO#» WTg Of INMIMMMgNiT 
; POlNnrg» go THAT POIWTg* ACCgSfg# 
; CHA»ACTg»|>T|e fLAO# 
ifgTCH CHA# fLAO# AT gNWIMM 
-,MA#K PgtTINCMIT LA## 
;INC»gMCNrr »gOI*Tg» V/mWLg_#A$g_AOM 
; (W0»0) 
:eOMPA»g WITH CMA» fLA## IM MM,# 
:lf NOT lOUAL, B»ANCH 
:lf gOUAL. LOW (fgTCW OVTg Of TRAM#LAT|OM WLg 
:C0MPA8# WITH LgfT gNVI» #OW*A»T COO# 
:lf gOIML, OOM# 
;If NOT gOUAt. MAM W/CHA» fLAO 
:lf »g##T MCXT tVTg KgveOOC. #«AMCM 
:lf ##T N#Xt tm CMA# fLA##. INOSgMgMfT 






















HULljMSr A00IH1 (IIUt.l.lASl_A(K»).y 
«tOOOOOOOS 
NO.MATCH_Mil 
miLi IASI AOOiNt 
IMV lo MOÎ_M.I 
«OOOOOOOOS 
Ti.STATUf.^t® 
llNCRIMtNT RCaiSttll V/RUklJUSt.AMII 
: (W0#0) 
I^ ITCM CMM LAW IN tiANSUTlON MUWI 
iMAVt MNCtUATlON/SPACf fU« 
PUNC/sPAGi pu« NISIT, MAMCM 
tt!> #IA# Stt. tMCHIMfNT RtOlStI* y/RUll. 
: •ASI.AINM (WOmO) 
(km#. INV • MOI 














































































































iCOPV TRANSLAti TAIL POIHTI» tO INVINOM 
: POINtl# (MONO} 
tiwviRON POiNrri» RIAOV. INANCM 
iCO«PA«C CNVI#ONM#NT POINTIK VITH TAILS 
i raiNtl* (MM») 
ill* NIOH 0*01# IVT# NOT IWAL. MANCH 
li; lOUAL, iRANCH 
IIP NOT lOUAL. INCRIWNT INVIRONMKT 
t #QINT#R (MRO) 
ifIT Ht«H OmiR # 71 Of INVIWNWm 
1 MINT## M THAT FOINTI# ACCIfSIS 
i MlVCœi LAW 
SlNCRIMNf? RIOISTI# V/RULI.tASI.AOO# 
i (M«n) 
ifITCH # T# Of T»ANSLATIOM RUL# 
sC(W#ARK WITH «|««T INWI# MmOMUf* CW# 
ilf lOUAL. OONS 
ilf Wl COUAL. MAS» *|V/(HA# fLA« 
ilf SIT. N#%T m Tl (HA# LAW ##ANCH 
ilf RISIT N#%T # Tl *|V(W#. COMPARI 
; SHIfT ANO M»# fLAW AT INVIflmMIMT 
i fOINITI# ANO TRANSLATION RULl 
ilf NOT lOWAL, ##ANCH 
ilf lOUAL. INC#IM#NT RIOISTI# V/RWLI_ 
i #ASI_AM# (MMO) 
S*T HION im#* # Tl Of IWWIWmiNT 
i POINITI# SO THAT fOINTI# ACCISSIS 
i KlvCOOIf 
ifITCH MITCOOl AT |N¥IROM 
;C@#A#I WITH HITCOOI IN MILI 
ilf NOT lOUAL, fffANCH 
ilf lOUAL. LOW 
ilNCRIMtWT RIOISTI# V/RULI^SI AOO# 
i (WORO) 
SIT HION OROI# iVTI Of INWIMNMCNT 
i fOINTI# W THAT fOINTI# ACCIfSIS 
i CHASACTiaifTIC LAO* 
if ITCH CHA# LAW AT |NW|#ON 
iMAM #I#TIWNT fLAOS 
ilNC#|MfNrr RIOISTI# V/RULIJMSI.AOO# 
i (W0#0) 
iCOM#A#l WITH CHA# fLAOS IN WLI 
ilf NOT lOUAL. 
ilf lOUAL. Looe 

















































miO CWWT LW# 
T#AN$ WY $# fT# 
•uF futt^oo» 
T»4iijw7 
ilNCRIMNf KfeiSTI» y/mM.I.IASI_AM« 
t («mo) 
SWITCH ITTI Of TRANSUTIWt «Ukl 
sCOlPA*! WITH mat MIMOAMy COOl 
itf fOtMt.. MNC 
iSIT Htm (MQtR tyTI 09 TRAMtmy TO 
I ACCISS OMATION PMOMM COSiS 
tflTCH OW#-#MOW erai PNOM TRANS RUil 
iSTom IN sPiiCM mw ## 
ifNCRIMIWT RIOltTI* y/Wk#JIA#:_AOO* 
I (««0Î 
t U T  N i o H  omm LYTI o# TRAM ROV TO 
t ACCISS CHARACTIRISTIC IFITC# CMTR FUSS FIOM TRANS RULL 
ISTORI IN SRIICM iUffIR 
iPUSH RISISTIR y TO STACM 
RIS STIR y CWWT . 4 
OICRIWNT NIQM <miR S TI Of TRAM ROY 
if ITCH CONSTANT VALU# Of RARAMfTIR 
STORI IN SRIICH WffIR 
sOICRIMNT HIOH OWIR TVTI Of TRAW_ROy 
iOICRIMINfT RISISTI» y 
Vif NOT MM LOO# 
ifULL RIO:STIR y fROW STACK 
iCODPARI LOW «MIR #yT| Of TRAMSLATI 
: RIAOV ROINfTIR MITH S#IICH fOIWWI# 
;tf lOWAL. SWffIR fULL. LOW 
llNCRIMINrr TRAMSLATI RIAOV (ROLLOVIRl (LOW 
lOONI 
. _ tjN 
0#0* 
OÊOH 
ëM'ëiM'ëiM'MM'O M't *!'• M't M WM 
• K*i n*» K't «'e-wrwiiK*» •01 mm tfi oNt ii4t 
tivo 
OiOM 
«UN MM #&M «M OMM 
iAM'tlM'VijN'aM'tlM'aUN'tft 4'ëÉM OSOM |lM'«iN'£ «'C worn 
«IM'SjTa'AHi OMM 
. . _ # A*i4W«lll*iUN*tiM*glN*0^éD * OWM 
t 9 A'n d A'liltr» A'«iJN-«VAM» A'M)1tt4l (WOW 
iiM'iM'OlM'ilM'iliN'iifil'tiM'iliN OiOM 
0#M tfi ONI HtM« 
VIVO 
• 
_ - •|N'i4N'e>'t> OMOM 
«'• N> N*«w«l'0 N't « OWM 
I H'ëiM'ëiM'ëilN'ëiM'ëiJN'ë^'ëiMI OiOM 
_ 0 n'ëiM'i é't ë'i é'iro'H rrs OVOM 
A 9'UgH'9L9Hi 9'Z 9'ëiM'ëilli'ëiM'ëÉM CMOA 
« o#o* 
_ _ .«.»** 1 fi'ëiM^ëtMjUJN'ëiM'éja'O A OWON 
I 1 A'O T A'fUMM A'i )'* O'I 1 A'H 3'iiN OtOM 
•iM'«lM'«lN'«iM'iiN*«lN*«lJN'«iM OWtM 
«wfw o'ii o'io o'n* o'ïf o'iWtoi o#ow tvx ONI ONHtt 
«iVO 
* 
•»C»<Oi« OMOM ::w%0Ni[ 
tfi ONI MSHtf OWOM ISVI_aNl.H»44 



































:N0 TIIANSI.ATIOM Wkf 
212 
DATA V_L_X NIX P# tVOWlL - LOWM CAM t M#X PI PD PC iOIPAULT SUfSTtTUTlOM HIX M.40.PP 
V.C.I NtX PP iVOWlL - CA»1TA(. t HFX PI.PD.PC iOIPAULT SMSTlTUTlWt 
HgX 0T.40.PP V_«._l HfX PP tVOttll. • LQMt CASI 1 M#X PI PD PC iOIPAULT sutsttfurrtoM 
HfX 0t.40.pp V.I^SKOW HIX PP iVOWIb • IPSKOM 
HfX PI.PD.PC iOlPAUtt SMftlTUTION 
HIX 0A.4O.PP V.âlH HIX PP jVQtllk - ASM 
MIX PI PD PC iOIPAytT § 1 1 HIX 00.40.PP 
V.SCMWA HIX PP IVOWIL • SCHWA 
HIX PI.PD.PC iOIPAWL? SUTSTIRUFTON 
HIX 1i.40.PP 
W_CA««T HIX PP IVWII. • CANIT 
HIX PI.PD.PC tOIPAULT lUtSTITunON 






HIX IC.40.PP V.W.U ^X PP IVWIL • imw# CASI U 
HfX PI.PD.PC iOIPAWLV SUtStlTUttOH 
HIX $7,40.PP 
^-C-W »*X PP SWOWlr - CAPfTAlk U 
»«X PI.PD.PC iOIPAUkt SUCSTITUTfW D^X «9.40.PP 






HfX «.40.PP V.OP.O WX PP ivomt, • WIN 0 
HfX PI.PD.PC (DfPAVL? StMSTfTUrfim 
HfX t0.40.PP 
HfX PP iVOWft, • (.Ml* CASI A 
»«X PI.PD.PC ;0|PAULT SMSTITUTIOM 
HfX Of 40 PP 
213 
OâTA 
Mf* PP iOlPKTMMQ - At 
NfX 00 a# M PB ;C lAt-L 
Mix 4p.to.n.oo.4«,io.fo.oo,o«.oo.aa.oo.pp 
MIX êO.ia.PI.PO.PC iAl-MMWAII 
Nfx 4P.i0.M.0O.4«.tO.M.00.fC.4O.PP 
Pl.PO.PC tOlPAULT SMSTlTUTtCM 
W* 4P.«O.aO.0G.M.0O.43.tO.PP 
Ml* PP iOtPHTMOfM - AU 
MIX PI PO PC tOlPAULT SUOSTtTUriOM 
MIX 4P.«0.tO.OO.tf.OO.M,fO.PP 
®-0* MIX PP iOlPMTMONO - 01 
«X CO a# p# PO PC JOI-I. 
MIX #$.#o.##.co.##.oo.4?.io.o).co.aa.oo.pp 
MIX PI PO PC lOlPAywt juttTittttîom 
MIX it.to.i#.eo.cp.oo.tt.oo.4«.io.pp 
®-«' MIX PP tOlPMTMONtt - Il 
MIX 00 a# PI PO PC sii-t 
MIX 4# #0 4# #0 #0 00 0# 00 aa oo PP 
MIX Pl.PO,PC iOIPAUkT SU«StfTUT|«it 
MIX 4# #0 ## 00 43 #0 PP 
®_0W MIX PP iOIPHTHONO - OU 















M#X PP iCONSONAMT - P 
NIX ;f.;o.3o.#o.#o.#c iHOm PINAL POIITIQN 
HtX av.oo.pp 
NtX M D PC iOfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX a7.oo.fc.oo.pp 
HtX pp ; CONSONANT • • 
HfX Pf.PD.PC iOfPAULT SUlSTtTUTtON 
l**X aa.oo.pp 
HfX pp tCONSmANff < T 
HIX pf.po.ao.fo.ao.pc IWCPO PINAL POSITION 
wx a# oo pp 
HfX Pf 0 PC lOfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX a# 00 fc 00 pp 
HfX pp ! CONSONANT • 0 
HfX Pf PD PC lOfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX a# oo pp 
HfX pp 1 CONSONANT • K 
HfX 00.tP.Pf.PD.PC S«-S 
HfX fO.OO.fO.OO.ff.OO. TO.OO.PP 
HfX 00. n.Pf.PD.PC JK-W 
HfX f# 00 fc 00 fa 00 pp 
HfX pl.po.ao.io.fo.pc iw0#0 PINAL POSITION 
HfX a# 00 p 
HfX Pf.PD.PC iOfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX at.oo.fc.oo.fD.oo.PP 
HfX pp : CONSONANT • 0 
HfX pf.ao.fo.fo.po.pc iMWO INITIAL POSITION 
Mix f# OO A# 00 pp 
HfX Pf.PD.PC ;OfPAULT SUtSTITUTIW 
NIX ac.oo.Ao.oo.pp 
l>«X pp (CONSONANT • P 
NIX Pf.PD.PC iOfPAULT SUtSTITUTim 
HfX M 00 PP 
MX PP sCmtStMAMT • V 
Pf.PD.PC (OfPAULT SUtSTITUTim 
HfX 33.00.PP 
»*X PP ; CONSONANT • TWTA 
HfX Pf.PD.PC iOfPAULT 9WSTITUTIW 
HfX 3# 00 PP 
HfX PP :C(WS(WANrr • THV 
WX Pf.PD.PC •.OfPAULT SUtSTITUfTltm 
HfX 31.00.PP 
HfX PP icumumm - s 
HfX Pf.PD.PC :OfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
NIX 30.00.PP 
HfX PP ;C(WSONAMfr » Z 
HfX Pf.PD.PC :OfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX 3P.00.PP 
HfX PP îCWtSONANfT - HACMfK S 
HfX Pf.PD.PC (OfPAULT SMSTITUTim 
HfX 33.00.PP I^X PP (CONSONANT • HACHfK Z 
HfX Pf.PD.PC (OfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
WX 3t.00.PP 
WX PP (CONSONANT - W 
HfX fO.13.Pf.PD.PC (W-SCWWA# 
HCX ac.oo.cf.oo. tc.4o.pp 
MIX Pf.PD.PC (OfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
MIX ac.oo.pp 
HfX pp (CONSONANT - WACHfK C 
HfX Pf.PD.PC (OfPAULT SUtSTITUTION 
HfX M.OO.fD.OO.Ta.OO.PP 
HfX pp (CONSONANT - HACHfJC a 







HtX «t.00.71,oo.fr  
HCX fp {CONSONANT •  M 
HfX r i .ao.M.fo.PO.re  :WOW INITIAI.  POSITION 
MIX ai .oo.a .oo.rf  
MIX r t . ro . re  tOtrAULT SWSTITUTION 
HfX i t .oo.rr  
WX fp iCt tOONANT < N 
»MX r t .ao. io .ao.ro.rc  iWOmO INITIAL POSITION 
HtX 3t .oo.At .oo.rr  
HtX r t . ro . rc  sOtrAULT SUISTITUTION 
HtX at .oo.rr  
HtX r r  «CONSONANT -  NO 
HtX r t . ro . re  lOtrAWLT SMSTITUTION 
HfX M.oo.rr  
HtX r r  iCOWONANT -  *  
HtX r t . ro . rc  tOtrAULT SUMTITUTION 
HtX a* 00 r r  
HtX r r  (CONSONANT •  a 
HfX 00.t t . r t . ro . rc  W-L(NtW CASt U 
HtX 44.oo. t4 ,oo.M.4o.M.oo.rr  
HfX r f . ro . rc  iOtrAULT SUfSTITUTION 
HfX O4,0O.rr  
HtX r r  ;  CONSONANT •  L 
HfX r t.ro.ao.io.to. re  iMOiO r iNAL POSITION 
HtX aa.oo.rr  
HfX r t . ro . rc  sOirAUWT SUOSTITuriON 
HfX ao.oo.rr  
HfX r r  iCmSONAWT •  •  
HfX r f . ro . rc  iOtrAULT SVOSTITUTION 




HfX #f 0 PC 
M#* oo.ao.M 
MfX ff 








s^âUSI - SMCI 
tOIMULT SMSTltUTtOM 
tfAUSI • COMA. SLASH 
iOirAUt.T SMfTItUTlON 
NUS# -  COLO«. SIMI-COIW# 
:OIPâUt.T SMSrtTUTtCm 










HtX PP iNUMIII - 0 
HtX f D PC sOfPâULT 9MSTITUTIQM 
MIX PP 
HtX PP tNUMf* - 1 
MX Pf.PO.PC :OfPAWLY SUtSTItUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP sNMMtfl • a 
HtX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAUiT SUtSTlTUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP iDMMfll» - 3 
HIX Pf.PO.PC lOfPAULT SUfSTITUTlOM 
W#X PP 
HfX PP iNUMIt - 4 
HfX Pf.PO.PC lOfPAULT SUtStlTUTIQH 
HfX PP 
HfX PP iMUMtfH - t 
HfX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAUtT SUtSTlTUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP iNUMIfi - t 
HfX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT SUtSTlTUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP iNUMtf* - 1 
HfX Pf.PO.PC (OfPAUkT SUtSTlTUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP sMUMtff • t 
HfX Pf.PO.PC sOfPAUWT SMSTITUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP iMMItt - t 














HtX - A 
HfX Kt ;o fc iOtPAULT SUttTttUTtON 
HtX pf 
HfX pp :ALPHA - • 
HgX PtJO.PC sOfPAULT SMSTITUTIQM 
HtX pp 
N(X pp : ALPHA • C 
HfX Pt,PO,PC iOfPAULT SUfSTttUTtOM 
HfX pp 
HfX pp 1 ALPHA • 0 
HfX Pt.PO.PC tOfPAULT SUtSTITUTIQN 
HfX pp 
HfX pp tALPHA • f 
HfX Pt.PO.PC tOfPAULT fUtfTttUTtOM 
HfX pp 
HfX pp }ALPHA - P 






HfX pp «ALPHA - 0 
HfX Pt.PQ.PC iOfPAULT SUOfTITVTtON 
HfX PP 
PP 1ALPHA - H 
HfX f PC iOfPAULT SUtSTITUTIOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP ; ALPHA • 1 
^X Pf.PO.PC sOfPAULT iU«fT|TUTI(M 
M(X PP 
HfX PP iALPHA -
HfX Pf PB PC ;OfPAULT SUSfTlTUtlOM 
HfX PP 
HfX PP (ALPHA • tt 
HfX Pf PO PC iOfPAULT SUtftTITUTIOM 
*«n PP 
HfX PP I ALPHA - L 




 M[X pp 
»*x pp •.ALPHA - M 






HfX pp ; ALPHA - N 








HfX pp (ALPHA - 0 
WX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT SUMTlTUtJCN 
HfX pp 
HfX pp iALPHA - P 







HfX pp iALPHA ' 0 
HfX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT fUOSTITUTTIOM 
HfX pp 
HfX pp iALPHA -• 
HfX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT SUOSTITUTIOM 
HfX pp 
MIX pp iALPHA - S 
»*X Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT SUtSTITUTlOM 
HfX pp 
HfX pp ;ALPHA - T 
HCX Pf.PO.PC iOfPAULT «IM»TlTUTSON 
mx pp 
HCX pp : ALPHA - U 
HCX Pf.PO.PC lOfPAULT $Ue»TlTUTIQM 
HCX pp 





M#X Pl.PO.PC pp 
Htx pp 
Mtx PI PO PC 
wx pp 
HtX pp 
PI PO PC 
HfX pp 
HfX pp 
HIX PI PO PC 
NfX pp 
iOlPâULT SMSriTUTI(»t 
: ALPHA • W 
iOlPAULT SMSTITUtlOM 
(ALPHA - n 
tOlPAULt SUtSttlUtIQN 
(ALPHA - y 
sOlPAULT SUISTITUtKM 
lALPMk - 1 
lOiPAULT SUlSTlTUtlON 
